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Abstract: 
In the first part of this project, independent component analysis has been applied to extract word 
clusters from two Farsi corpora. Both word-document and word-context matrices have been 
considered to extract such clusters. The application of ICA on the word-document matrices extracted 
from these two corpora led to the detection of syntagmatic word clusters, while the utilization of 
word-context matrix resulted in the extraction of both syntagmatic and paradigmatic word clusters. 
Furthermore, we have discussed some potential benefits of this automatically extracted thesaurus.  
 
In such a thesaurus, a word is defined by some other words without being connected to the outer 
physical objects. In order to fill such a gap, symbol grounding has been proposed by philosophers as a 
mechanism which might connect words to their physical referents. From their point of view, if words 
are properly connected to their referents, their meaning might be realized. Once this objective is 
achieved, a new promising horizon would open in the realm of artificial intelligence.  
 
In the second part of the project, we have offered a simple but novel method for grounding words 
based on the features coming from the visual modality. Firstly, indexical grounding is implemented. In 
this naïve symbol grounding method, a word is characterized using video indexes as its context. 
Secondly, such indexical word vectors have been normalized according to the features calculated for 
motion videos. This multimodal fusion has been referred to as the pattern grounding. In addition, the 
indexical word vectors have been normalized using some randomly generated data instead of the 
original motion features. This third case was called randomized grounding. These three cases of 
symbol grounding have been compared in terms of the performance of translation. Besides that, word 
clusters have been excerpted by comparing the vector distances and from the dendrograms 
generated using an agglomerative hierarchical clustering method. 
 
We have observed that pattern grounding exceled the indexical grounding in the translation of the 
motion annotated words, while randomized grounding has deteriorated the translation significantly. 
Moreover, pattern grounding culminated in the formation of clusters in which a word fit semantically 
to the other members, while using the indexical grounding, some of the closely related words 
dispersed into arbitrary clusters.    
Keywords: symbol grounding, automatic thesaurus extraction, multimodal fusion, hierarchical 
clustering      
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1. Introduction 
With the reduction in Internet connection prices, the utilization of more powerful computer memory 
and faster broadband services in every corner of the globe, a vast collection of text documents have 
been rapidly amassed. This has urged industrial and governmental corporations to concentrate on 
creating intelligent agents for extracting valuable information and knowledge from text corpora. Such 
intelligent agents can be helpful in various decision making processes such as monitoring social 
networks for marketing or anticipating potential terrorist attacks. In the realm of artificial intelligence, 
an apt classical question is how we can enable such artificial intelligence agents to understand natural 
languages.  
Identification of similar words has been one of the traditional but rudimentary approaches toward 
automatic semantic analysis [127]. There are many ways of expressing one concept, and many concepts 
can be expressed by one word. In the last few decades, several algorithms have been proposed for an 
automatic construction of thesaurus which can capture such many-to-many semantic relationships 
among words. One can benefit from an automatic thesaurus for information retrieval tasks and 
overcoming the data sparsity problem. It can also shed light on the content of a large corpus. However, 
from the semantic point of view, in a thesaurus, a word is just defined by or connected to other words 
without being linked to the outer objects. On the other hand, symbol grounding is a more sophisticated 
approach for conquering the meaning of a word. 
Symbol grounding can be interpreted as a hook that connects the words in our heads to the outer 
objects.  In anthropic mechanism [44], it is believed that cognition can be explained by physical rules. 
Furthermore, Fodor [125] suggested that the meaning of a symbol is grounded in the relationship 
between the symbol system and the world. If correct, one can stimulate cognition by providing an 
artificial intelligence with the right rules for manipulating symbols. In other words, we would be able to 
create an artificial agent that can understand natural languages such as English as we do. Although 
symbol grounding and consciousness are quite popular concepts among philosophers, they have not 
gained considerable recognition by information scientists. In this project, we study the influence of 
symbol grounding on automatic translation and synonym detection, which can be regarded as one of 
the first works in the translation field according to our best knowledge.     
In the first part of this project, WordICA is applied on two Farsi corpora. This part is mainly about 
extracting a numerical representation for every word in Farsi corpora. Numerical representations of the 
words can be obtained by defining words in the vector space model. In this model, a word is 
demonstrated by a vector whose components are real numbers. For example, a word can be mapped to 
an integer number by counting its frequency in a specific document, and if we consider all the available 
documents, then we can form a vector in a   dimensional space, where   denotes the number of 
documents. This kind of numerical representation can then be input to independent component analysis 
(ICA) algorithm for extracting automatic thesaurus. Furthermore, Independent component analysis has 
been applied for word clustering because it has the capability of automatic document clustering which 
can be utilized in future works.  
In the second part of the project, we proposed a novel framework for capturing the meaning of motion-
related words. Arena made by OptiTrack was employed to create motion videos. In addition, motion 
features such as the means and standard deviations of coordinates, velocities, and the accelerations of 
different body parts were calculated. Every motion video was represented by such 602-dimensional 
motion data.  
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An online web-based form has been designed where English, Finnish, Swedish, and Farsi speaking 
people can annotate a set of motion videos. Word vectors have been formed by counting the frequency 
of a word in a video. There are 124 motion videos; hence, words are represented by 124 dimensional 
vectors. Then, the word vectors were normalized by the 602-dimensional motion data. As a matter of 
fact, we want to study how the system performance would change in terms of translation and synonym 
detection, if we fuse textual and visual modalities. In other words, words are grounded by the data from 
visual modality. That’s how this part of the project is related to the symbol grounding problem.       
Since Farsi is one the studied language in this project, and some readers might not be so familiar with it, 
a very brief introduction to this language is presented in section ‎1.1. Section ‎1.2 explains the symbol 
grounding problem very shortly. Section ‎1.3 expounds multimodal technologies. Section ‎1.5 mentions 
some application of text mining. Then, in Chapter ‎2, the methodologies including PCA, ICA, WordICA, 
and hierarchical clustering is stated. Besides that, in this chapter, the methods of synonyms detection 
and translation of motion-related words are clarified. Chapter ‎3 describes the results of both the symbol 
grounding and word clustering experiments. Finally, Chapter ‎4 asserts a conclusive statement about the 
exploitation of WordICA for word clustering and symbol grounding for automatic translation systems.      
1.1. Persian (Farsi) language 
Persian is an Iranian language which is itself a branch of Indo-European languages [131, 132, 133, 135]. It 
is a polycentric language spoken by almost 130 million people mainly in Iran, Afghanistan, and Tajikistan. 
It is also spoken in Iraq, Pakistan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan by minorities. It is natively referred to 
Farsi in Iran. Although Persian is the official language in Iran, nearly half of its population is non-native 
Persian speaker; the other languages spoken in Iran are Azerbaijani, Balochi, Kurdish, and Arabic [134]. 
In Afghanistan, it is known as Dari, an official language together with Pashtu [136].  
Old Persian was written from left to right on cuneiform script. After the Islamic conquest of Iran, in the 
ninth century, modern Persian was established and enriched by many Arabic loanwords. Its alphabet is 
based on Arabic script with four more letters being added to it. Accordingly, modern Persian is written 
from right to left. Furthermore, there is no difference between capital and lower case letters. 
It is a morphologically rich language, and there are over a hundred affixes to form new words. It is 
claimed that Farsi is an agglutinative language. New words can be formed both by combining bounding 
morphemes and compounding two existing words. In writing, Farsi generally makes use of only 
consonants and long vowels, not showing short vowels in the written form. In addition, Professor 
Mahmoud Hessaby demonstrated that Persian can derive more than 226 million words [137].  
1.1.1. Persian adjectives and adverbs 
Persian adjectives have a limited inflection space; they may be simple, comparative, or superlative. If a 
simple adjective is not an Arabic loanword, its comparative and superlative form can be easily made by 
adding a suffix to it.  
Table 1: Persian comparative and superlative adjectives 
Simple adjective Comparative adjective Superlative adjective 
-badدب (bad) -badtarدبرت(worse) -badtarinدبنيرت(the worst) 
-khashenنشخ (wild) -khashentarنشخرت(wilder) -khashentarinنشخنيرت(the wildest) 
-mehrabanنابرهم(kind) -mehrabantarنابرهمرت(kinder) -mehrabantarinنابرهمنيرت(the kindest) 
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Adverbs are primarily identical with, or derived from, nouns or adjectives. Some Arabic loan words are 
transformed into a manner or a sentence adverb by adding the Arabic “tanwin accusative” loans ending 
in –an: e.g., ghalban-ٌ ابلق (meaning by heart). Adjectival adverbs, which are identical with or originating 
from adjectives, are mostly of manner:  ٌانت-tond (quickly, hastily). Intensifying adverbs, which qualify 
other adjectives or adverbs, are the quantifying adjectives: يليخ-kheyli (very). 
Table 2: Persian Adverbs 
adverb meaning Type of adverb root Part of speech 
ًاتبسن (nesbatan) Relatively Sentence adverb -nesbatتبسن (relation) Noun 
كيدزن(nazdik) Near Nominal adverb -nazdدزن(near, now) Noun 
شاوي(yawash) Slowly Adjectival adverb -yawashشاوي(slow, slowly) Adjective, adverb 
رايسب(besiyar) very Intensifying adverb -besiyarرايسب(very) Adjective 
1.1.2.  Zero-width-non-joiner problem  
Detection of word boundaries is an important preprocessing task in statistical text mining. In the 
literature, this task is referred to as tokenization. Tokenization of Persian text documents is still a 
challenging process as some words might be written in a concatenated form, or attached morpheme 
might be separated with a space. 
In Farsi, the shape of a letter is determined by whether it is joined or separate. For example, the verb “is 
doing” in Farsi might be written in these three different forms: 
1. يمٌ نک  
2. يمٌ نک  
3.  نکيم 
However, only the first version is grammatically correct. There are two morphemes in this verb: 
1. یم (mi)= it is a morpheme that shows present continuous terms in this case 
2.  نک (konad)= it is the root of verb “do” for the present tense 
When there is space between two things, it means that they are two words. Thus, two morphemes that 
are parts of the same word should not be separated by a space. On the other hand, if they are joined, its 
spelling would not be correct according to the Farsi grammar. The solution is to use a zero-width-non-
joiner; in this case, while there is no space between the last letter of the first morpheme and the first 
letter of the second morpheme, they are not joined.   
In the first part of this project, frequencies of words should be extracted to convert words into a 
numerical representation. When counting the frequencies of substrings in Farsi text, the zero-width-
non-joiner (ZWNJ) can be problematic. Zero-width-non-joiner is a kind of space that cannot be seen, and 
it is there to separate letters before and after without adding a space. It is most frequent in verbs where 
its derivational morpheme should be separated without a space. In addition, typing Farsi words with 
English letters is quite popular, which has worried Persian linguist experts. Thus, there was an extensive 
effort to utilize machine learning techniques for building online user friendly websites in which a user 
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can type Farsi words using Latin letters, and receive the words back in Perso-Arabic letters. Behnevis 
[42] is an online service which offers such conversion. The problem of such online tools is that too ZWNJ 
might be added without the user being aware of it. For example, both of these two verbs seem to be 
correct and equivalent of each other: 
1. يمٌ نک =(U+0645 U+06CC U+200C                   U+06A9 U+0646 U+062F) 
2. يمٌ نک =(U+0645 U+06CC U+200C U+200C U+200C U+06A9 U+0646 U+062F) 
However, it is only by comparing their Unicode that we can notice their differences. In fact, in the first 
version, only one ZWNJ (U+200C) is used, while in the second version, two more ZWNJs are added. 
Hence, when working with Farsi words, unnecessary ZWNJs must be removed in the preprocessing 
steps; otherwise, frequencies of some words might not be captured correctly, which results in 
inaccurate numerical representations of words.   
1.2. Symbol grounding problem 
A symbol is any object which is a part of a symbol system such as natural language [50-54]. English 
alphabet is an example of a set of symbols whose shapes are selected arbitrarily. In addition, the shape 
of a symbol is neither the hint of its meaning nor the shape of the object it refers to. A tool is required to 
find the referent of a symbol, and when the symbols are connected to their referent, they become 
meaningful. Symbol grounding is a mechanism using which the object to which a symbol refers can be 
detected.     
Symbol grounding problem is about how words get their meaning. This problem can be further clarified 
using an intuitive example. Suppose that you want to learn a foreign language such as Chinese, and the 
only available tool is a monolingual Chinese dictionary in which the Chinese words are defined using 
other Chinese words; you cannot find any kind of clue such as an image in this dictionary. In other 
words, the words in this dictionary are not connected to anything in the world. In this case, when you 
intend to recognize the meaning of a new word, you have to also look up all the words which are 
included in the definition of that word; this will make your search for the meaning of a word like an 
infinite loop. The only reason cryptologists of ancient languages and secret codes seem to be able to 
successfully accomplish something very like this is that their efforts are grounded in a first language and 
in real world experience and knowledge [54].  
The aforementioned example has been inspired by the famous Chinese room argument proposed by 
John Searle [143]. He has imagined himself alone in a room communicating appropriately with people 
outside the room in Chinese just by following the computer instructions which manipulates the Chinese 
symbols, while in fact, he has no knowledge of Chinese. Although people who are outside think that he 
is a Chinese speaker, he did not manage to realize the meaning of any of the Chinese words. He 
concludes that understanding is a biological process and no computer can understand Chinese by 
following a program. In other words one cannot get semantics from syntax. Searle’s argument has 
initiated a hot debate among recent philosophers. Critics have offered several counter arguments 
among which “The Robot Reply” captured our attention [144]. In this reply, it is conceded that a natural 
language processing program does not create any understanding, but if the program is embedded inside 
a robotic body with sensors and motor enabling the robot to make contact with the physical entities, it 
would be possible for the robot to understand a natural language. That’s how we are inspired to utilize 
multimodal language technologies to capture the semantics of motion related words. 
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Symbolists like Fodor believe that symbols get their meaning by being appropriately connected to the 
outer objects in the World [48, 49]. The fact that our own symbols do have intrinsic meaning whereas 
the computer’s symbols do not indicates that automatic translation and artificial intelligence in general 
can benefit from symbol grounding. 
The symbol grounding problem is also relevant to consciousness. According to Max Velmans and Susan 
Schneider [43], consciousness is the most familiar and the most mysterious aspect of our lives. There are 
two doctrines concerning consciousness. In anthropic mechanism, everything about human beings can 
be explained in mechanical terms as surely as can everything about clockwork or gasoline engines [44].  
However, one of the chief obstacles that all mechanistic theories have faced is providing a mechanistic 
explanation of the human mind and consciousness. For one, although Descartes endorsed profoundly 
the mechanistic conception of the material world and some human function such as passion, he argued 
that one cannot explain the conscious mind in terms of the spatial dynamics. The theory that opposed to 
this mechanism is vitalism, which maintains that vital activities cannot be explained by the laws which 
govern lifeless matter; hence, consciousness can be neither explained nor measured by physical laws. It 
is not of our major concern whether consciousness can ever be explained mechanistically. However, the 
question of how consciousness might be related to language is more pertinent to this study.  
Ned Block proposes two distinct types of consciousness which he called phenomenal (P-consciousness) 
and access (A-consciousness) [45].   P-conscious states include the experiential states we have when we 
see, hear and have pains. These experiences, considered independently of any impact on behavior. A-
consciousness, on the other hand, is the phenomenon whereby information in our minds is accessible 
for verbal report, reasoning, and the control of behavior. So, when we perceive, information about what 
we perceive is access conscious; when we introspect, information about our thoughts is access 
conscious [46], and so on. According to David Chalmers, A-consciousness can be understood in 
mechanistic terms [47]. Accordingly, it would be possible to unravel the mystery of relation between 
perceiving an event and its verbal report. 
1.3. Multimodal technology 
In a multimodal technology the communication is accomplished through various modalities. A mode or 
modality refers to a channel through which a message or information is sent or received. For examples, 
in human-human communication, multifarious modalities such as speaking, writing, gesturing and 
touching are exploited. Similarly, multimodality can be seen in human-computer interaction by the use 
of different input/output channels. Exploiting multiple modalities enhances our human-computer 
interaction and makes it more natural.  
Nowadays, multimodal systems can be found in sophisticated inventions such as haptic devices for 
generating sensation to the skin [56, 57], disability assistive applications [58], wearable virtual devices 
[59, 60], GPS navigation systems [61], military super-soldier enhancing devices [62], personal digital 
assistants [63], speech enabled interfaces [64], smart advertisement [65, 66], virtual keyboard [67], 
virtual reality [68, 69], and many other technologies [55]. 
The central process in a multimodal system is multimodal fusion which refers to assimilating information 
from assorted input channels. In addition to improving interface design, fusion of multiple modalities 
can also increase the accuracy of classification and decision making processes. For example, in [111], the 
authors have combined facial and voice data to recognize four emotions: “sadness, anger, happiness, 
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and neutral state”. Their results demonstrate that facial data is more informative about emotion than 
acoustic data. In fact, according to their experiments, the performance of their emotion recognition 
system was 70.9 percent when the acoustic data was the only utilized input, while exploiting facial data 
led to an overall performance of 85 percent. On the other hand, by fusion of voice and facial data, the 
overall performance of the recognition system soared to 89.1 percent. 
The abundant successful stories of multimodal fusion have propelled research scientists to focus more 
on this subject. For example, in [70], the fusion of audio-visual features along with other textual 
information has been shown to be effective in detecting events from a team sport video.  
There are three approaches for combining different modalities: early fusion, late fusion, and the hybrid 
method. In early fusion, the information is fused at the feature level; for instance, audio and visual 
feature vectors are concatenated for a classification task. In the literature, this approach is known as the 
recognition-based fusion [71-73]. In late fusion, multiple modalities are connected in the semantic 
space. For instance, audio and visual feature vectors can be processed by some classifiers to produce 
higher level representations such as phoneme and viseme; then, instead of combining audio and visual 
feature vectors, phoneme and viseme vectors can be incorporated. Late fusion is also referred to as 
decision level fusion [74-80]. Hybrid method is a combination of early and late fusion [81-85]. In [66], an 
overview of these three methods and an in-depth view of various strategies for multimodal fusion is 
offered. 
1.3.1. Multimodal language technology 
Multimodal language technologies refer to technologies that combine text or audio features with 
features from some other modalities such as image. The majority of researches in this field have focused 
on combining audio and vision for the various purposes including but not limited to speech recognition 
[87-90], biometric identification [91, 92], speaker recognition [93, 94], semantic concept detection [90, 
93], video classification [96], and human tracking [97]. 
Some researchers have also tried to merge textual information with features from other modalities. In 
[98], the authors have applied maximum entropy model to fuse text with image based data at the 
feature level for semantic image indexing. In [99], features from audio, video, text, and weblog 
modalities have been fused at the hybrid level for the purpose of sport video analysis. In [100], features 
from text, audio, video and speech modalities have been combined at the hybrid level for video topic 
clustering. In [101], features from text (closed caption), audio, video and motion modalities have been 
merged linearly at the decision level for video retrieval. 
1.3.2. Automatic multimodal translation 
The majority of the previous works in the realm of multimodal language technology has been 
concentrated on information retrieval, clustering and classification. There exist few researches which 
have been devoted to automatic multimodal translation. For example, in [102], the authors have been 
trying to develop a system so that the lip movements in dubbed movies can be automatically 
synchronized to the translated speech. In [103], Duygulu et al have built an automatic lexicon from a set 
of annotated images; these images were annotated in different languages including English and French. 
Each image annotation consists of a set of words. Every word can be linked to a region in an image. 
There is no information about such connection between the words in an annotation and the regions in 
the corresponding image. This connection was learned by applying a variant of EM algorithm. Then each 
region in an image is linked to words from various languages. Accordingly, by object recognition, an 
automatic lexicon was created. In [104], textual and visual features were fused for automatic 
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annotation, and from the authors’ point of view, the problem of image annotation could be viewed as 
analogous to the problem of cross-lingual retrieval. 
1.4. Motion capture 
Motion capture is the process of recording a live motion and translating it into actionable data that 
allows a 3D recreation of the performance. It involves measuring an object's position and orientation in 
physical space, then recording that information in a computer-usable form. Objects of interest include 
human and non-human bodies, facial expressions, camera or light positions, and other elements in a 
scene [138]. Data acquisition is implemented using markers attached near the joints of an actor; using 
these markers, low level data such as the positions and angles between the markers are recorded. Such 
raw low level data enables us to animate a humanoid character. Motion capture was started as a 
photogrammetric tool analysis in 1970’s; later, it found its way into education, training, sports, 
biomechanics, and gesture recognition, and nowadays, it is extensively exploited in generating 
animation for cinema and video games [139, 140]. 
1.5. Text mining 
Text mining is a data mining technique for extracting useful information from unstructured or semi-
structured text documents. Text mining is an interdisciplinary field which incorporates data mining, web 
mining, information retrieval, information extraction, computational linguistics and natural language 
processing. Some of the basic tasks in text mining include document classification, document clustering, 
concept co-occurrence, named entity recognition, part-of-speech tagging and summarization. Text 
mining has been exploited in multifarious fields such as security [105], biomedical [106-109], marketing 
[110, 111], sentiment analysis [112, 113], business intelligence [114], and social media monitoring [115, 
116].       
1.5.1. Word clustering 
Word clustering refers to the task of automatically identifying semantically similar words and putting 
them in the same group. One of its immediate applications is the automatic construction of thesaurus. 
Automatically produced thesaurus is a requisite part of translation and information retrieval systems. 
According to Dekang Lin [117], a certain sense of a word might have been used at a specific period of 
time, which makes it unlikely to be captured by manually compiled lexicons. For example, by analyzing 
San Jose Mercury corpus (45 million words), it has been found that more than half of the occurrences of 
the word “westerner” refers to “hostage”. Thus, when searching for hostage-related articles, westerner 
might be a good keyword search candidate. Overcoming the data sparsity problem is another advantage 
of automatic word clustering; Dagan has demonstrated in [118], that smoothing the maximum 
likelihood estimate of a word based on the likelihood of its synonym has exceled the back-off 
smoothing. In [122, 123], it is stated that word clusters can shed light on the overall content of 
underlying corpus; in other words, word clusters can be viewed as a summary of a large corpus. In [124] 
a broad overview of clustering algorithms has been given. Furthermore, Implementation of some text 
clustering algorithm can be found in several toolkits such as Lemur [120] and BOW toolkit in [121]. 
1.5.2. Syntagmatic vs. paradigmatic 
An automatic thesaurus might capture various semantic relations such as synonym, antonym, hyponym, 
meronym and hypernym.  Sahlgren [127] has placed various semantic relations among words under two 
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umbrellas namely syntagmatic and paradigmatic. Words co-occuring in the text are syntagmatically 
related. Such relation is linear and combinatorial; in other words, words with this kind of relation can be 
combined together. For instance, “shoot” and “gun” are syntagmatically related. Another example of 
such relation is the words which emerge in a normal sentence like “I am hungry.” On the other hand, in 
a paradigmatic relation, words can be substituted. Such relations hold between words that do not co-
occur in the same context but whose neighboring words are often the same, like the words “house” and 
“apartment” in the sentence “I own [an apartment | a house]”. These two relations are often regarded 
as orthogonal axes in a grid. 
 
Paradigmatic relations 
Selections: “x or y or...” 
Syntagmatic relations 
Combinations: 
“x and y and...” 
She buys green paint 
He draws blue clay 
They paint red color 
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2. Methodologies 
Principal component analysis is applied on the high dimensional dataset collected from motion videos to 
convert them to two dimensional data points so that they can be visualized. In addition, WordICA which 
is based on Independent component analysis is employed on word-word and word-document matrix for 
extracting word features which can be utilized for automatic detection of word clusters. In the following 
sections, I have explained these methods briefly. 
2.1. Principle component analysis 
Principal component analysis is an eigenvector-based procedure which converts a set of correlated 
observations to a set of uncorrelated variables. PCA was first introduced by Karl Pearson [38]. It is a 
popular statistical tool utilized for exploratory data analysis and making predictive models. This tool can 
reveal the underlying structure of data in a way that best explains the variance in data. When 
encountering a high dimensional data, a preprocessing step is to visualize its reduced dimensional 
version. PCA can be very useful by yielding such a lower dimensional picture of the high dimensional 
data. Such dimensionality reduction can be achieved by projecting the data into the first few principal 
components. In addition to dimensionality reduction, it can be applied to reduce the noise and prevent 
the overfitting problem. PCA is closely related to the factor analysis and singular value decomposition. 
 
Figure 1: Principal components analysis centers the sample and then rotates the axes to line up with the 
directions of highest variance. If the variance on    is too small, it can be ignored and we have 
dimensionality reduction from two to one. 
Figure 1 depicts a very simple example of PCA when applied on a two dimensional dataset. The principal 
component,   , is along the direction which data most spreads out. In other words, it has the largest 
possible variance. The other principal components have the highest variance with the constraint that 
they should be orthogonal to all other previous components. These principal components can be 
obtained using the covariance approach or the singular decomposition method. Since the covariance 
method is more straightforward, I explain the method of achieving the principal components using its 
intuitive steps.  
Consider a matrix,  , with rows being the observations and columns being the variables. PCA maps each 
row vector to a new space with principal components being its basis. For example, one can extract the 
first two principal components of a high dimensional dataset and map these high dimensional data 
points to a new space with only two dimensions being the principal components. This can be a very 
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useful preprocessing step. To extract the principal components, first of all, the empirical mean is 
removed from the columns. Then, the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix are sorted in terms of their 
eigenvalues. The first eigenvector which corresponds to the largest eigenvalue would be the principal 
component.  
2.2. Independent component analysis 
Independent component analysis is a generative blind source separation model utilized for extracting 
source signals from a linear mixture of signals without having a priori knowledge about the nature of 
mixture. ICA works on three assumptions that need to be considered carefully before applying it on a 
problem. The first assumption is that the source signals are uncorrelated and statistically independent. 
In other words, the value of a signal at a specific time does not tell anything about the value of other 
signals at that time. The second assumption is that the source signals are mixed linearly. The last 
assumption is that the source signals should not follow Gaussian distribution.  
In order to clarify on ICA, I refer to a concrete example of the classic ‘cocktail party problem’. Imagine a 
cocktail party is held in a room where four people are speaking simultaneously, while their sound is 
recorded by four microphones. As the microphones are positioned in different locations, the individuals’ 
speech signal will contribute differently to each microphone. Furthermore, each microphone records the 
sound of all four individuals. This problem can be written using algebraic notations.     
                             
                             
                             
                             
   denotes the output of the  -th microphone;    represents the  -th individual’s speech signal; and,     
stands for a weight which depends on the distance between  -th microphone and  -th person. This 
problem can be further simplified using matrix notation:     
         
         
In (1), s denotes the source signals;   represents the mixing matrix; and,   stands for the microphone 
output. If we knew  , we could apply straightforward linear Algebra methods to extract  ; however, we 
have no clue of how the source signals are mixed in practice. In other words, there are two unknowns 
and one known variable. In this case, one can apply ICA because its assumptions hold; the amplitude of 
each voice at a specific time does not tell us anything about the amplitude of another voice at that time, 
so the independence assumption of the source signals holds. The source signals are mixed linearly, and 
they do not follow Gaussian distribution. There are well-known algorithms which find an estimation   of 
the source signal   by computing the separating matrix .  
Infomax [1,2] and FastICA[3,4] are the two most popular algorithm for ICA. Infomax finds the separating 
matrix   by utilizing negentropy and minimizing the mutual information of the estimated source 
signals   . On the other hand, FastICA exploits kurtosis and maximizes the non-Gaussianity of the 
estimated   . FastICA is based on central limit theorem. An observation in central limit theorem tells us 
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that the distribution of two independent random variables is closer to Gaussian than the two original 
variables. Furthermore, Hyvärinen and Oja [3] has demonstrated that maximizing the non-Gaussianity of 
the estimated source signals can be reduced to minimizing their mutual information. He also concludes 
that the source signals must be non-Gaussian; otherwise, ICA cannot be applied. 
Both Infomax and FastICA implement centering, whitening, and dimensionality reduction as the 
preprocessing steps. These steps have been demonstrated using a simple but intuitive example in  
 
     
       (a) 
       
                                                (b) 
                 
                                                 (c) 
 
                                                (d) 
Figure 2: (a) shows the original data generated from a uniform distribution. The two source signals are 
defined by horizontal and vertical coordinates of the data points. (b) demonstrates how the source 
signals are linearly mixed. (c) depicts the whitening step. (d) reveals the estimated source signals found 
by FastICA. 
Figure 2.a demonstrates the original data. 1000 data points are generated from the uniform distribution. 
The first source signal    is defined by the horizontal coordinate of the data points, and the second 
source signal    is determined by the vertical coordinate of the data points. The two source signals are 
generated independently, and they follow uniform distribution. Hence, this is a perfect example for ICA. 
Figure 2.b exhibits linear mixture of the two source signals. (3) and (4) shows how they are mixed. 
{
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Figure 2.c shows the whitening step. This step is implemented by removing the mean from the data and 
multiplying it by the inverse of square root of the covariance matrix; it is worth mentioning that 
whitening has restored the original shape of the data, and ICA just needs to rotate it. The output of 
FastICA algorithm is also manifested in Figure 2.d; a geometric interpretation of the ICA is that it rotates 
the axis and minimizes the Gaussianity of data projected onto each axis. 
ICA has been applied in various fields including but not limited to audio signal processing [5-7], image 
processing [7-12], bioinformatics [8-26], time series and financial data [27-30], and text document 
analysis [31-33]. WordICA is another successful application of ICA in natural language processing. 
2.3. WordICA 
WordICA [36] is an unsupervised machine learning approach that can automatically find word features 
from unannotated corpora. These word features can be utilized for tasks such as word clustering. Since 
WordICA is an unsupervised technique, one does not have to worry about annotating a large corpus, 
which makes it an efficient method. In fact, sufficient corpus for training classical language technologies 
is not available in many languages including but not limited to Farsi. In addition, these features can be 
exploited to produce automatic lexical resources; these resources will be useful in developing 
applications such as natural language interface and machine translation systems. 
ICA is a numeric algorithm, so it is required to transforms words into numbers. One way to achieve this 
transformation is applying the bag of words model. In this model, a word is represented by a vector with 
one element equal to one and other elements equal to zero. Thus a word is represented by a vector in a 
numerical space whose dimension is determined by the number of context words. In addition, it should 
be emphasized that the word orders and their dependencies are ignored in this model. Besides that, the 
dimension of this space can be reduced by utilizing SVD, PCA, or other dimensionality reduction 
methods. 
Word-word matrix and word-document matrix are the two conventional ways of transforming a text 
document into a numerical representation. The rows of word-word matrix indicate the analyzed words, 
and its columns indicate the context words. The analyzed words can be the set of the   most frequent 
words or any other set of   words. The context words come from the set of   most frequent words. 
This will form an  -by-  matrix denoted by   whose element     means the frequency of  -th word 
occurred with a specific distance from the  -th context word. This distance can be, for example, the two 
immediate preceding and two immediate following words. In addition, in word-document matrix, rows 
represent the   most frequent words, and columns denote the documents. Each element of word-
document matrix refers to the frequency of a word in a document.  
The rows of word-word or word-document matrix represent a vector in a high dimensional space. 
Because these matrices are sparse, it is safe to express that the components of these vectors follow a 
distribution which is far from Gaussian distribution. One can also view the rows of these matrices as 
mixture signals. In other words, some underlying source signals have been mixed and formed them. As 
the non-Gaussianity assumption is valid here, we can apply ICA to extract the underlying factors. These 
underlying source signals are in the same space as the words; thus, they can be exploited for word 
clustering.  
Word clustering using ICA can be achieved by comparing word vectors against independent component 
vectors extracted from word-word or word-document matrix. Some distance measure such as cosine 
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distance is employed to determine the distance between a word vector and a component vector. The 
closest words to a component can form a cluster. One interpretation of such cluster is that its words 
have similar document or context distribution. 
2.4. Hierarchical clustering 
Hierarchical clustering [126] is a well-known clustering method by which one can build a hierarchy of 
clusters. This clustering method can be either agglomerative or divisive. In agglomerative hierarchical 
clustering, one starts with each data points being placed at its own singleton cluster; then, two closest 
clusters are merged iteratively until all the data points are merged into one single cluster. Thus, 
agglomerative clustering is a bottom-up approach. On the other hand, divisive clustering is a top-down 
approach; in other words, all the data points are at one single cluster at first; then, iteratively, the 
clusters are split into smaller clusters until every data point is at its own cluster.  
In hierarchical clustering, one does not need to know the number of clusters in advance. It just requires 
distances between data points and a measure of similarity between clusters. The distance between 
every pair of data points can be measured using Euclidean, Cosine, or any other metrics. However, 
computing the distance between two clusters is trickier. There are seven methods with which one can 
measure the similarity between two clusters. 
1. Single linkage: the distance between two clusters   and   is the shortest distance between any 
object in   and any object in  . 
            {      |           
                                                          
2. Complete linkage: the distance between two clusters   and   is the largest distance between 
any object in   and any object in  . 
            {      |          
 
3. Group average distance: the distance between two clusters   and   is the average distance 
between any object in   and any object in  .`this method is also known as Unweighted Pair 
Group Method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA). 
       
 
| |  | |
∑       
      
 
 
4. McQuitty's method: suppose that there are three clusters with labels A, B, and C. Also, imagine 
that clusters   and   are merged together to form a new cluster  . Then, the distance between 
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cluster   and   is computed by a weighted average of the distances between   and sub-clusters 
of   which are   and  . this method is also known as Weighted Pair Group Method with 
Arithmetic Mean (WPGMA). 
       
 | |         | |         
 | |  | | 
 
       
         
   
 
 
5. Centroid:  the distance between two clusters   and   is the distance between their centroids 
  and   . 
                
            
6. Median: the distance between two clusters   and   is the Euclidean distance between their 
weighted centroids  ̅  and  ̅ , where the weighted centroids are defined recursively. For 
example, if   was created from clusters   and  , then its weighted centroid is defined in this 
way: 
 ̅  
 
 
  ̅   ̅   
       || ̅   ̅ ||  
 
7. Ward: the distance between cluster   and   is computed in this way; first, for each cluster we 
compute the sum of squared deviations from the cluster's centroid          . Then we merge 
these two clusters and compute the sum of squared deviations from the newly created cluster's 
centroid    . Finally, we sum up all the first two values and subtract the third value from it; 
finally, we take a weighted average of it. 
       
| |  | |
| |  | |
|∑      
 
   
 ∑      
 
   
 ∑        
 
    
| 
 
One can select any of the above method to compute the distances between two clusters. However, we 
should notice that the choice of distances between two objects limit our options. For example, ward, 
centroid, and the median method are appropriate only when the distance between two objects is 
Euclidean.  
 
The result of a hierarchical clustering is visualized using a dendrogram. For example, Figure 3.a 
demonstrates six 2-dimensional data points. Euclidean metric is applied to determine the distance 
among data points; at first, each data point is placed at its own single cluster; then, iteratively, the two 
closest clusters are merged using ‘average’ method. As you can see in the above figure, every two 
objects will be merged at some level. The height corresponds to this level is called ‘cophenetic distance’ 
[39]. 
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2.4.1. Cophenetic correlation coeffiecients 
There are two distinct types of distances among objects. The first type of distance is computed by 
considering the vectors that define the objects in the original vector space model. It is referred to as the 
original distance. Let’s consider the six objects in Figure 3.a; each one of them is defined by a two-
dimensional vector. For example the numerical representation for object  =(1,3) and for object  =(1,1). 
If Euclidean metric is selected, the distance between object   and   is two. 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3: (a) represents the data points which are going to be clustered. (b) displays a traditional 
hierarchical clustering tree. (c) denotes the resulting dendrogram. The distance between data points is 
measured using Euclidean metric, and ‘average’ method is utilized for computing the similarity of 
clusters. 
The second type of the distance is read from the height of the links in a dendrogram.   link in a 
dendrogram is a straight line connecting two branches. The height of a link determines the distance 
among the objects that fall into the left-side branch and the objects which lie in the right-side branch. 
This distance is called ‘cophenetic distance’ [39]. For instance, the cophenetic distance between object b 
and c in Figure 3.c is 2. In this case, the cophenetic distance correctly reflects the original distance which 
was also 2. On the other hand, the cophenetic distance between object b and d in Figure 3.c is 4.13, 
while the Euclidean distance between these two objects is 2.  
Cophenetic correlation coefficient measures how faithfully a dendrogram preserves the original pairwise 
distances among data points.  
  
∑          ̅          ̅    
√[∑          ̅     ] ∑          ̅      
 
Where        is the original distance between object   and  , while        represents their cophenetic 
distance.  
2.4.2. Extracting clusters from a dendrogram 
The height of a link illustrates the cophenetic distance between the objects in the left-side and objects in 
the right-side branch. Cophenetic distance is an approximation for the original distances among the 
objects. In a densely packed area, the height of a link is compatible with the height of the links below it, 
which means the cophenetic distances in a dense area are consistent with each other. Thus, the objects 
Link 1 
Link 2 
Link 3 
Link 4 
Link 5 
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in a dense area are not far from each other, while they are farther from the other objects. Hence, a 
dense area is an indication of a single cluster. Besides that, one can decide about the number of 
underlying clusters by observing a dendrogram. This makes the dendrogram a very simple but powerful 
information visuzalition tool using which one can observe the potential clusters.  
2.4.2.1. Extracting arbitrary number of clusters from a dendrogram 
After deciding about the number of clusters, one can cut the denrogram to partition data into clusters of 
objects. For example, the objects in Figure 3.c can be divided into three clusters; three clusters are 
selected because there are three dense areas. To implement the partitioning, imagine a hypothetical 
horizontal line. If this hypothetical line is laid over the highest link, all the objects will be put into one 
cluster. If the line is placed right below the highest link and above the second highest link, then the data 
is partitioned into two clusters. Similarly, if the line is situated right below the second link, the data is 
divided into 3 clusters. In other words, to divide the data into 3 clusters, one should cut a dendrogram 
through three branches. The objects below each branch will be deposited into a single cluster. For 
instance, when the dendrogram in Figure 3.c is cut into three partitions, these clusters are extracted: 
{d,e,f}, {b,c}, and {a}. 
2.4.2.2. Extracting clusters from a dendrogram based on the inconsistency coefficient 
In the method that has just been expounded, the task of dividing data into distinct clusters was based on 
the observation of densely packed area in a dendrogram. This observation was itself built upon the idea 
of inconsistent links. The inconsistency of a link with respect to the links below it can also be measured 
mathematically [40, 41]. One can apply the inconsistency coefficient formula to map each link to a real 
number. This number will give us a clue of how much a link complies with the average height of the links 
below it. Abrupt change in the inconsistency coefficient of a link reveals that the height of that link does 
not agree with height of the links below it. This delineates a potential natural division in the data. 
The higher the inconsistency of a link, the less similar are the objects connected by that link. In other 
words, although the objects placed below the left branch of the link might be close to each other, they 
are farther from the objects situated below the right branch. Thus, an inconsistent link illustrates a 
border of cluster or a natural division among data. In order o find the inconsistent link, one must find 
the inconsistency coefficient of all the links in a dendrogram. Then using a cutoff value, one can cut 
through the dendrogram. Table 3, demonstrates the influence of the cutoff value on the clustering of 
objects visualized in Figure 3.a. 
Table 3: Clustering the 2-dimensional objects using the inconsistency coeeficient 
Link id Inconsistency coefficent 
 Cluster labels 
Objects Cutoff=1.6 Cutoff=1.5 Cutoff=0.8 
a 1 1 2 
1 0 b 1 2 1 
2 0 c 1 2 1 
3 0.7071 d 1 2 3 
4 1.4847 e 1 2 3 
5 1.5937 f 1 2 3 
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering was applied to six objects which you can observe their coordinates 
in Figure 3.a; the dendrogram demonstrated in Figure 3.c is the result of such hierarchial clustering. A 
dendrogram shed light on the number of possible clusters, but what we still need to extract is the 
clustering label of each object. In order to determine to which cluster each object belongs, we must 
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either cut the dendrogram into horizontal slices or cut it using the inconsistency coefficient of the links. 
Here, I clarify on the second method using a concrete example. 
In Table 3, you can see the inconsistency coeeficient of every five links in the dendrogram of Figure 3.c. 
The inconsistency coefficients of link 1 and 2 are zero because their children are leaf nodes. The other 
three links have nonzero inconsistency coefficient. In terms of the inconsistency coefficient value, link 3 
is more consistent with its below links than link 4 and 5. This is also consipicuous in the dendrogram; the 
height of link 3 does not change significantly from the height of link 1, while the height of link 4 and 5 
vary much more from the height of their below links. Hence, the inconsistency coefficient of link 3 
indicates a border in the data. Its value can be assigned to the cutoff variable. The value of this variable 
will determine the clustering labels. 
If cutoff is set to 1.6, all the objects will be distributed into one cluster since the inconsistency of all the 
links are smaller than the cutoff value. If cutoff is set to 1.5, the data would be divided into two 
partitions. That’s because the inconsistency coefficient of link 5 is higher than cutoff=1.5, so that link will 
be cut through; all the objects that are below the link 5 go into one cluster, while the objects below the 
right branch go into the second cluster. 
The process of dividing a dendrogram based on the cutoff value is implemented in top-down approach. 
For example, when cutoff is 0.8, link 5 is cut at first; the objects below its right branch, namely {a}, go 
into the first cluster. Then, link 4 is cut; the objects below its right branch, namely {b, c}, put into the 
second cluster, and the objects below its left branch, namely {d, e, f}, placed in the third cluster. As the 
inconsistency coefficient of all the remaining links are below the cutoff value, the partitioning process is 
stop at this stage leading to the extraction of three clusters.  
As you have seen, using any threshold for the cutoff variable in this example results in a horizontal 
division of the dendrogram; however, one should notice that the clustering based on cutoff value does 
not necessarily map to horizontal slices of a dendrogram. As a result, dividing a dendrogram according 
to thresholding of the inconsistent links is less intuitive than the horizontal division of the dendrogram.    
2.4.3. Applying hierarchical clustering to one-dimensional distributions 
One can also apply hierarchical clustering to 1-dimensional distributions. For example, in Figure 4.a, you 
can see 6 normal distributions. Each one of the distributions has been represented by a vector of 500 
components. In other words, one can also view each distribution as a point in a 500-dimensional space. 
In this case, cosine distance can be applied to determine the similarity among distributions. 
Furthermore, one can also apply hierarchical clustering to put the distrubutions in hierarchical clusters.  
As you can see in Figure 4.b, at first, cyan and yellow have been merged; this is simply because the mean 
of the two distributions are almost identical. Next, the magenta and the red distributions are merged to 
it. Blue and green distributions have been merged in the last iteration. The height of the link at which 
two clusters are merged can show inconsistency if it is higher than the height of the links below it. Thus, 
one interpretation of Figure 4.b is that {yellow, cyan, magenta, and red} are in one cluster, while blue 
and green are in their own separate clusters.  
2.4.1. Verify the clustering tree 
In order to verify a hierarchical clustering, one should measure the similarity among objects using the 
cophenetic distances and check how well these cophenetic distances reflect the original distances 
among objects. This task can be analyzed using cophenetic function that is provided by popular 
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statistical toolboxes. This function returns a value which is called ‘cophenetic correlation coefficient’ 
[39]. The closer this value is to 1, the more precisely the clustering solution reflects the natural divisions 
in data. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4: (a) represents 6 normal distributions; the values of each one of these distributions have been 
stored in a vector of 500 components. (b) shows the hierarchical clustering of the distributions. Average 
method and cosine distance have been applied.  
2.5. Motion data generation and the web-based questionnaire 
In order to create motions, Arena made by NaturalPoint OptiTrack was used as the motion tracking 
software system equipped with 24 infrared cameras working at 100 frames per second [141]. The 
cameras track retro-reflective markers attached to an actor. Furthermore, the mocap software 
calculates the 3D coordinates of the markers and also solves the joint rotations for a skeleton in each 
frame. Every frame is stored in a file with BVH format (BioVision Hierarchy). Such raw motion data 
allows animating a humanoid character with a segment of a motion and saving the animation to a video 
file.  
Although the raw mocap data is a good representation for a single frame of a motion, its high 
dimensionality characteristic makes it an inappropriate representation for the whole motion which can 
have thousands of frames. Therefore, based on the raw motion data, higher level features (602-
dimensional) for representing motion segments were calculated that included the means and standard 
deviations of coordinates, velocities, and the accelerations of different body parts.  See [142] for a more 
detailed explanation of the contents of this 602-dimensional dataset.  
Each one of the two actors performed 12 locomotions with varying styles such as ‘sad’, ‘slow’, ‘regular’, 
‘fast’ and ‘angry’. From these 24 motions, 100 additional motions were created by time warping and 
interpolating the raw motion data, which allowed variation in both verbs and modifiers. To make the 
interpolation task easier, the actors start all their movements with their right legs from the same 
position and toward the same direction. See chapter 3 from [142] for a detailed description of how 
these motions were generated and interpolated. 
A web-based questionnaire has been designed for collecting annotations. Annotators can describe a 
motion video with one verb and from zero up to three modifiers. In total, there are 124 videos which 
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have been divided into 3 sets namely A, B, and C. Set A contains the 24 unmodified videos. Set B has 40 
videos with 50%-50% interpolations; and the rest of videos were included in set C. Every motion was 
presented with a stick figure character as shown in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5: a stick figure character which is walking angrily. 
2.6. Finding synonyms of motion-related words using video indexes 
One way of finding the synonyms of the annotated words is to manually categorize them by putting 
them into some groups. In this case, each group consists of all synonyms and the different ways of 
saying the same words. For example, a group can be the synonyms of 'slowly'. Some people might use 
an adjective like 'slow'; some might use an adverb like 'slowly'; and, some might even write a word with 
an incorrect spelling. Besides that, some people might have used synonyms of 'slowly' such as ‘leisurely’. 
In this approach, after observing the resulting lexicon, the words were grouped manually. Now, we are 
interested in finding these categories automatically. These categories can be extracted using two 
approaches. In the first approach, words are defined in the context of the videos in which they emerge; 
then, using the video ID as the contextual information, an automatic thesaurus of the motion annotated 
words is extracted. We refer to this approach as the indexical grounding. In the second approach, in 
addition to utilizing the video indexes as the context of words, the vectors corresponding the annotated 
motion words are normalized using the motion data. In this case, we would expect more accurate 
synonyms to be extracted. Otherwise, all our effort of employing motion data, coming from the visual 
modality for symbol grounding, in the construction of a thesaurus would rise up in the smoke. We refer 
to this case as the pattern grounding.      
I clarify these two approaches using a step by step description. First, we represent a word by a vector. 
The dimension of this vector is 124; there is one dimension for each video. Let's say, we are going to 
form a vector for the word 'slowly'. The first component of this vector represents the frequency of 
'slowly' in the first video. In other words, we count how many people have described the first video as 
'slowly'. Then, its second component will be the frequency of ‘slowly’ in the second video. Other 
components of this vector are defined in the same way. Finally, we will have a vector which represents 
the word 'slowly' in a 124-dimensional space. We can do the same process for all other words, which 
leads to a matrix whose rows represent words and columns represent videos. One can find synonyms of 
all words by applying a distance metric on this matrix. It is worth mentioning that in this approach, the 
only anchor which connects the annotated words to the physical motions is the video index.  
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Our observations show that adverbs are distributed in different places of the vector space. This is due to 
the fact that one can describe different verbs with the same adverb. For example, one can describe 
'running', 'walking', and 'limping' by 'slowly'. Hence, adverbs can be used for many videos; this means 
that adverbs are distributed evenly which is closer to uniform distribution. Because of this observation, 
we form such matrix only for verb and verb-adverb combination.  
2.6.1. Finding synonyms of verbs automatically 
We can extract categories of verbs automatically from the verb-video matrix. The rows of this matrix 
represent verbs, and the columns represent videos. Since each verb is represented by a vector, one way 
to find its synonyms is by computing the distances between vectors. One can use either Euclidean or 
cosine distance measure for computing the similarity. The closer two vectors, the more similar their 
corresponding verbs are. 
2.6.2. Finding verb-modifier synonyms automatically 
Similarly, one can represent a verb-adverb with a vector. I have to say that by modifier, I mean both 
adverbs and adjectives, and since most of the annotated modifers are adverbs, modifiers and adverbs 
are used interchangeably. We can count the frequency of each verb-adverb in all videos and put the 
resulting numbers in the components of a vector. For example, a vector can represent 'walk-slowly'. The 
first element of this vector shows the frequency of 'walk-slowly' in the first video; in other words, it tells 
us how many people have described the first video by 'walk-slowly'. After each verb-adverb is 
represented by a vector, one can compare the distance between vectors and extract similar verb-
adverbs. 
2.7. Finding word similarities by fusing visual features 
In the previous section, similar words have been extracted from word-video matrix, where we only used 
the video index as the only anchor to connect the words to the physical motions; column 1 of the word-
video matrix denotes the video whose index is 1. Column 2 represented the second video, and other 
columns were defined in the same way. In other words, in the previous section, we considered the 
distribution of words in a vector space in which the video distributions is neglected. By video 
distribution, I mean the similarity of videos. One can compute the similarity of videos by extracting some 
feature vector from motion videos. Thus, each motion video is denoted by a vector. The components of 
such vector denote data such as the speed of limb ends and their direction. This feature vector has been 
calculated using the software by which the motions were created. 
By comparing the corresponding vectors of two motion videos, one can compute how similar they are. 
This comparison can be done in the original vector space or in a reduced-dimensional vector space. In 
this experiment, we have computed the video similarities in the original space because the accuracy is 
more important to us than the resulting time-complexity. Finally, the word-video matrix is normalized 
using the video-similarity information as clarified in the next section. We refer to this normalization as 
the pattern grounding. 
2.7.1. Normalizing word-video matrices using video-similarity  
In order to compute their similarities, videos have been transformed to a vector space so that a 
numerical representation can be extracted. To achieve this numerical representation, 602 features are 
obtained from the motion capture system. Coordinates of limb ends, their direction, and their speed are 
examples of such features we have extracted from each motion video. Thus each one of 124 videos is 
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denoted by a vector in a 602-dimensional space. Now that we have the raw data, we can compute the 
similarities of the videos. This can be achieved by computing the distances among vectors by applying a 
similarity measure such as cosine distance. 
The next step in fusing visual features with the textual features is to normalize both verb-video and 
verb_adverb-video matrix based on the motion data. If a video is very close to another video in the 602-
dimensional vector space, one can expect their verb and adverbs to be similar. For example, suppose 
video   and video   are very close, so we expect that column   and column   of the verb-video and 
verb_adverb-video to be similar. If not, some people might have annotated these two similar videos by 
synonym verbs. Besides that, the annotators might have forgotten to use all the possible adverbs, or it 
might be caused by the limited option they had as people can annotate a motion video with at most 3 
modifiers. 
One way to normalize word-video matrices is to define a neighborhood for every video. This 
neighborhood can be determined by a fixed distance or set differently for each video. We have decided 
to start symbol grounding experience with a fixed neighborhood distance as it is simpler to implement. 
The distances of the closest neighbor of every video have been computed; the longest of such distances 
is 0.2575, and the shortest one is 0.0119. In other words, there is a video whose closest neighbor is 
0.2575 far away. This has propelled me to select 0.3 as the fixed cosine distance that determines the 
neighborhood of a video. In this way, every video has at least one neighbor. Figure 6 shed light on the 
distribution of the number of neighbors. 
 
Figure 6: every video has at least 1 video in its neighborhood. In addition, the majority of the videos 
have at most 10 videos in the neighborhood. 
The next step of symbol grounding is to determine how much influence a video has on its neighbors. 
Suppose video   and video   are two neighbors of video  . Then, column   and column   of both verb-
video and verb_adverb-video matrix should be normalized by columns   of the aforementioned matrix. 
This normalization can be achieved by adding a multiple of column   to column   and  . Now, we should 
determine what multiple of a column should be added to its neighbors. The steps of normalization are 
further clarified in the following algorithm. 
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An algorithm for normalizing verb-video and verb_adverb-video matrix by incorporating the motion data 
Input:  is the maximum addition proportion which can be a positive value between 0 to 1 
1 for every  video i 
2  neighborhood= extract neighbors from the motion feature space  
3  sort the neighbors according to their distance from video    
4  shortest_distance=the distance of the closest neighbor from video    
5  for every video   in the neighborhood of video    
6       current_distance= distance of video   from video    
7       critical_value=(shortest_distance / current_distance) ×   
8       add (critical_value × column  ) to column   of word-video matrix  
9  end  
10 end   
Using the above algorithm, the neighbors of a video are normalized by the video. Such normalization is 
implemented by adding a multiple of the video vector to its neighboring video vectors. This addition is 
carried out with respect to the distance of a neighbor to the video. The closer a neighbor is to the video, 
a larger multiple of that video is added to it. This is controlled by the critical_value. In addition,   
determines the maximum addition proportion. For example, if  =0.5, half of the video vector is added to 
its closest neighbor.      
The above algorithm has been applied to both verb-video matrix and verb_adverb-video matrix. Since 
the motion data originates from the visual modality, and it was fused with the textual features, we have 
implemented symbol grounding. Next, we should analyze whether this kind of normalization and hence 
symbol grounding is effective or not. 
2.7.2. Extracting synonyms from the normalized word-video matrix 
We normalize verb-video matrix using the aforementioned algorithm. Therefore, the symbols, which in 
this case are the verbs, are grounded using visual data. Next, we compute vector distance among all the 
rows of this normalized verb-video matrix and select five closest synonyms of every verb. 
The verb_adverb-video matrix is also normalized in the same way as the verb-video matrix was 
normalized. First, the videos should be transformed into numerical vectors. This has been achieved by 
utilizing motion data. After that, the distance between every pair of videos is computed and video 
distance matrix is built. Next, a fixed neighborhood distance is selected; using such distance, the 
neighbors of every video are determined. Finally, we apply the normalization algorithm that was 
mentioned in the previous section, to the verb_adverb-video matrix. 
2.8. Automatic translation 
One can utilize videos as the contextual information and translate verbs and verb-adverbs from a 
language to another language. Furthermore, we want to observe if incorporating motion data can 
improve the quality of translation. Since this motion data is extracted from the visual modalities, this 
kind of incorporating motion data with text data is considered to be symbol grounding. 
2.8.1. Automatic translation using indexical grounding 
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In this section we want to check how good translating verbs and verb-adverbs is if we use only the 
contextual information which is video indexes. We employ videos as the contextual information to 
transform verbs into vectors. One can do this by counting the occurrences of each verb in every video. 
Since there are 124 videos, the resulting vector will be 124-dimensional. The first component of such 
vector represents the number of occurrences of the corresponding verb in the first video. The other 
components of the vectors are defined in the same way. 
Now that we have a vector representation for every verb, we can compare the verb vectors of two 
languages by exploiting a distance measure such as 'cosine distance'. The next step is to select, for 
example, 5 closest verbs in the target language for each verb in the source language, and count how 
many of these verbs are semantically related to the verb in the source language. Of course, the higher 
this number the better the translation is. 
Frequency of all possible combinations of verbs and adverbs in each video are also extracted. Using this 
frequency information, one can convert a verb-adverb into a 124-dimensional vector. We put these 
vectors into the rows of a matrix so that each row of the matrix represents a verb-adverb combination, 
and each column represents a video. We execute this process for verb-adverbs of both the target and 
source language. Finally, the distance matrix is created by computing the proximity between each row of 
the two matrices. After that, for each verb-adverb, we sort the closest vectors; the corresponding verbs-
adverbs would be good candidates for translation. 
2.8.2. Automatic translation using pattern grounding 
In this section, we translate the verbs and verb-adverbs by grounding them using the motion data 
coming from the visual modality. The verb-video matrix is created for the annotated words in both the 
target and source language. Then, by converting videos into vectors using the motion data, one can 
determine the closest neighbors of each video. Finally, the verb-video matrix is normalized using the 
normalization algorithm mentioned previously. 
Frequency of all possible combinations of verbs and adverbs in each video are extracted. Using this 
frequency information, one can convert a verb-adverb into a 124-dimensional vector. We put these 
vectors into the rows of a matrix so that each row of the matrix represents a verb-adverb combination, 
and each column represents a video. We execute this process for verb-adverbs of both the target and 
source language. Then, we normalize these two matrices using the normalization algorithm. Finally, a 
distance matrix is created by computing the proximity between each row of the two matrices. After 
that, for each verb-adverb, we sort the closest vectors; the corresponding verbs-adverbs would be good 
candidates for translation. 
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3. Experiments and the results 
For the first part of the project, word features have been extracted from two available Farsi corpora. For 
these corpora, both word-context and word-document matrices have been formed, and then ICA has 
been applied to both of these matrices. The ICA yielded some word features which were exploited in the 
detection of automatic word categories. Next, these categories are labeled manually. The datasets, the 
preprocessing step, and their word clusters are described in section ‎3.1.  
The second part of the project is about the utilization of the motion data for the purpose of symbol 
grounding. At first, we made some observations about the potential relationship between the textual 
and visual features. The videos were mapped to 2-dimensional vectors using PCA and visualized by pies. 
After that, the verbs and verb-adverbs, emerged on videos, have been presented on the resulting pies. 
This revelatory observation propelled us to fuse the features from two distinct modalities of text and 
vision. The annotated verbs and verb_adverbs have been represented by vectors; these vectors were 
normalized using the motion data extracted from the visual modality. Such normalization turned out to 
be fruitful in increasing the accuracy of synonym detection and translation processes.  
3.1. Word clustering experiment 
Automatic word clusters have been extracted from two Farsi corpora. Independent component analysis 
(ICA) has been applied on these two corpora. ICA does not require any apriori knowledge or assumption 
about the language; thus, no preprocessing is necessary; however, some preprocessing tasks such as 
removing the plural sign can be useful.  
ICA has been employed to extract 10 components from the word-word and word-document matrix. An 
extracted component can be perceived as an abstract embodiment of a word cluster. In addition, since 
both the extracted component and the word vectors are defined in the same vector space, a similarity 
measure such as cosine distance can be used to determine which words go with which cluster. In other 
words, the proximity between an extracted component and the word vectors lead to automatic 
construction of a thesaurus.   
3.1.1. Datasets  
The first dataset contains 10010 news articles from Alef which is a popular online news agency in Iran. 
The second corpus includes 20872 news documents from Tabnak which is another popular online news 
agency in Iran. The documents of both corpora are concatenated into two big files [128]. In addition to 
the content of each document, extra information such as the title and category is also incorporated into 
the file. In the preprocessing step, meaningless symbols such as semicolons, one-letter and two-letter 
words have been removed. Furthermore, a few inflectional morphemes such as (plural sign= اه) and 
(present or past continuous tense sign=يم) have been excluded.  
3.1.2. Extracting features from word-document matrix of Alef dataset 
In the first experiment with Alef dataset, word-document matrix is formed. 500 words ranked from 201 
to 700, in terms of frequency, make up the dictionary, so the 200 most frequent words have been 
ignored. In other words, the word-document matrix associated with the Alef dataset has 500 rows and 
10010 columns. Thus, each document is defined in a 500 dimensional space. We can also view the words 
in a 10010 dimensional space. Since we want to cluster words, we work with rows and extract 10 
components using FastICA package developed in Helsinki University of Technology by Hurri and his 
colleagues [37]. Each component is an abstract representation of a word cluster in a 10010 dimensional 
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space. Then, cosine distance is computed between each one of these five hundred words and each 
component. In other words, a distance matrix is created. The rows of this distance matrix denote the 
component and the columns represent the words, so in this case, it is a 10 by 500 matrix. For each 
component, five closest words are selected; this can be done by sorting the rows. In addition, the label 
for each cluster is assigned by considering a relation between the meanings of the words; which means 
that the label assignment is not automatic. 
Table 4: Automatic thesaurus construction using word-document matrix  extracted from the Alef 
corpus  
Detected category Extracted words 
economy 
لصا(principle, origin)  يصوصخ(private)  ييزوت(distribution)  دايصتقا(economy)  زايس(to 
make; it is used together with another term; in other words it is a half token) 
politic 
 اريييييع(Iraq)  يايييييکيرمآ(American) لکيييييش(shape, form) تيييييکرح(movement) 
 راکمه(collaboration) 
management 
تکريييش(company)  يييتلود(government-owned)  هايييک(reduction) داديييعت(number) 
تيريدم(management) 
politic هزغ(Gaza) هدام(material, bill=law proposal)  تسينويهص(zionist) نانز(women) اکيرمآ(USA) 
economy فرصم(consumption) دشر(increase) هيامرس(capital) داصتقا(economy)  هاک(reduction) 
religion ملاسا(Islam) نانآ(they) ادخ(god) ترضح(Hazrat) نانز(women) 
sport 
لابتوف(football)  هاگشاب (club)  يلوويسرپ(Prespolis=a very popular football club )  لايم    
(financial)برغ(west) 
Law and politic نانز(women) رتکد(doctor, Dr.) هدام(bill) هناراي(subsidies) نکسم(housing) 
law هدام(bill)  يارجا(executive)  نوناق(legal) هسلج(session, meeting) بيوصت(approval) 
economy زرا(currency)  زکرم(central) خرن(rate) رلاد(dollar) شورف(sale) 
Table 4 reveals that the utilization of ICA on word-document matrix has led to the detection of 
syntagmatic word clusters. For example, in one of the extracted clusters, some economically related 
words namely {“consumption”, “increase”, “capital”, “economy”, “reduction”} are put in the same 
group. All the aforementioned words could have been used in the same context such as economic 
related articles.  
3.1.3. Extracting features from word-word matrix of Alef dataset 
500 most frequent words form the dictionary, and the context words are 2000 most frequent words. 
Thus, word-word matrix   for this dataset is a 500-by-2000 matrix. The words we want to cluster are 
represented by vectors in a 2000 dimensional space. 10 components are extracted from this word-word 
matrix, and each component is a 2000 dimensional vector which represents a cluster. The cosine 
distance is utilized to determine the closeness of a word to each cluster. Finally, for each cluster, five 
most representative words are reported in the Table 5. These words are relevant in a sense that they 
have been occurred in a similar context. 
The utilization of ICA on word-word matrix has led to the extraction of both paradigmatically and 
syntagmatically related words. For example, collocations such as {Zionist, Regime}, {inter, national}, 
{principal, law=constitution}, and {Ahmadi, Nejad} embody syntagmatic relations. On the other hand, 
extracted words such as {affair, case, problem, background} strongly exemplify a paradigmatic 
synonymous relation. 
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Table 5: Automatic thesaurus construction using word-word matrix  extracted from the Alef corpus 
Automatic category Words selected by WordICA method 
management 
 دوش (become) تساير(executive)  اروش(council) وگتفگ 
(discussion) هسلج (session, meeting, convention) 
government  تسينويهص (Zionist) ميژر (Regime) هجراخ(foriegn) ريزو(minister) روما (affair) 
political  للملا(national) نيب(inter) ناريا(Iran) تفن(oil) هتسه(core, nuclear) 
currency 
ناموت(Toman=Iranian currency) رازه(thousand) درايليم(billion) نويليم(million) 
دودح(limitations, about, nearly, almost) 
Law نوناق(rule)  ساسا(principal)  ارب(for, in order to)  ارجا(implementation) نيب (inter) 
Synonyms of affair نيا(this) رما(affair) عوضوم (case, subject) هلئسم(problem)  هنيمز(background) 
Ahmadi Nejad  دمحا(Ahmadi) داژن(Nejad)  اقآ(Mr) رتکد (Doctor) روهمج(public) 
government  ملاسا(Islamic)  روهمج(republic)  اروش(council) ناريا(Iran)  لجم(parliament) 
law 
 لاح(a condition) نوناق(law, legislation)  للملا(national)  ساسا(principal) 
هدام(material, bill=law proposal) 
Time لاس(year) هتشذگ(last)  راج(current) هام(month) هدنيآ(future, coming, next) 
3.1.4. Extracting features from word-document matrix of Tabnak dataset 
First of all, a dictionary of all the words in this dataset is created. The words are ordered in terms of 
frequency so that the most frequent word is ranked the first word. Since a few of the most frequent 
words do not convey much information, they are not considered in the experiment. The analyzed words 
are from the list of words ranked from 201 to 700. This will lead to a 500-by-20872 matrix. ICA is applied 
to this matrix, and 10 independent components are extracted. The values of each component denote 
the word features. Each one of 500 words is compared with each one of the 10 components. In other 
words, 5000 comparison is accomplished. Finally, 5 closest words to each component are selected. They 
can be the most representative 5 words for a cluster. These ten automatically extracted clusters are 
reported in the Table 6. 
By applying WordICA on a word-document matrix extracted from the Tabnak corpus, clusters are 
detected in which the words are mostly syntagmatically related. For instance, the words namely 
{“Turkey”,”Europe”,”Union”,”relationship”,”security”} are strongly related in a syntagmatic manner.  
Although most of the extracted words are related, they might seem semantically far from each other 
from a person’s point of view who is unfamiliar to the Iranian culture. I shed light on the possible 
relation among the words which belong to the last cluster namely {Sepah, culture, commander, 
language, Hussein}. After the 1979 Iranian revolution, a revolutionary army is founded which was called 
Sepah [129]. It was first governed autonomously, but then became a branch of Iran’s military. According 
to the Iran’s constitution, its objective is to defend the Islamic system of Iran. This unequaled military 
army is active in diverse areas including culture. Furthermore, this army is greatly inspired by Hussein 
[130] (grandson of Prophet Muhammad) who is considered to be the most influential figure in Shiite 
Islam. Imam Hussein has significantly impressed the culture, language, and political view of Iranians and 
other Islamic nation. That’s how these words become syntagmatically related in a religious and political 
context. 
3.1.1. Extracting word features from word-word matrix of Tabnak dataset 
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500 most frequent words are analyzed for finding word clusters. The contextual information is collected 
from 2000 most frequent words. In other words, the word-word X matrix is 500-by-2000. 10 
independent components are extracted from this matrix. Each one of these component is an abstract 
representation of a word cluster. Each one of the 500 analyzed words is compared with these 10 
components, and the words which are closest to a component may form a cluster. You can find these 10 
word clusters in the Table 7. 
Table 6: Automatic thesaurus construction using word-document matrix  extracted from the Tabnak 
corpus 
Detected category Extracted words 
adverbs  ليخ(very) شدوخ(himself)  زيچ(something) لثم(like, similar) تسرد (right, exact) 
politic هيکرت(Turkey) اپورا(Europe) هيداحتا(union) طباور(relationship)  تينما(security)  
football 
للاقتسا(Esteqlal)  يلووسرپ(Prespolis)  
 دهم(Mahdi, who is possibly a famous football player)  
اضر(Reza, who is also another football player)  
 زورييپ(Piroozi=another name for Prespolis, which is a famous football team; 
the second meaning=victory)  
judicial 
 يايييضق(judicial) هدايييم(material, bill=law proposal) هويييق(system, flashlight) 
 گديسر(considering) جاودزا(marriage)  
religion نآرق(Quran) نيد(religion) باتک(book) ناسنا(man, human) ادخ(God)  
politic 
 هاويس(Sepah=  Army of the Guardians of the Islamic Revolution)  ريصم(Egypt) 
نابز(language) نيطسلف(Palestine) سلاجا(convention)  
war نانبل(Lebanon) رورت(assassination) تمواقم(persistence)  تينما(security)  ترا(army)  
sport  ناژآ(agency) گيل(league) هاگداد(court) نويساردف(federation) کانبات(Tabnak)  
sport 
شزرو(sport) نويييساردف(federation) ناييناوج(young people) تاقباييسم(competitions) 
هتيمک(committee)  
War and politic 
 هاويس(Sepah=  Army of the Guardians of the Islamic Revolution)  گينهرف(culture) 
هدنامرف(commander) نابز(language) نيسح(Hussein= name of a person)  
In Table 7 the application of WordICA on word-word matrix extracted from the Tabnak corpus has led to 
the detection of both paradigmatic and syntagmatic word clusters. For instance, the words in the second 
cluster namely {“is”, “has become”, “has not become”, “has arrived”, “has been”} are all instances of 
paradigmatic synonyms. There are also other paradigmatically related words such as {“got”, “has 
gotten”}, {“leader”, “leadership”}, {“in order to”, “so that”}, {“this”, “that”}, and {“Imam”, “Hazrat”}. 
Both “Hazrat” and “Imam” are glorious Arabic title used to honor a (usually a prophet or a saint) person. 
On the other hand, several syntagmatically related words have been excavated, like {“Zionist”, 
“Regime”, “foreign”, “minister”, “affair”}, and {“Islamic”, “Republic”, “council”, “parliament”, “Iran”}. 
3.2. Motion data analysis 
In this part of the project, the annotations of motion videos collected in February from the online web-
based form is analyzed. This form is for annotating motion videos using English, Finnish, Swedish, Farsi, 
or any other language. Each one of the 124 videos has been transformed to a 602-dimensional vector 
using the motion data [142]. Besides that, every word, which has been used for annotating a video, has 
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also been converted to a 124-dimensional vector. The videos and the words used for annotating them 
have been depicted on the same 2-dimensioal plane.  
Table 7: Automatic thesaurus construction using word-word matrix  extracted from the Tabnak corpus 
Automatic category Words selected by WordICA method 
 ماما(Imam) ترضح(Hazrat)  زور(day) رارق(relax) دريگ (to get) 
Light verbs تسا(is) هدش(has become) هدشن(has not become) هديسر(has arrived) 
هدوب(has been)  
Light verbs رارق(relax) دريگ(to get) تفرگ(got) دروم (exposed to, case, about) 
هتفرگ (has gotten) 
Adjectives for 
supreme leader of 
Iran 
مظعم(Moazzam, supreme) ماقم(Maqam, dignity, rank)  ربهر(leadership)  
نيا(this) ربهر(leader)  
Foreign affair ميژر(regime)  تسينويهص(Zionist) هجراخ(foreign) ريزو(minister) روما (affair) 
Linking words  ارب(for, in order to) نآ(that) هکنيا(so that, which) دناوت(be able to) نيا(this)  
 رارق(relax) دريگ(get)  اروش(council)  لاح(condition) تينما(security)  
Foreign affair روما(affair) هجراخ(foreign) ترازو(ministry) ريزو(minister) دناوت(be able to)  
Governmental  ملاسا(Islamic)  روهمج(Republic)  اروش(council)  لجم(parliament) ناريا(Iran)  
Adjectives for 
supreme leader of 
Iran 
مظعم(supreme)  ربهر(leadership) ماقم(dignity) ربهر(leader) بلاقنا (revolution) 
3.2.1. Verbs and adjectives distribution 
There are 124 videos in the form. People who fill the form are not limited to use a select few words.  An 
interesting research question is to see whether people have different opinions about the meaning of a 
verb. This has propelled us to visualize the variety of people’s choice on verbs and adjectives. In order to 
do so, we have extracted the frequency of verbs and modifiers from the form. In addition, the motion 
data such as limb end position and the velocities of the animated characters have been calculated. As a 
result 602-dimensional data points have been created which cannot be visualized. Therefore, PCA is 
utilized as a dimensionality reduction method, and only the first two principal components have been 
considered to convert it to a two-dimensional data which can easily and intuitively be analyzed.  
In the following figures, each video is represented by a pie. The position of the pie has been determined 
by the first two principal components of the high dimensional motion data calculated from the raw 
motion capture data coming from the visual modality. Besides that, the size of a pie reflects the number 
of verbs assigned to that video. The color reflects different selection of words. If videos with similar 
color distributions are put close to each other in a densely packed area in this newly created space, it 
would indicate that similar videos can be clustered well even in this two-dimensional space. Thus, the 
features we have selected can be utilized in the future to map the words to actions. In other words, the 
perfect scenario for automated animation design would be having small clusters with different colors for 
each cluster.     
Figure 7 demonstrates the distribution of the Farsi verbs assigned to motion videos. As it can be seen in 
the figure, the verb “walking” has occupied most of the space; in other words, there is a large variation 
in how people use the verb “walking” in Farsi. This indicates that building an optimal motion search 
based only on verbs is such a tremendous task as the subjectivity of verbs should also be considered. 
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Furthermore, people are unanimous about the verbs. Limping is less used than the first two verbs, and it 
occupies the lower left corner of the figure; running has occupied the right and middle part of the space. 
Besides that, if we forget about the walking, running and limping can be clustered very easily. In other 
words, people are unanimous whether an action is running or limping. 
 
Figure 7: Distribution of the 5 most frequent verbs. Each pie corresponds to one video; its position is 
determined by the first and second principal component of the visual data; its size is proportional to the 
number of verbs assigned to that video. 
Figure 8 shows that people are less unanimous in their selection of a modifier than a verb. In other 
words, an action can be described by many modifiers.  The adverb “slowly” appears in most part of the 
space while it is concentrated in the left upper corner of the space. On the other hand, limping is in the 
left lower corner, and synonyms of fast lie in the right part of the space. Some adverbs have been 
qualified by other adverbs such as “very” and “a little”. These kinds of modifiers do not change the 
meaning. There are also some synonyms such “ انت”, and “ عياس”.  This has propelled me to group adverbs 
into some clusters so that only one of them will be the representative of the whole cluster. 
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Figure 8: distribution of the 10 most common modifiers. The position of a pie is determined by the two 
principal components. The size of a pie reflects the number of answers given to its corresponding video, 
and the position denotes the style. 
Figure 9 demonstrates the distribution of verbs combined with adjectives. Among these 10 most 
frequent combinations, the ones that are synonym of “limping” have occupied the bottom left corner of 
the space, while the synonyms of “walking” are mostly in upper left corner of the space. In addition, 
people are less unanimous about whether a motion is running or walking fast. 
3.2.2. Grouping adverbs  
There are many adverbs used to describe a motion, so by manually grouping them into clusters, we can 
have a better understanding of its visualization. The process of segmentation is a heuristic approach. 
The adverbs list has been observed at first. Some of the adverbs can be said in different ways. For 
example, limping can be expressed in four different ways: 
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Figure 9: distribution of the 13 most common frequent combinations of verb and its modifier.  
1. گنل_ن گنل   
2. گنل_گنل_ن نز  
3. ن گنل_ن گنل  
4. ن گنل 
In addition, two other used words are synonyms of limping: 
1. ن شک_ن شک  
2.  ب_لشين   
In addition to different ways of expression and synonyms, morphemes have also been considered. 
Derivational morphemes can be added to adjectives for converting it into an adverb. For instance, the 
adjective “ ٌ ااشوخ” can be converted to an adverb by adding one morpheme to its beginning and one 
morpheme to its end. 
Table 8: Composition of the adverb “happily” in Farsi 
Word morphemes Meaning Part of speech 
اب لاحشوخي  ي+  اشوخ+ ب With happiness/happily Adverb 
لاحشوخ   اشوخ happy adjective 
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Annotators have utilized both adjectives and adverbs to describe a motion; some of the adverbs can be 
easily reduced to adjectives if we remove their derivational morphemes and keep only the roots. 
However, we should notice that the first morpheme can be written immediately next to the root or with 
one space from it. This space can be a zero-width-non-joiner or a full space.  
Furthermore, there are modifiers such as “يالعخ (=very)” and “يامك (=a little)” in Farsi whose role is to 
qualify other adverbs; if we remove these kinds of modifiers the meaning of a sentence is not hurt. 
All things considered, six groups of adverbs have been created manually by considering synonyms and 
different ways of expression, while removing meaningless morphemes and modifiers. These six groups 
correspond to these six adverbs: 
1. مارآ=slow 
2.  نابصع=angry 
3. لاحيب=languid 
4. تحاران=sad 
5.  يرس=fast 
6.  عيبط=normal 
Other groups could have also been constructed, but because their corresponding adverbs were very 
rare, they have not been segmented into clusters. 
Figure 10 represents the distribution of adverbs after combining the six most frequent adverbs into 
groups. Although the majority of the annotators were more unanimous about the adverb “fast”, a few 
motions have been labeled using the opposite adverb “fast” and “slow”. These cases might be caused by 
expressing the same motion using different verbs. Those annotators who have described these motions 
as walking might have utilized the adverb “fast” to distinguish it from the regular walking. On the other 
hand, those people who have described the same action as running might have utilized the adverb 
“slow” to differentiate it from regular running. In addition, the term “fast” appears on the right side of 
the line x=-0.1, while the term “limping” appears below the line y=0.1. It is worth mentioning that such 
information is obtained from a two-dimensional representation of a high dimensional data. 
Furthermore, sadness has been used with slowness, while happiness has come mostly with fastness. 
Anger is also associated with fastness. 
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Figure 10: distribution of the 6 most common adverbs. Each adverb represents a group of adverbs which 
have been segmented by removing meaningless morphemes and modifiers; also, different ways of 
expression and synonyms have been considered. 
Figure 11 shows the distribution of the verb-adverb combination. The majority of the annotators are 
unanimous about “running fast”. Besides that, “walking sad” has appeared mostly with “walking slowly”, 
while “walking angrily” has come mostly with “walking fast”, which reveals how these motions and 
emotions are related to each other. 
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Figure 11: distribution of the 7 most verb-adverbs combination.  
Figure 12 shows the distribution of the 10 most common English annotated verbs. By comparing this 
figure, the previous figures demonstrated in this chapter, and the figure 5 of chapter 5 from [142], we 
can see that synonyms of {‘walking’, ‘ ٌنافرٌهار’, ‘kävelee’} has occupied the upper left corner of the 2-
dimensional space; while synonyms of {‘limping’, ‘ٌن ايگنل’, ‘ontuu’} lie in the lower left corner, and the 
synonyms of {‘running’, ‘ٌن ايود’, ‘juoksee’} are in the right part of the figures. This similar distributional 
pattern prompted us to use the video index as the context for transforming verbs and verb-adverbs into 
vectors. Now that we have a numerical representation for verbs and verb-adverbs, we can find 
synonyms and translations. Furthermore, synonyms have emerged very close to each other; as a result, 
by exploiting the motion data, coming from the visual modality, to normalize the verb and verb-adverb 
vectors, one can expect to extract more appropriate synonyms and translations. 
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Figure 12: distribution of the ten most common English annotated words 
3.3. Synonym results 
In addition to symbol grounding using motion data, I have also grounded the verbs and verb-adverbs 
using a random matrix whose size is exactly the same as the motion data matrix; in this case, the 
components of the vector defining a video does not have anything to do with the video itself. In fact, the 
components are nothing but random numbers. Therefore, two relevant videos might be farther than 
two irrelevant videos because their corresponding vectors have been generated randomly. The purpose 
of randomized-grounding is to compare it with the indexical-grounding and pattern-grounding. In the 
following tables, letter ‘-s’ represent the indexical-grounding case; ‘s’ denotes the pattern-grounding 
circumstance; and, ‘rs’ displays the randomized-grounding condition.   
I have counted the number of good synonyms in each case; by good synonyms, I mean satisfactory apt 
synonyms; for instance, wandering is a good synonym of walking, while limping is not. On the other 
hand, if we consider these verbs in a general situation where we have other verbs such as ‘swimming’, 
‘eating’, ‘speaking’, ‘thinking’ or any verbs from other domains excluding the motion realm, we would 
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perceive ‘limping’ as a synonym of ‘walking’ or even ‘strolling’ because they describe certain kinds of 
movement.  However, we have narrowed down our verb selection only to the motion field and excluded 
other domains.  
In the tables of the following sections, you can see the most common verbs and their automatically 
detected synonyms. I have included only the 3 most frequent words; if you are interested in observing 
the recognized synonyms of less frequent verbs, you can find them in Appendix D.  
3.3.1. English Synonym Results 
Table 9: Extracted synonyms of the English motion verbs 
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walking 392 
-s Walking walk Strolling Ambling wandering 5 
s walk Walking Strolling amble wandering 5 
rs Walking Limping walk limping scuffing 2 
limping 202 
-s Limping stagger leaping climbing hobbling 4 
s Limping scuffing stagger limb leaping 5 
rs Limping scuffing walking walk moving 3 
Limping 110 
-s limping leaping stagger hobbling scuffing 5 
s limping scuffing moving leaping shuffling 5 
rs limping scuffing walking walk Walking 2 
First of all, I have to say that we are interested in analyzing the natural language as it emerges; thus, the 
annotations have not been preprocessed. Hence, small-letter words are distinguished from capital-letter 
ones. The most frequent verb is ‘walking’. In fact, it has been used 392 times for describing a motion 
video. It seems that all the five closest verbs of ‘walking’ detected by both indexical-grounding and 
pattern-grounding approaches are its appropriate synonyms, while in the randomized-grounding 
approach, only two verbs are its applicable synonyms. At first, it may sound paradoxical that 2 apt verbs 
have been identified; one may ask himself why both the closest and the third closest word to ‘walking’ 
are still its very good synonyms in the randomized-grounding. Well, I have to say at this point, that in the 
randomized-grounding approach, we are still utilizing the correct video indexes as a word context. As a 
matter of fact, it is only the normalization process which is implemented randomly. In other words, 
every component of a word vector stores the original frequency of that word in a video, and the index of 
each component is precisely mapped to the index of its corresponding video. For instance, if ‘walking’ 
has been used to describe the 12th video 34 times, the 12th component of the ‘walking’ vector is assigned 
34 initially. It is only after the normalization step that something is added to 34. This normalization in 
the indexical-grounding step is based on a meaningful concept, while in the randomized-grounding 
approach it is baseless. Though, this normalization is implemented softly. Hence, the fact that the 
closest word to ‘walking’ is still its relevant synonym is not a contradiction or a big surprise. 
Besides considering the synonyms of a verb, the synonyms of the combination of a verb and an adverb 
are also analyzed. When counting the number of good synonyms for a verb_adverb, the meaning of 
both the verb and the adverb of the extracted verb_adverb should overlap with meaning of current 
verb_adverb so that the extracted verb_adverb is identified as a good synonym. For example, in 
‘ambling_liesurely’, the meaning of ambling overlaps with walking, and also the meaning of leisurely 
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overlaps with the meaning of slowly; on the other hand, the meaning of ‘joyfully’ is very far from 
‘slowly’. That’s why, ‘walking_joyfully’ cannot be a good synonym of ‘walking_slowly’. 
Table 10: Extracted synonyms of the English motion verb-modeifiers 
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The most common verb_adverb combination among English annotations has been ‘walking_slowly’. The 
adverb ‘slowly’ has emerged 57 times with the verb ‘walking’. It does not mean that 57 distinct videos 
have been annotated by ‘walking_slowly’. Instead, it illustrates that an annotator has used this 
verb_adverb to describe a certain set of videos; then another person might have annotated a different 
set of videos by ‘walking_slowly’; the total frequency of ‘walking_slowly’ has been 57. In addition, since 
the frequency of ‘walking’ is much bigger than the frequency of ‘walking_slowly’, the vector which 
represents ‘walking_slowly’ is sparser than the one representing ‘walking’. As a result, the number of 
good detected synonyms for verb_adverbs is less than good synonyms for verbs. 
It is worth noticing that the pattern-grounding approach has managed to detect the best synonym for 
‘walking_slowly’ as closest verb_adverb. In other words, if we just focus on the closest extracted 
verb_adverb, we can see more conspicuously that the pattern-grounding approach beats the other two 
approaches. The second most frequent verb-adverb is ‘limping-slowly’. Although, the pattern-grounding 
approach did not manage to detect its best synonym as the closest one, it has found more good 
synonyms than the other two approaches. In the indexical-grounding approach, the only factor which 
determines the closeness of two words is the co-occurance in the same context. For example, ‘Hobbling-
Slowly’ has co-ocurred frequently with ‘limping-slowly’; that’s why, they have been categorized as 
synonyms. On ther other hand, in pattern-grounding approach, the proximity of the context is also 
analyzed. As a result, ‘Hobbling-slowly’ has moved down to the fifth closest, while ‘scuffing-slowly’ 
which has not been identified as a synonym previously, is correctly categorized as a synonym with the 
help of pattern-grounding.    
3.3.2. Farsi synonym result 
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For Farsi annotations, only the synonyms of verb-adverbs have been extracted because the Farsi verbs 
used for annotating the motion videos have much less diversity than the English or Finnish motion verbs. 
Table 11: Extracted synonyms of the Farsi motion verb-modifiers 
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When pattern-grounding approach is applied to find the closest verb-adverb vectors, more appropriate 
synonyms are found for Farsi verb-adverbs. Furthermore, some of the apt synonyms get a better rank in 
terms of its proximity to the current verb-adverb. For instance,  ‘ هار_ ٌنافر_ٌهالجع ب ’ is ranked the 5th closest 
vector to ‘ هار_ ٌنافر_ٌيامک_ ٌانت ’ by indexical-grounding approach, while it is ranked the 4th closest vector 
when pattern-grounding is exploited. 
3.3.3. Finnish synonym result 
The synonyms of Finnish verbs and verb_adverbs have been extracted from the annotations by 
considering the video indexes in which they have been used as the context. Next, they have been 
grounded using motion data. Finally, the vectors corresponding the Finnish verbs and verb-adverbs have 
also been normalized using random data. The following tables include the synonyms of the three most 
frequent Finnish verb and verb-adverbs.  
In Table 12, we can see that both indexical-grounding and pattern-grounding approach has a good 
performance in finding relevant synonyms. For example, all five extracted synonyms of the most 
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frequent verb, ‘kävelee’, are its correct synonyms. On the other hand, when randomized-grounding 
approach is applied, only one apt synonym is found. 
Table 12: Extracted synonyms of the Finnish motion verbs 
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Table 13: Extracted synonyms of the Finnish motion verb-modifiers 
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Four relevant synonyms for the most frequent Finnish verb-adverb have been extracted using the 
pattern-grounding approach; it is only the 4th extracted synonym which is irrelevant. Pattern-grounding 
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also performs more accurately when finding the synonyms of ‘kävelee_reippaasti’; in fact, this approach 
yields in four apt synonyms with only the 5th extracted synonym being irrelevant, while the irrelevant 
synonym is ranked the 4th closest synonym using indexical-grounding and the 2nd by randomized-
grounding. 
3.3.1. All synonyms results 
In the following table, you can observe the number of relevant synonyms extracted using all three 
different approaches. For every verb and verb-adverb, five potential synonyms have been found. The 
potential synonyms are ranked according to their proximity to the studied verb or verb-adverb. If the 
meaning of a potential synonym is significantly close to the meaning of the studied verb, it is considered 
as a relevant synonym of that verb. The potential synonym of a verb-adverb is relevant when the 
meaning of both the verb and adverb are closely related. With these constraints in mind, the potential 
synonyms of the 10 most frequent verbs and verb-adverbs have been collated. The following table 
demonstrates just the numbers; the actual synonyms of the 3 most frequent verbs and verb-adverbs 
have been represented in previous sections. An interested reader can also visit Appendix D for observing 
all extracted synonyms. 
Table 14: All synoym results 
 Number of relevant synonyms(out of 50) 
indexical grounding pattern grounding Randomized-
grounding 
Farsi verb-adverbs 25 28 18 
English verbs 44 46 25 
English verb-adverbs 17 19 12 
Finnish verbs 40 40 21 
Finnish verb-adverbs 28 34 22 
Table 14 demonstrates that pattern-grounding slightly improves automatic synonym detection of verbs 
and verb-adverbs from Farsi, English and Finnish annotations. On the other hand, when grounding is 
based on random data, the performance of finding relevant synonyms deteriorates. Hence, it is safe to 
say that pattern-grounding is a meaningful and reliable process which can be utilized to enhance the 
synonym detection task. 
3.4. Translation results 
Translation of both verbs and verb-adverbs among English, Finnish, and Farsi language has been 
implemented using indexical-grounding, pattern-grounding, and randomized-grounding approach, and 
the number of good translations have been counted in each case. In the following sections, the 
translations of the three most frequent verbs and verb-adverbs have been covered. If interested in 
observing all translation result, you are recommended to check Appendix E. 
3.4.1. Translation of English annotations to Finnish 
Both the indexical-grounding and pattern-grounding approach has resulted in five good translations for 
‘walking’. On the other hand, the result of randomized-grounding is not so good. The indexical-
grounding approach is qualified slightly better for translating ‘limping’. The reason for this attainment is 
that the fifth closest translation is ‘liikkuu’ which is a general verb that can describe any motion. The 
fifth closest translation extracted by pattern-grounding is ‘raahustaa’ which should be translated to 
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‘shamble’ and not ‘limping’. Yet, using pattern-grounding approach, the less frequent English verbs are 
translated more accurately to Finnish. 
Table 15: Translation of the English to Finnish motion verbs 
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Table 16: Translation of the English to Finnish motion verb-modifers 
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kävelee_rau
hallisesti 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
4 
li
m
p
in
g
_
sl
o
w
l
y
 
28 
-s 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontuu_raska
asti 
ontuu_alakul
oisesti 
nilkuttaa_kiv
ulloisesti 
2 
s 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontuu_varov
asti 
ontuu_vaival
loisesti 
laahustaa_on
tuen 
3 
rs 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
ontuu_varov
asti 
ontuu_vaival
loisesti 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontua_hitaas
ti 
3 
li
m
p
in
g
_
p
ai
n
f
u
ll
y
 
21 
-s 
nilkuttaa_kiv
ulloisesti 
laahustaa_va
ivalloisesti 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
ontuu_väsyn
eesti 
raahustaa_tu
skaisesti 
3 
s 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
ontuu_vaival
loisesti 
ontuu_hyvin
_kivuliaasti 
ontua_surulli
nen 
2 
rs 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
ontuu_vaival
loisesti 
kävelee_ram
miten 
ontuu_pahas
ti 
ontuu_hyvin
_kivuliaasti 
2 
Table 16 shows that using the pattern-grounding approach, the translation of English verb-adverb to 
Finnish is enhanced. For example, all five Finnish verb-adverbs are appropriate translations for 
‘walking_slowly’. Although the correct translations for ‘limping_painfully’ are not highly ranked, using 
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pattern-grounding the correct tranlations for other verb-adverbs are ranked more appropriately, and 
more correct translations are found. You can find the translation of other verb-adverbs in the Appendix 
E.  
3.4.2. Translation of Finnish annotations to English 
Table 17: Translation of the Finnish to English motion verbs 
Verb 
F
re
q
u
en
cy
 
M
o
d
e 
1
st
 
ex
tr
ac
te
d
 
v
er
b
 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
 g
o
o
d
 
tr
an
sl
at
io
n
 
kävelee 618 
-s walking Walking walk striding Ambling 5 
s walking Walking walk Strolling amble 5 
rs walking Walking Limping walk limping 3 
ontuu 229 
-s limping Limping scuffing stagger leaping 3 
s limping Limping scuffing shuffling limb 4 
rs limping Limping scuffing walking moving 3 
nilkuttaa 164 
-s limping Limping stagger scuffing leaping 3 
s limping Limping limbing scuffing limb 4 
rs Limping limping scuffing walking moving 3 
In Table 17, Pattern-grounding obviously boosts the translation performance. The number of good 
translations is counted manually and after human interpretation; in addition, typos have been 
disregarded. For instance, using pattern-grounding, the 5th closest translation is ‘limb’; it is most likely 
that an annotator has meant ‘limp’ by typing ‘limb’ because none of the motion video has anything to 
do with the word ‘limb’; furthermore, the use of ‘limb’ as a verb in ‘limbing’ is another evidence of this 
logical reasoning. 
In Table 18, we can see that pattern-grounding leads to more apt translations for the most frequent 
Finnish verb-adverb. Although randomized-grounding results into one more applicable translation for 
‘kävelee_reippaasti’, its best translation is ‘walking_briskly’ which is ranked the 3rd by randomized-
grounding, while it is ranked the 2nd by pattern-grounding. In addition, pattern-grounding approach 
slightly enhances the translation of less frequent verb-adverbs. 
3.4.3. Translation of English annotations to Farsi   
Although both indexical-grounding and pattern-grounding approaches has recognized 5 good 
translations for the English verb ‘walking’, the translations which have been discovered using pattern-
grounding are more appropriate as the 4th translation of the indexical-grounding, which is ‘  ٌانت_هار_ ٌنافر ’, 
has an adverb which constrain the meaning of the verb. In other words, ‘  ٌانت_هار_ ٌنافر ’ is made of a verb 
‘ هار_ ٌنافر ’=’walk’ and an adverb ‘ ٌانت’=’fast’. On the other hand, all the transations of ‘walking’ found by 
pattern-grounding are Farsi verbs. The Farsi translation of ‘limping’ can be expressed in various ways. 
For instance it can be translated into a single Farsi verb such as ‘ن يگنل’ or to a combination of Farsi verb-
adverb ‘ ن گنل_ن گنل_هار_ نفر ’; in the latter case the adverb has come before the verb. There can also be an 
appropriate translation where the adverb comes after the verb such as in ‘ هار_ نفر_ن گنل_ن گنل ’.  
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Table 18: Translation of the Finnish to English motion verb-modifers 
V
er
b
-
ad
v
er
b
 
F
re
q
u
en
cy
 
M
o
d
e 
1
st
 
ex
tr
ac
te
d
 
v
er
b
-a
d
v
 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
 g
o
o
d
 
tr
an
sl
at
io
n
 
k
äv
el
ee
_
h
it
aa
st
i 
64 
-s 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_tho
ughtfully 
walking_unp
urposefully 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
walking_wai
ting 
3 
s 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
walking_tho
ughtfully 
walking_idly 
walking_wai
ting 
4 
rs 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
walking_car
efully 
Walking_Slo
wly 
limping_pai
nfully 
3 
k
äv
el
ee
_
re
ip
p
aa
st
i 
52 
-s 
Walking_Pu
rposefully 
walking_ere
ct 
walking_ene
rgetically 
walking_fast 
walking_con
fidently 
2 
s 
walking_stea
dily 
walking_bris
kly 
Walking_Pu
rposefully 
walking_ere
ct 
walking_acti
vely 
3 
rs 
walking_con
fidently 
walking_fast 
walking_bris
kly 
walking_stea
dily 
walking_ene
rgetically 
4 
o
n
tu
u
_
h
it
aa
st
i 
47 
-s 
limping_slo
wly 
limping_sadl
y 
Hobbling_Sl
owly 
shuffling_w
ounded 
limping_pai
nfully 
2 
s 
limping_slo
wly 
limping_pai
nfully 
limping_sadl
y 
scuffing_slo
wly 
scuffing_pai
nstakingly 
1 
rs 
limping_slo
wly 
limping_pai
nfully 
Limping_Slo
wly 
scuffing_slo
wly 
walking_slo
wly 
2 
 
Table 19: Translation of the English to Farsi motion verbs 
V
er
b
 
F
re
q
u
en
cy
 
M
o
d
e 
1
st
 
ex
tr
ac
te
d
 
v
er
b
 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
 g
o
o
d
 
tr
an
sl
at
io
n
 
w
al
k
in
g
 
392 
-s هار_ نفر  نفرهار م ق_ندز  نت_هار_ نفر هار_يم_دور 5 
s هار_ نفر  نفرهار م ق_ندز هد يپ_يور م گ_ نشادرب 5 
rs هار_ نفر م ق_ندز م گ_ نشادرب  نفرهار ن يگنل 4 
limpin
g 
202 
-s ن يگنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
_ نفر 
يم_ گنل 5 
s ن يگنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف 
م ق_ نشادرب 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
_ نفر 
4 
rs ن يگنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
هار_ نفر م ق_ندز م گ_ نشادرب 2 
L
im
p
in
g
 
110 
-s ن يگنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
يم_ گنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
_ نفر 
5 
s 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
ن يگنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
_ نفر 
هار_ نفر 5 
rs ن يگنل هار_ نفر 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
م ق_ندز م گ_ نشادرب 3 
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It is worth mentioning that the translations have been found by considering only the verb inputs which 
annotators have provided. It is also possible that in the verb box of the motion form an annotator has 
inputted an expression which is made of a verb-adverb combination. ‘ م ق_ ٌناشادرب ’= {’to step, to walk’} is 
not considered as an appropriate translation for ‘limping’ as the correct adverb constraing the meaning 
of ‘walking’ to ‘walking limpingly’ or to ‘limping’ is not known. The adverb might have been 
‘ٌن اگنل’=’limpingly’, but because we are selecting the translation of ‘limping’ from only Farsi verbs, 
‘ ٌم اق_ ٌناشادرب ’ shall not be considered as a good translation of ‘limping’. As a result, the indexical-
grounding approach has a little better performance in translating the English verb ‘limping’ to Farsi 
verbs. However, pattern-grounding prevails in terms of finding more appropriate translations for less 
frequent English verbs. 
Table 20: Translation of the English to Farsi motion verb-modifiers 
V
er
b
-
ad
v
er
b
 
F
re
q
u
en
cy
 
M
o
d
e 
1
st
 
ex
tr
ac
te
d
 
v
er
b
 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
 g
o
o
d
 
tr
an
sl
at
io
n
 
w
al
k
in
g
_
sl
o
w
ly
 
57 
-s هار_ نفر_مارآ م ق_ندز_هنسهآ هار_ نفر_هنسهآ م ق_ندز_مارآ 
هار_ نفر_ ب_مارآ
ش 
4 
s هار_ نفر_مارآ هار_ نفر_هنسهآ 
هار_ نفر_يب_ح
هلصو 
هار_ نفر_هنسها م ق_ندز_هنسهآ 4 
rs هار_ نفر_مارآ هار_ نفر_هنسهآ هار_ نفر_رکف ب 
هار_ نفر_حار ن
ت 
هار_ نفر_يب_ح
هلصو 
2 
li
m
p
in
g
_
sl
o
w
ly
 
28 
-s 
ن گنل_ن گنل_نفر
ن_ ب 
ن گنل_ن گنل_نفر
ن_مارآ 
ن گنل_ن گنل_نفر
ن_لش 
ن گنل_ن گنل_نفر
ن_بارخ 
هار_ نفر_ريپ 2 
s ن يگنل_هنسهآ ن يگنل_هنسخ 
ن يگنل_يليخ_آ
هنسه 
ن يگنل_مارا ن يگنل_مارآ 4 
rs ن يگنل_هنسخ هار_ نفر_هنسخ ن يگنل_هنسهآ 
هار_ نفر_ن گنل
_ن گنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_نفر
ن_ن گنل 
3 
li
m
p
in
g
_
p
ai
n
fu
ll
y
 
21 
-s 
ن گنل_ن گنل_نفر
ن_ ب 
ن گنل_ن گنل_نفر
ن_لش 
ن گنل_ن گنل_نفر
ن_بارخ 
ن يگنل_درد پ 
ن گنل_ن گنل_نفر
ن_ن گنل 
3 
s ن يگنل_هنسخ 
م ق_ندز_يگنل ب
ند 
هار_ نفر_ن گنل
_ن گنل 
م ق_ نشادرب_ها
هنس 
هار_ نفر_گنل_
ن گنل 
3 
rs 
م ق_ندز_يگنل ب
ند 
هار_ نفر_گنل_
ن گنل 
هار_ نفر_ن گنل
_ن گنل 
هار_ نفر_هنسخ هار_ نفر_مارآ 3 
It is obvious that more appropriate Farsi translations have been extracted for English verb-adverbs. In 
addition, best translations are ranked more appropriately using pattern-grounding; for instance, the 
best translation for ‘limping_paingfully’ is ‘ ن يگنل_ٌهناسهآ ’ which is ranked the 1st using pattern-grounding. 
On the other hand, it is ranked the third using randomized-grounding approach. Besides that, the other 
translations found for ‘limping_slowly’ by random-grouding are more general than the translations 
found by pattern-grounding. In other words, the translations found by pattern-grounding are more 
appropriate as the meaning of both verbs and adverbs overlap precisely between the source and target 
language. 
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3.4.4. Translation of Farsi annotations to English 
Table 21: Translation of the Farsi to English motion verbs 
V
er
b
 
F
re
q
u
en
cy
 
M
o
d
e 
1
st
 
ex
tr
ac
te
d
 
v
er
b
 
2
nd
 3rd 4th 5th 
#
 g
o
o
d
 
tr
an
sl
at
io
n
 
هار
_
 ن
فر
 
1637 
-s walking walk Walking Limping limping 3 
s walking walk Walking Limping moving 4 
rs walking Limping limping Walking scuffing 2 
ن 
يود
 
339 
-s running jogging Running Jogging run 5 
s running jogging Running Jogging sprinting 5 
rs running jogging Running walking Jogging 4 
ن 
يگ
نل
 
312 
-s limping Limping scuffing stagger hobbling 4 
s limping Limping scuffing limbing limb 4 
rs Limping limping scuffing walking moving 3 
Using pattern-grounding, the translation of Farsi verbs into English verbs is enhanced. In addition, as 
earlier stated, typos are ignored; thus, ‘limb’ and ‘limbing’ are interpreted as ‘limp’ and ‘limping’. In 
total, 2811 Farsi annotations have been recorded; out of these 2811 annotations, 1637 annotations 
include the verb ‘ هار_ ٌنافر ’=’to walk’. This is because most motions can be described using ‘ هار_ ٌنافر ’ 
combined with an apt adverb. As a result, the Farsi verbs which have been used to annotate the motion 
videos are much less diverse than the English verbs; in other words, Farsi verbs are more general, while 
English annotated verbs are more specific. Yet, the translation of these general Farsi verbs to more 
specific English verbs has good performance. 
The most frequent Farsi verb-adverb is ‘ هار_ ٌنافر_مارآ ’ which is translated into ‘to walk slowly’. Although I 
did not count ‘walking_carefully’ as one of its good translations, in a deeper point of view, the meaning 
of ‘walking_carefully’ is closer to the meaning of ‘walking_slowly’ than the ‘walking_sadly’. It is worth 
noticing that ‘walking_sadly’ is rated the third best translation of ‘ هار_ ٌنافر_مارآ ’ by indexical-grounding 
approach, while it is ranked down to the 5th best translation. From this point of view, pattern-grounding 
excels the indexical-grounding. 
The second most frequent Farsi verb-adverb is ‘ هار_ ٌنافر_ٌن اگنل_ٌن اگنل ’ which can be best translated to 
‘walking_limpingly’ or ‘limping’. Although most of its extracted translations convey the meaning of 
‘limping’, the scope of their meanings is narrowed down by some adverbs; in other words, they are 
more specific than the verb-adverb in the source language. Hence, none of them is considered as a 
good translation. 
3.4.5. Translation of Farsi annotations to Finnish   
Pattern-grounding has a much better performance than the other two approaches in translating 
‘ هار_ ٌنافر ’=’to walk’. For the other two Farsi verbs, all three approaches has performed fairly well; 
however, pattern-grounding prevails in translating the less frequent Farsi verbs, while randomized-
grounding profoundly deteriorates the translation. Although neither ‘kävelee’ nor ‘raahustaa’ has been 
considered as good translation of ‘ٌن ايگنل’, the meaning of ‘raahustaa’=’to scuff’ is closer to ‘ٌن ايگنل’=’to 
limp’. 
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Table 22: Translation of the Farsi to English motion verb-modifiers 
V
er
b
-
ad
v
er
b
 
F
re
q
u
en
cy
 
M
o
d
e 
1
st
 
ex
tr
ac
te
d
 
v
er
b
 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
 g
o
o
d
 
tr
an
sl
at
io
n
 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
مار
آ
 
389 
-s 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
walking_sad
ly 
walking_car
efully 
walking_tho
ughtfully 
2 
s 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_car
efully 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
Limping_No
rmally 
walking_sad
ly 
2 
rs 
walking_slo
wly 
limping_pai
nfully 
Limping_Sl
owly 
Limping_Ve
ry_fast 
Walking_Sl
owly 
2 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
ن 
گن
ل
_
ن 
گن
ل
 
346 
-s 
Limping_Sl
owly 
limping_slo
wly 
Limping_Pa
infully 
walk_injure
d 
limping_pai
nfully 
0 
s 
limping_pai
nfully 
Limping_Sl
owly 
limping_slo
wly 
Limping_Pa
infully 
scuffing_ver
y_slowly 
0 
rs 
limping_pai
nfully 
Limping_Sl
owly 
Limping_Ve
ry_fast 
walking_slo
wly 
limping_slo
wly 
0 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
ي
مک
_
 ن
ت
 
135 
-s 
Limping_Ve
ry_fast 
limping_hur
riedly 
walking_acti
vely 
walking_uns
teady 
walking_slig
htly_weirdly 
1 
s 
Limping_Ve
ry_fast 
Striding_Fas
t 
walking_bri
skly 
walking_hea
vily 
Walking_Qu
ickly 
3 
rs 
Limping_Ve
ry_fast 
Limping_No
rmally 
walking_bri
skly 
limping_pai
nfully 
limping_hur
riedly 
1 
 
Table 23: Translation of the Farsi to Finnish motion verbs 
Verb 
F
re
q
u
en
cy
 
M
o
d
e 
1
st
 
ex
tr
ac
te
d
 
v
er
b
 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
 g
o
o
d
 
tr
an
sl
at
io
n
 
هار_ نفر 1637 
-s kävelee kävellä nilkuttaa ontuu ontua 2 
s kävelee kävellä löntystelee Kävelee nilkuttaa 4 
rs kävelee kävellä nilkuttaa ontuu ontua 2 
ن يود 339 
-s juosta juoksee hölkkää juokseminen Juoksee 5 
s juosta juoksee hölkkää 
starttaa_juok
suun 
juokseminen 5 
rs juosta juoksee hölkkää hölkyttää nilkuttaa 4 
ن يگنل 312 
-s ontuu nilkuttaa ontua linkuttaa raahustaa 4 
s ontuu nilkuttaa ontua linkuttaa raahustaa 4 
rs nilkuttaa ontuu ontua kävelee linkuttaa 4 
The most frequent Farsi verb-adverb is ‘ هار_ ٌنافر_مارآ ’ which can be best translated as ‘to walk slowly’. 
Only the 1st and 2nd extracted translations of the indexical-grounding are accurate, while the the 1st, 4th 
and 5th extracted translations of the pattern-grounding are good translations. Furthermore, the 3rd 
extracted Finnish verb-adverb, ‘kävelee_kävelee_nilkuttaen_hitaasti’, is not considered as a good 
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transaltion because it has ‘nilkuttaen’=’limpingly’ as its additional qualifier adverb which narrows down 
the meaning of ‘kävelee’=’to walk’.   
The second most frequent annotated Farsi verb-adverb is ‘ هار_ نفر_ٌن اگنل_ٌن اگنل ’=’to walk limpingly’. It is a 
general word covering the meaning of ‘limping’ action. However, the only extracted translation which is 
as general is ‘kävelee_ontuen’. All the other extracted translations have more specific meaning. Since it is 
not accurate to translate from a general word to a specific interpretation of that word, I have counted 
only one good translation for ‘ هار_ ٌنافر_ٌن اگنل_ٌن اگنل ’. Besides that, the strength of pattern-grounding is 
demonstrated in the accurate translation of the third most frequent Farsi verb-adverb. All its 5 extracted 
translations are apt and precise. 
Table 24: Translation of the Farsi to Finnish motion verb-modifiers 
V
er
b
-
ad
v
er
b
 
F
re
q
u
en
cy
 
M
o
d
e 
1
st
 
ex
tr
ac
te
d
 
v
er
b
 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
 g
o
o
d
 
tr
an
sl
at
io
n
 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
مار
آ
 
389 
-s 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävellä_hita
asti 
kävelee_mie
tteliäästi 
kävelee_var
ovasti 
kävelee_sur
ullisena 
2 
s 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävelee_epä
varmasti 
kävelee_käv
elee_nilkutta
en_hitaasti 
kävelee_rau
hallisesti 
kävelee_hyv
in_hitaasti 
3 
rs 
kävelee_hita
asti 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
kävelee_ram
miten 
kävelee_ont
uen 
kävelee_ren
nosti 
1 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
ن 
گن
ل
_
ن 
گن
ل
 
346 
-s 
kävelee_ont
uen 
ontuu_kivuli
aasti 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
ontuu_vaiva
lloisesti 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
1 
s 
ontuu_pahas
ti 
kävelee_ont
uen 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
ontuu_kivuli
aasti 
kävelee_ram
miten 
1 
rs 
kävelee_ont
uen 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
ontuu_hyvin
_kivuliaasti 
ontuu_pahas
ti 
kävelee_ram
miten 
1 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
ي
مک
_
 ن
ت
 
135 
-s 
kävellä_reip
as 
kävelee_tom
erasti 
kävelee_ont
uen 
kävelee_hiu
kan_ontuen 
kävelee_reip
paasti 
3 
s 
kävelee_reip
paasti 
kävelee_tom
erasti 
kävelee_nop
easti 
kävelee_tar
mokkaasti 
kävellä_reip
paasti 
5 
rs 
kävelee_ont
uen 
ontuu_pahas
ti 
kävellä_reip
as 
kävelee_ram
miten 
kävelee_reip
paasti 
2 
 
3.4.6. Translation of Finnish annotations to Farsi 
In Table 25, we can see that Finnish verbs have been translated properly to Farsi verbs because they are 
more specific expression of motions than the Farsi annotated verbs; 
Table 26 demonstrates that the translation of Finnish annotated verb-adverbs to Farsi verb-adverbs has 
been boosted by applying pattern-grounding. The translations extracted by pattern-grounding approach 
are more precise because the meaning of both verb and adverb overlap significantly. For example, using 
randomized-grounding and indexical-grounding, only two translations out of the extracted translations 
for ‘ontuu_hitaasti’ covers both the meaning of ‘ontuu’ and ‘hitaasti’, while using pattern-grounding, four 
translations cover precisely the meaning of ‘ontuu’ and ‘hitaasti’. 
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Table 25: Translation of the Finnish to Farsi motion verbs 
Verb 
F
re
q
u
en
cy
 
M
o
d
e 
1
st
 
ex
tr
ac
te
d
 
v
er
b
 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
g
o
o
d
 
tr
an
sl
at
io
n
 
kävelee 618 
-s هار_ نفر  نفرهار م ق_ندز م گ_ نشادرب  نت_هار_ نفر 4 
s هار_ نفر  نفرهار م ق_ندز م گ_ نشادرب 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
4 
rs هار_ نفر م ق_ندز م گ_ نشادرب  نفرهار 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
4 
ontuu 229 
-s ن يگنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف 
هار_ نفر 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
_ نفر 
5 
s ن يگنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف 
  شک_  شک_ار
ه_ نفر 
م ق_ نشادرب 5 
rs ن يگنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
هار_ نفر م ق_ندز م گ_ نشادرب 5 
nilkuttaa 164 
-s ن يگنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف 
هار_ نفر يم_ گنل 5 
s ن يگنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف 
م ق_ نشادرب 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
_ نفر 
5 
rs ن يگنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
هار_ نفر م ق_ندز م گ_ نشادرب 5 
3.4.7. All translations results 
Table 27 demonstrates that verbs can be translated more efficiently than when verbs are combined with 
adverbs. This is because verbs have been used to annotate a set only three different motions {walking, 
running, or limping}, while the selection of adverbs depend on how an annotator observe a motion; in 
other words, the same motion can be described using various adverbs, and the scope of the variety of 
used adverbs is as large as the view of a person. In addition, the adverbs explain the style of a motion, 
and an annotator view the style of a motion from a different angle. This means the selection of adverbs 
is culture dependent. As a result, matching these diverse adverbs between two different languages 
would be more difficult than matching verbs. 
Our observation shows that pattern-grounding is helpful in translating verbs. When pattern-grounding is 
applied, the good translations will get higher rank than the irrelevant extracted translations. 
Furthermore, since randomized-grounding has worsened the translation of verbs significantly, the 
application of pattern-grounding in translating the motion verbs seems to be a meaningful and a 
reasonable process. 
The translation of verb-adverbs has also been enhanced when pattern-grounding is exploited. However, 
the translation of English and Finnish verb-adverbs to Farsi verb-adverbs was not deteriorated by 
randomized-grounding. It is, nevertheless, worth mentioning that in all our experiments, pattern-
grounding surpasses randomized-grounding in translating verbs and verb-adverbs.  
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Table 26: Translation of the Finnish to Farsi motion verb-modifiers 
V
er
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ex
tr
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te
d
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er
b
 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
 g
o
o
d
 
tr
an
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at
io
n
 
k
äv
el
ee
_
h
it
aa
st
i 
64 
-s 
هار_ نفر_ارکفنم
هن 
م ق_ندز_سهآ
هت 
هار_ نفر_مارآ هار_ نفر_هنسهآ 
هار_ نفر_يب_ح
هلصو 
3 
s 
هار_ نفر_ارکفنم
هن 
هار_ نفر_يب_ح
هلصو 
م ق_ندز_سهآ
هت 
هار_ نفر_هنسهآ 
هار_ نفر_يب_ه
فد 
2 
rs 
هار_ نفر_ارکفنم
هن 
هار_ نفر_مارآ هار_ نفر_هنسهآ 
هار_ نفر_حار ن
ت 
هار_ نفر_يب_ح
هلصو 
2 
kävelee
_reippa
asti 
52 
-s هار_ نفر_ممصم هار_ نفر_ نت هار_ نفر_عيرس هار_ نفر_رورغم 
 نفرهار_هب_روط
ي_  مرن 
2 
s هار_ نفر_ممصم 
هار_ نفر_اشوخ
 ا 
هار_ نفر_ ب_جع
هل 
هار_ نفر_ ب_ژرنا
ي 
هار_ نفر_ نت 3 
rs هار_ نفر_عيرس هار_ نفر_ نت 
هار_ نفر_ ب_جع
هل 
هار_ نفر_ممصم 
هار_ نفر_اشوخ
 ا 
3 
o
n
tu
u
_
h
it
aa
st
i 
47 
-s ن يگنل_هنسخ 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف_ ب 
ن يگنل_هنسهآ 
هار_ نفر_ن گنل
_ن گنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف_مارآ 
3 
s ن يگنل_هنسهآ ن يگنل_هنسخ ن يگنل_مارآ 
ن يگنل_يليخ_آ
هنسه 
ن يگنل_هب_مارآ
ي 
4 
rs ن يگنل_هنسخ ن يگنل_هنسهآ 
هار_ نفر_ن گنل
_ن گنل 
هار_ نفر_هنسخ هار_ نفر_مارآ 2 
 
Table 27: All translation results 
 Number of good extracted translations (out of 50) 
 
indexical 
grounding 
pattern 
grounding 
randomized 
grounding 
English verbs to Farsi verbs 35 37 29 
Farsi verbs to English verbs 39 40 26 
Farsi verbs to Finnish verbs 39 40 25 
Finnish verbs to Farsi verbs 44 43 39 
Finnish verbs to English verbs 38 42 32 
English verbs  to Finnish verbs   43 44 24 
English verb-adverbs to Finnish verb-adverbs   17 23 23 
Finnish verb-adverbs  to English verb-adverbs   23 24 17 
Farsi verb-adverbs  to English verb-adverbs   19 21 11 
English verb-adverbs  to Farsi verb-adverbs   22 27 22 
Farsi verb-adverbs  to Finnish verb-adverbs   24 26 15 
Finnish verb-adverbs  to Farsi verb-adverbs   27 36 27 
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3.5. Hierarchical clustering result 
Farsi verbs, Farsi verb-adverbs, English verbs, English verb-adverbs, Finnish verbs, and Finnish verb-
adverbs have been clustered using agglomerative hierarchical clustering in both indexical-grounding and 
pattern-grounding cases. The cophenetic correlation value has been computed for the resulting 
dendrograms. Ward, median, and centroid methods have not been considered because cosine distance 
is employed as a metric to compute the similarity of objects. In the following section, the hierarchical 
clustering result of the average method is displayed. 
3.5.1. Hierarchical result of English annotations 
In this section, you can see the dendrograms which have been resulted from employing the 
agglomerative hierarchical clustering on English verbs which have been used to annotate the motion 
videos. Besides that, the resulting dendrogram has been cut horizontally to produce some clusters. 
Figure 13 shows the dendrogram achieved by applying agglomerative hierarchical clustering on English 
annotated verbs. Only the 30 most frequent English annotated verbs have been included in the 
dendrogram. These verbs are not normalized by the pattern-grounding process; in other words, the 
dendrogram displays the result of indexical-grounding approach. Furthermore, the average method is 
exploited to compute the similarity of objects and clusters. 
Figure 14 displays the dendrogram of pattern-grounded English verbs. As stated in section ‎2.4.2.1, a 
dendrogram can be cut horizontally into any arbitrary number of clusters. This makes dendrogrogram a 
very useful information vizualization tool; a researcher can observe a dendrogram and decide 
subsequently about the number of clusters. I have decided to cut the dendrogram in Figure 14 into 4 
clusters; in order to be fair, the indexical-grounding dendrogram in Figure 14 is also cut into 4 clusters.  
 Table 28: hierarchical clustering result of English verbs 
Indexical-
grounding 
cluster1={amble, Striding} cluster2={walking, limping, Limping, Walking, scuffing, 
marching, walk, stomping, shuffling, moving, strolling, limb, wandering, Strolling, 
shuffle, hobbling, stagger, meandering, striding, plodding, leaping, dancing} 
cluster3={limbing} cluster4={running, jogging, Running, Jogging, sprinting} 
Pattern-
grounding 
cluster1={marching, stomping, dancing} cluster2={running, jogging, Running, 
Jogging, sprinting} cluster3={limping, Limping, scuffing, shuffling, moving, limb, 
limbing, shuffle, hobbling, stagger, plodding, leaping} cluster4={walking, Walking , 
walk, strolling, wandering, Strolling, amble, Striding, meandering, striding} 
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Using pattern-grounding, the English verbs are clustered appropriately, while using indexical-grounding 
approach, they spread erratically into inappropariate clusters. For example, the verbs which explain 
walking and limping are mixed in cluster2, while they are separated into two suitable clusters using 
pattern-grounding. In addition, cluster3 contains only ‘limb’ as its single member. On the other hand, 
when English verbs are pattern-grounded, they go to their correct and precise cluster. Cluster1 
represent the ‘marching’ motion; cluster2 denotes ‘running; cluster3 exemplify ‘limping’; and cluster4 
typify ‘walking’. The only verb which has been misclassified is ‘leaping’.  
 
Figure 13: Hierarchical clustering of the English motion verbs using Indexical-grounding approach. The 
above figure demonstrates the dendrogram obtained by applying agglomerative hierarchical clustering 
on 30 most frequent English verbs which have been used to annotate the motion videos. The average 
method has been utilized to compute the distance between two clusters.  
In addition to correctly clustering the English verbs, the pattern-grounded dendrogram looks more 
consistent than the indexical-grounded dendrogram. This property can be observed by comparing the 
height of the links in the dendrograms. This observation can be made more precise by computing the 
cophenetic correlation coefficient. The cophenetic coefficient of the indexical-grounding dendrogram is 
0.87, and it is 0.89 for the pattern-grounding case.   
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Figure 14: Hierarchical clustering of the English motion verbs using pattern grounding approach.The 
above figure displays the dendrogram of English verbs. The average method has been used to determine 
the distance between objects and clusters pattern-grounded. In addition, only the 30 most frequent 
English verbs have been included in the dendrogram.   
3.5.2.  Hierarchical clustering result of Finnish verbs 
Finnish verbs have been represented by 124-dimensional vectors. There is one component for every 
video. Originally, it is the frequency of a verb in a video which is stored in the corresponding component; 
next, using the pattern-grounding process, the components of these vectors are normalized. These 
vectors have been hierarchically clustered using average, complete, single, and weighted methods. 
Figure 15 and Figure 16 demonstrates the dendrogram obtained by the average method.    
Both of the dendrograms in Figure 15 and Figure 16 have been cut vertically into 4 clusters. The resulting 
clusters are included in the following table. 
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Figure 15: Agglomerative hierarchical clustering of Finnish verbs using the indexical-grounding 
approach. The verbs are indexically grounded. The average method has been selected as the similarity 
measure. 
 Table 29: hierarchical clustering result of Finnish verbs 
Indexical-
grounding 
cluster1={kävelee, kävellä, löntystelee, Kävelee, käveleskelee, maleksii, käppäilee, 
löntystää} cluster2={harppoo, marssii, tömistelee, astelee, marssia } cluster3={ 
ontuu, nilkuttaa, ontua, linkuttaa, laahustaa, raahustaa, raahautuu, linkkaa,    
askeltaa, laahaa_jalkaa, linkata, liikkuu } cluster4={ juoksee, hölkkää, juosta, 
hölkyttää, hölkätä} 
Pattern-
grounding 
cluster1={kävelee, kävellä, löntystelee, Kävelee, käveleskelee, astelee, maleksii, 
käppäilee, löntystää} cluster2={ ontuu, nilkuttaa, ontua, linkuttaa, laahustaa, 
raahustaa, raahautuu, linkkaa, askeltaa, laahaa_jalkaa, linkata, liikkuu } cluster3={ 
harppoo, marssii, tömistelee, marssia} cluster4={ juoksee, hölkkää, juosta, 
hölkyttää, hölkätä} 
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Figure 16: The agglomerative hierarchical clustering of pattern-grounded Finnish verbs using the 
pattern-grounding approach. The average method has been chosen as the similarity measure. 
Both indexical-grounding and pattern-grounding approaches divided the Finnish verbs into appropriate 
clusters. In fact, they only difference between the clustering results of these two approaches is that the 
verb ‘astelee’ is assigned to cluster2 being recognized as the synonym of ‘harpoo’, while using pattern-
grounding, it is assigned to cluster1 being identified as a synonym of ‘kävelee’.  Besides that, the 
cophenetic correlation coefficient has been improved from 0.91 in indexical-grounding case to 0.93 in 
pattern-grounding case. In other words, the pattern-grounded dendrogram is more consistent than the 
indexical-grounded dendrogram. 
3.5.3. Hierarchical clustering of Farsi annotations 
Farsi verbs, which have been used to annotate motion videos, have also been clustered using 
aggolomerative hierarchical clustering. The dendrogram resulting from this hierarchical clustering is cut 
vertically into 4 communities.  
Table 30 shows the resulting clusters when the dendrogram in Figure 17 and Figure 18 are cut vertically 
into 4 slices. 
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Let’s first analyze the clusters resulted from cutting the indexical-grounded dendrogram.Cluster1 of this 
method has 4 members with every verb being a distinct motion; in other words, the verbs which belong 
to this cluster are not synonym of each other. Cluster2 consists of the synonyms of both 
‘ گنلٌاين ’=’limping’ and ‘ هار_ ٌنافر ’=’walking’. Cluster3 has only one member. Cluster4 has indeed relevant 
members; they are all synonyms of ‘ ودٌاين ’=’running’. The main property of a good clustering is that the 
members of a cluster consist with the cluster from some point of view; since we are interested in 
dividing the verbs, one expect that the members of a cluster be synonyms of a specific verb. In addition, 
in a good clustering, the clusters have comparable sizes; one would not see neither too large nor too 
small communities. Since the verbs in cluster1 and cluster2 are not synonym of a single verb, and 
because cluster3 has only one member, the indexical-grounded dendrogram is not considered to be a 
desirable hierarchical dendrogram. On the pther hand, the pattern-grounded hierarchical dendrogram 
has led to perfect clusters both from the semantic and from the size point of view. Cluster1 consists of 
synonyms of ‘ هژر_ ٌنافر ’=’marching’; cluster2 contains synonyms of ‘ هار_ ٌنافر ’=’walking’; cluster3 includes 
synonyms of ‘ گنلٌاين ’=’limping’; and, cluster4 cover synonyms of ‘ ودٌاين ’=’running’; also, notice that 
cluster2 and cluster1 which are related comes one after another. 
  
Figure 18: Agglomerative hierarchical clustering of pattern-grounded Farsi verbs using the pattern-
grounding approach. Average method is chosen as the similarity measure. 
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3.5.4. Cophenetic correlation coefficients 
In Table 31, I have just reported the average method results; if you are interested in other methods, you 
can see the tables in the appendix. Table 31 shows that using pattern grounding a dendrogram is 
created that represents the original distances slightly better than when symbols are just indexically 
grounded. In other words, when verbs or verb-adverbs are grounded using visual data, the resulting 
dendrograms are more consistent. The only case which the cophenetic correlation value decreases is in 
clustering Farsi pattern-grounded verbs. However, as we have seen in the section ‎3.5.3, pattern-
grounding leads to accurate clustering of Farsi verbs. There might be a random normalization which 
even excels the cophenetic value of the pattern-grounding result; however, according to the observation 
we had, there is no guarantee that such randomized-grounding would produce meaningful cluster. 
Table 31: cophenetic values of the agglomerative hierarchical clustering using the average method 
 Cophenetic value 
Dataset indexical grounding pattern grounding 
Farsi verbs 0.8150 0.7918 
Farsi verb-adverbs 0.9070 0.9443 
English verbs 0.8722 0.8921 
English verb-adverbs 0.8832 0.8935 
Finnish Verbs 0.9123 0.9313 
Finnish verb-adverbs 0.8645 0.9162 
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4. Discussion and Conclusion 
The application of ICA on word-document matrix extracted from Tabnak and Alef corpora led to the 
detection of syntagmatic word clusters such as {Quran, God, religion}, {oil, nuclear (power), Iran, inter, 
national}, {Gaza, Zionist (Regime), USA}, and {currency, Dollar}. On the other hand, utilization of ICA on 
the word-word matrices, extracted from these two corpora, resulted in the discovery of paradigmatic 
word clusters such as synonyms in addition to the syntagmatic word clusters. The resulting clusters of 
both of these two methods can be exploited in the automatic construction of a thesaurus. 
Both individuals and search engines can benefit from this kind of automatic thesaurus. Such thesaurus 
can be viewed as the summary of a large corpus; for example, the extracted word clusters of these two 
corpora were mainly about politics, sport, religion and war. In addition, some of the word clusters can 
shed light on the strategic planning of a news agency; for instance, the emergence of these terms in one 
cluster {Sepah, culture, commander, language, (Imam) Hussein} can indicate the exploitation of religion 
for both political and cultural ends.  
Such automatic thesaurus can also assist an individual to overcome his vocabulary problem; a person 
may know what he is looking for, but he is unable to articulate the problem in terms recognized by the 
search engine. For instance, a user who is searching for “Dollar” in the context of Iranian economy is 
very likely to be also interested in reading about “currency” related topics. Furthermore, it can serve as 
a brainstorming tool. For example, a researcher who is investigating about ‘oil’ might be enlightened if 
he also studies about ‘nuclear power’ as these two key terms reveal a decisive relationship between Iran 
and the international community. 
Semantic-based search engines could be reinforced by using such automatic thesaurus. The relevance of 
a document can be determined by the frequency of a key term and the utilization of semantically 
related words. For example, if the search term is “Quran”, the documents which contains the terms 
“God” and “religion” would be more inclusive than documents containing only “Quran”; thus, they can 
obtain a higher ranking placement in the list of search results. Besides that, a search engine can employ 
such automatic thesaurus for enhancing its keyword suggestion tool. For instance, if a user is seeking for 
“Gaza”, he can be suggested to also search for “Zionist Regime” and “USA”. Of course, all of the 
aforementioned applications of an automatic thesaurus extracted by ICA might be over-ambitious ideas 
as some of the extracted words are not so strongly and semantically related.    
For the second part of the project, motion data was analyzed. In order to see whether symbol grounding 
can be effective in the detection of synonyms, we have implemented an experiment. First of all, every 
motion video was transformed into a 602-dimensional vector using the motion data. The motion data 
includes features such as the means and standard deviations of coordinates, velocities, and 
accelerations of different body parts. After that, the dimensionality of the motion data was reduced 
using PCA. Besides that, every video was portrayed as a pie in a 2-dimensional space using the first two 
principal components as the coordinates of the pies.   
According to our observation, there was a large variation in how people used “ هارٌ ٌنافر ”=“walking”. 
Furthermore, people were more unanimous about verbs than modifiers. The most interesting part of 
this experiment was that the three main locomotion verbs namely {‘walking’, ‘ هار- ٌنافر ’ , ‘kävelee’}, 
{‘limping’, ‘ٌن ايگنل’, ‘ontuu’} and {‘running’, ‘ٌن ايود’, ‘juoksee’} occupied roughly the same space. This 
propelled us to transform verbs and modifiers into vectors by using video indexes as their context. We 
called this type of transformation as the indexical-grounding. 
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Another observation was that synonyms emerge close to each other. In other words, the verbs and 
verb-adverbs in similar videos tend to be semantically related. The video similarity could be calculated 
using the motion data. Using the motion data and a threshold, we defined a neighborhood for every 
video. A video influenced all of its neighbors by normalizing them according to their distances. In order 
to understand this normalization, we should note that every video is associated with two vectors. One 
vector is calculated based on the raw mocap data obtained by Arena; one can extract the video 
similarities from this vector. The second vector includes the frequencies of verbs and verb-adverbs; 
there was one component for every verb and verb-adverb. A portion of the vector components of every 
video have been added to the vector components of the neighboring videos. Since the vectors 
corresponding the verbs and verb-adverbs have been normalized by the motion data, textual and visual 
modalities have been fused. We referred to this type of fusion as the pattern-grounding as it was based 
on the content of the videos.  
In addition to normalizing using the original motion data, verb and verb-modifier vectors were also 
normalized using a random data; this normalization was referred to as randomized-grounding. We 
compared these three cases of grounding in terms of synonym detection and translation performance.  
Although both pattern-grounding and indexical-grounding methods performed well in terms of the 
number of good detected synonyms, in the thesaurus extracted by the pattern-grounding method, the 
appropriate synonyms got a higher ranking placement. On the other hand, the thesaurus extraction 
performance deteriorated significantly using randomized-grounding, which indicates that the selected 
motion features were apt and felicitous. Furthermore, Pattern-grounding enhanced the translation 
slightly by placing the more appropriate translations to a higher ranking than the indexical-grounding.             
Hierarchical clustering was also applied to extract four clusters from the dendrogram of the 30 most 
frequent Finnish, Farsi and English annotated motion verbs in both the indexical and the pattern-
grounding cases. When pattern-grounding was employed, the clusters were balanced in terms of the 
number of belonging members; every member of these clusters fits semantically to the other members 
of the same cluster; and the cophenetic correlation coefficient enhanced slightly. On the other hand, by 
utilizing the indexical-grounding, some of the extracted clusters had only one member, and the 
semantically related verbs dispersed arbitrarily to different clusters. 
All things considered, we proposed a simple but novel method to fuse textual and visual modalities; we 
also observe that such fusion has been a useful process in synonym detection and translation. It might 
be too soon to claim that we have found an anchor or a way for connecting the verbs to their 
corresponding physical action, but it is safe to say that a at least a glimmer of light from the practical 
perspective has been shed on the so-called “symbol grounding problem”.  
The 602-dimensional variables, which were calculated based on the raw data coming from the Arena 
software, were the representative of every one of the 124 motion videos. It might be possible to check 
which features would be most informative to classify or cluster the motion verbs in each language.  For 
instance, the ankle’s position and speed might be adequate to recognize “walking” motion. Based on 
this inductive knowledge one can experiment whether it would be ever possible to map from selected 
features representing physical motions to their corresponding verbs and modifiers. One can apply 
supervised approaches to learn such mapping from numerical representatives of motions to verbs and 
modifiers. 
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Appendix A. Adverbs combined  
In this section, I have included the adverbs which have been combined. 
Words Meaning Part of speech 
گنل_ناگنل  limping Adverb 
گنل_گنل_نانز  limping Adverb 
ناشک_ناشک  limping Adverb 
اب_لشیند  limping Adverb 
ناگنل_ناگنل  limping Adverb 
ناگنل limping Adverb 
The above table contains all the synonyms of “limping” adverb expressed by annotators. There have 
been also two rare cases in which two verbs have been used as an adverb. I have also considered that. 
Words Meaning Part of speech 
 هبمارآی  Slowly Adverb 
مارا Slow Adjective 
دنک Slow Adjective 
یشاو  Slowly Adverb 
 هبدنکی  Slowly Adverb 
هتسهآ Slow Adjective 
 هبگتسهآی  Slowly Adverb 
مرن Soft Adjective 
 هبمرنی  Softly Adverb 
The above table contains all the synonyms of the adverb “slowly”. Unlike the “limping”, annotators have 
used adjective or an adverb to describe the slowness of a motion.  
Words Meaning Part of speech 
بصعی  Nervous Adjective 
ابنابصعیت  Angrily Adverb 
کانبضغ enraged adjective 
The above table contains all the synonyms of the adverb “angrily”. 
Words Meaning Part of speech 
بی لاح  Languid Adjective 
 اببیلاحی  Languidly Adverb 
 اببی لاحی  languidly Adverb 
The above table contains all the synonyms of the adverb “languidly”. 
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Words Meaning Part of speech 
شوخرس Happy Adjective 
س رشوخ  Happy Adjective 
 ابلاحشوخی  Happily Adverb 
 ابداشی  Happily Adverb 
داش Happy Adjective 
The above table contains all the synonyms of the adverb “happily”. 
Words Meaning Part of speech 
 ابتحارانی  Sadly Adverb 
تحاران sad adjective 
گمغین  Sad Adjective 
 ابهودنا  With grief, with sorrow Adverb 
هدرمژپ  Withered, faded Adjective 
 ابگدرسفای  Depressingly Adverb 
The above table contains all the synonyms of the adverb “sadly”. 
Words Meaning Part of speech 
 ابباتش  Hastily Adverb 
ناباتش Hastily Adverb 
دنت Speedily Adverb 
 ابتعرس  Fast Adverb 
عیرس Fast Adjective 
 ابهلجع  Hurriedly Adjective 
The above table contains all the synonyms of the adverb “fast”. 
Words Meaning Part of speech 
یعیبط Natural Adverb 
یلومعم Normal Adverb 
The above table contains all the synonyms of the adverb “normal”. 
Appendix B. Frequency of verbs and adjectives in the corpora 
There are two corpuses from which the word frequencies are extracted, the first large corpus is Alef 
dataset, and the second one is Tabnak.  
In this part, we count the frequencies of verbs, and by verbs, I mean whatever in input to the first box of 
each page of the form. In English, the actions animated in the form can be simply described by one 
word; however, in Farsi, one might use a verb that contains two words or two morphemes separated 
using a zero-width-non-joiner. Thus, the frequencies of substrings rather than words must be counted.  
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In Farsi, one uses an infinitive to describe an action in one word; infinitives and their derivation word-
forms are not equivalent in Farsi. Since an individual is asked to fill the forms using one word or 
expression and not a sentence, actions are described by infinitives rather than the word-forms. In 
addition, it is the word-forms instead of their corresponding infinitives which occur in a corpus. 
People have utilized 12 different verbs in total to describe the motions they have seen in the forms. In 
order to count the frequencies of a verb, both its infinitive and all its inflections have been taken into 
account. In other words, when the inflection of an infinitive is observed, its frequency is increased by 
one. 
Appendix C. Verb frequencies in both corpuses 
 In the below table, you can see the verbs frequencies in both Alef and Tabnak dataset. 
Verb 
categories 
verbs 
Spell or 
grammatical 
error 
Frequencies in 
form answers 
Frequencies in 
the Alef corpus 
Frequencies in 
the Tabnak 
corpus 
Walk   1030 63 205 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
هاي نتفي  (walk) no 1021 
 
م ق ن ز  (walk) no 4 
مم ق ن ز  (walk) yes 1 
هاي نتفي  
 ب یل حشوخ  
(walk happily) 
no 1 
هاي تفي  (he 
walked) 
no 1 
هاي (path) yes 1 
اي yes 1 
Run   159 77 280 
 
ن عو  (to run) no 157 
 
شزيو ن عو  
(to 
run+exercise as 
a noun ) 
yes 1 
ن عو  هتسهآ  
(walk slow) 
yes 1 
limp   40 1 4 
 
ن عگنل 
(to limp) 
no 29 
 
ن گنل ن گنل نتفي  
(to limp) 
no 9 
گنل ن ز  
(to limp) 
no 1 
ن عگنل هتسخ  
(to limp + 
tired) 
yes 1 
Think   4 717 2289 
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يکف ن يک  
(to think) 
no 2 
 
معمصت نتفيگ  
(to decide) 
no 2 
To be 
purposeful 
  1 5 8 
 
 نمف ه ن وب  
(to be 
purposeful) 
no 1  
To measure   2 4 11 
 
ژايتم ن يک  
(to measure) 
yes 1 
 
هزا نا نتفيگ  
(to measure) 
no 1 
To drum   1 0 0 
 
لبط ن ز ي  
هژي  ٔ یم ظن  
(to drum in a 
military 
parade) 
no 1  
To exercise   2 19 89 
 
شزيو ن يک  
(to exercise) 
no 1 
 
نعيمت ن يک  
(to practice) 
no 1 
To lift   1 1 2 
 
هنزو ن عشک  ب  پ  
(to lift using 
feet) 
no 1  
To pose   1  2 
 
تسژ نتفيگ  
(to pose, to 
make gesture) 
no 1  
To soar   1 0 1 
 
زعخ نتفيگ  
(to begin to 
rise, to begin 
to soar) 
yes 1   
To carry   2 35 134 
 
لمح ن يک  
(to carry) 
no 1 
 
لمح کن يک  
(to carry) 
yes 1 
 In the following sections, I have included the synonyms of the 10 most frequent verbs and verb-adverbs 
and their translation between Finnish, English, and Farsi language. 
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Appendix D. Automatic detection result synonyms 
Verbs have been represented by a 124-dimensional data points. They can also be viewed as vectors with 
124 components; the first component denotes the frequency of a verb in the first video; the other 
components are defined in the same way. In other words, videos act like the context for the verbs. Next, 
the distances among all verbs have been computed using cosine metric, and for each verb, 5 closest 
verbs have been extracted. They can represent synonyms; the number of relevant extracted synonyms 
can indicate how effective this method is. 
D.I.  Synonyms result of English annotations 
Instead of choosing 0.3, the fixed neighborhood distance is set to 0.5. This number determines the 
radius of the neighborhood of a video; thus, a video has a larger neighborhood than the Farsi and Finnish 
cases. 
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ex
tr
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te
d
 
v
er
b
 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
 g
o
o
d
 
sy
n
o
n
y
m
s 
walking 392 
-s Walking walk Strolling Ambling wandering 5 
s walk Walking Strolling amble wandering 5 
rs Walking Limping walk limping scuffing 2 
limping 202 
-s Limping stagger leaping climbing hobbling 4 
s Limping scuffing stagger limb leaping 5 
rs Limping scuffing walking walk moving 3 
Limping 110 
-s limping leaping stagger hobbling scuffing 5 
s limping scuffing moving leaping shuffling 5 
rs limping scuffing walking walk Walking 2 
running 74 
-s sprinting Running Sprinting Rushing Run 5 
s Running sprinting jogging run Jogging 5 
rs Running Limping jogging scuffing walking 2 
jogging 68 
-s Jogging lurch a_morning_jog swagger start_running 3 
s Jogging running lurch a_morning_jog Running 4 
rs Jogging Limping running scuffing limping 2 
Walking 51 
-s walking stride walk striding ramble 5 
s walking walk striding stride strutting 5 
rs walking walk Limping limping scuffing 2 
scuffing 31 
-s Limping limping shuffle edging shuffling 4 
s Limping limping shuffle shuffling edging 4 
rs Limping limping walking moving shuffle 4 
marching 24 
-s Marching stamping Storming_off funny_walk ample 3 
s Marching march stamping stomping Storming_off 4 
rs stomping walking Walking Limping walk 4 
walk 21 
-s walking Walking striding Strolling Ambling 5 
s walking Walking striding Strolling Ambling 5 
rs walking Walking limping Limping scuffing 2 
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stomping 21 
-s Stamping dancing stamping marching Stomping 5 
s Stamping Stomping Speed_Walk lumber angry_walk 4 
rs marching Limping walking limping scuffing 2 
indexical-grounding 44 
pattern-grounding 46 
randomized-grounding 25 
In the above table, only the 10 most frequent verbs are demonstrated. For each one of these verbs, 5 
closest verbs are extracted from verb-video matrix. If an extracted verb overlaps with meaning of the 
current verb, it is considered to be a good synonym. Number of good snonyms has been counted, and it 
turns out that in the indexical-grounding approach 44 semantically related verbs have been extracted. 
The maximum number of semantically related verbs that could have been extracted is 50; thus, using 
cosine distance measure on verb-video matrix has led to relatively good result. Furthermore, if pattern-
grounding process is based on the original motion data, 2 more good synonyms are detected. Since the 
motion data was created by extracting suitable features from the motion videos, we can claim that 
grounding English verbs based on motion features makes sense. On the other hand, if the pattern-
grounding is based on a random data, the performance of finding good synonyms deteriorates.  
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57 
-s 
walking_tho
ughtfully 
walking_unp
urposefully 
walk_slowly 
Walking_Jo
yfully 
Ambling_Le
isurely 
2 
s 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
walking_sad
ly 
walking_car
efully 
Strolling_Sl
owly 
walking_tho
ughtfully 
2 
rs 
Walking_Sl
owly 
walking_sad
ly 
walking_car
efully 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
Limping_Sl
owly 
2 
li
m
p
in
g
_
sl
o
w
l
y
 
28 
-s 
Hobbling_Sl
owly 
limping_sadl
y 
walking_asy
mmetrically 
shuffling_w
ounded 
scuffing_pai
nstakingly 
1 
s 
limping_sadl
y 
limping_pai
nfully 
scuffing_pai
nstakingly 
scuffing_slo
wly 
Hobbling_Sl
owly 
2 
rs 
limping_pai
nfully 
walking_car
efully 
Limping_Sl
owly 
walking_asy
mmetrically 
scuffing_pai
nstakingly 
1 
li
m
p
in
g
_
p
ai
n
f
u
ll
y
 
21 
-s 
limping_slo
wly 
Limping_Sl
owly 
walk_injure
d 
limping_sadl
y 
Walking_W
atchfully 
0 
s 
limping_slo
wly 
Limping_Sl
owly 
limping_sadl
y 
limbing_ver
y_slowly 
Limping_Pai
nfully 
1 
rs 
limping_slo
wly 
Limping_Sl
owly 
walking_car
efully 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
Limping_No
rmally 
0 
w
al
k
in
g
_
v
er
y
_
sl
o
w
ly
 
20 
-s 
walking_tho
ughtfully 
wandering_d
epressively 
walk_thougt
hful 
walking_wal
king_casuall
y 
walking_slig
htly_threate
ningly 
0 
s 
meandering_
slowly 
walking_slo
wly 
Walking_W
ondering 
Strolling_Sl
owly 
walking_idl
y 
3 
rs 
walking_car
efully 
walking_slo
wly 
limping_pai
nfully 
limping_slo
wly 
walking_sad
ly 
1 
w
a
lk
i
n
g _
s
ad
l
y
 
18 -s 
shuffling_m
ournfully 
walking_unp
urposefully 
meandering_
sadly 
wandering_s
adly 
walking_wit
h_doubt 
2 
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s 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_sor
rowfully 
walking_unp
urposefully 
amble_sadly 
Limping_Ve
ry_slightly 
2 
rs 
walking_slo
wly 
Walking_Sl
owly 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
meandering_
sadly 
walking_car
efully 
1 
w
al
k
in
g
_
co
n
fi
d
en
tl
y
 
16 
-s 
walking_ene
rgetically 
walking_qui
ckly 
walking_cas
ual_walking 
walking_bris
kly 
walk_briskly 3 
s 
walking_bris
kly 
walking_nor
mally 
walking_ene
rgetically 
Walking_No
rmally 
walking_ver
y_colorfully 
2 
rs 
walking_bris
kly 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_qui
ckly 
Walking_Sl
owly 
walking_nor
mally 
1 
L
im
p
in
g
_
S
lo
w
ly
 
16 
-s 
Limping_Pai
nfully 
limping_slo
wly 
walk_injure
d 
limping_slo
w 
Limping_Ca
refully 
2 
s 
limping_pai
nfully 
limping_slo
wly 
limping_sadl
y 
climbing_ve
ry_colorfully 
limping_slo
w 
2 
rs 
limping_pai
nfully 
Limping_Pai
nfully 
limping_slo
wly 
walking_car
efully 
walking_slo
wly 
1 
w
al
k
in
g
_
n
o
rm
al
ly
 
15 
-s 
Walking_No
rmally 
walking_wal
k_leisurely 
walking_vig
orously 
walking_stre
tched_legs 
walking_sau
nter 
2 
s 
Walking_No
rmally 
walking_wal
k_leisurely 
walking_vig
orously 
walking_stre
tched_legs 
walking_sau
nter 
2 
rs 
Walking_No
rmally 
walking_qui
ckly 
walking_con
fidently 
walking_bris
kly 
walking_acti
vely 
1 
w
al
k
in
g
_
ca
re
fu
ll
y
 
15 
-s 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
walking_slo
wly 
limping_slo
wly 
walking_lea
ping_from_l
eft_leg 
Walking_Ca
refully 
1 
s 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
Limping_No
rmally 
scuffing_slo
wly 
walking_sad
ly 
0 
rs 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
walking_slo
wly 
limping_slo
wly 
limping_pai
nfully 
Limping_No
rmally 
0 
li
m
p
in
g
_
fa
st
 
15 
-s leaping_fast 
walking_wit
hout_crossin
g_feet 
shuffling_ac
tive 
scuffing_res
olutely 
Limping_str
enuously 
4 
s 
limping_qui
ckly 
leaping_fast 
limping_hur
riedly 
walking_im
peded 
Limping_Pai
nfullly 
3 
rs 
limping_qui
ckly 
leaping_fast 
limping_hur
riedly 
Limping_Qu
ite_quickly 
Limping_Pai
nfullly 
4 
indexical-grounding 17 
pattern-grounding 19 
randomized-grounding 12 
Pattern-grounding excels the other two approaches even when the combination of verbs and adverbs 
are analyzed. In addition to finding more good synonyms, the pattern-grounding approach also manges 
to make some of the potential synonyms closer to the analyzed word. For instance, if we focus on 
‘walking-very-slowly’ which is the 4th most frequent verb-adverb, we would notice that the closest verb-
adverb is also its best synonym.  
D.II.  Synonyms in Farsi annotations 
Extracting similar verbs has been not been applied on Farsi verbs because the verb 'walking' is so 
frequent that it has occupied most the vector space. However, one can extract similar verb-adverbs from 
the verb_adverb-video matrix. 
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 ht5 ht4 dr3 dn2
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راه
_
 
رفن
_
رام
آ
 
 983
 s-
آهس_رفن _راه
 ته
ن راح_رفن _راه
 ت
 خسنه_رفن _راه
غمگي_رفن _راه
 ن
ح_بي_رفن _راه
 وصله
 1
 s
آهس_رفن _راه
 ته
ن راح_رفن _راه
 ت
 خسنه_رفن _راه
غمگي_رفن _راه
 ن
خيلي_رفن _راه
 آرام_
 2
 sr
آهس_رفن _راه
 ته
ن راح_رفن _راه
 ت
 خسنه_رفن _راه
اهس_زدن_ق م
 ته
_لنگ_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن
 2
راه
_
 
رفن
_
 ن
نگ
ل
_
 ن
نگ
ل
 
 643
 s-
_لنگ_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن
 خسنه_لنگي ن لنگ ن_رفن _راه
_آسيب_لنگي ن
 دي ه
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
لنگ_خيلي_رفن 
 ي ن
 3
 s
_لنگ_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن
ب لنگ_زدن_ق م
 ي ن
کمي_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_لنگ ن_
لن_ب _زدن_ق م
 گي ن
_آسيب_لنگي ن
 دي ه
 4
 sr
_لنگ_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن
کمي_رفن _راه
 تن _
کمي_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_لنگ ن_
 2 خسنه_لنگي ن خسنه_رفن _راه
راه
_
 
رفن
_
ي
کم
_
ن 
ت
 
 531
 تن _رفن _راه s-
خوش_رفن _راه
 ح  
 سريع_رفن _راه
عصب _رفن _راه
 ني
ب عجل_رفن _راه
 ه
 3
 تن _رفن _راه s
خوش_رفن _راه
 ح  
 سريع_رفن _راه
ب عجل_رفن _راه
 ه
عصب _رفن _راه
 ني
 3
 تن _رفن _راه sr
_لنگ_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن
لنگ ن_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_
 سريع_رفن _راه
کمي_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_لنگ ن_
 2
راه
_
 
رفن
_
ت
اح
ن ر
 
 711
 خسنه_رفن _راه آرام_رفن _راه s-
ن را_ب _رفن _راه
 حني
غمگي_رفن _راه
 ن
ح_بي_رفن _راه
 ا 
 2
 s
ن را_ب _رفن _راه
 حني
 خسنه_رفن _راه
ب خ_زدن_ق م
 سنگي
 آرام_رفن _راه
غمگي_رفن _راه
 ن
 2
 خسنه_رفن _راه آرام_رفن _راه sr
آهس_رفن _راه
 ته
_لنگ_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن
اهس_زدن_ق م
 ته
 0
راه
_
 
رفن
_
نه
خس
 
 48
 s-
ن راح_رفن _راه
 ت
 آرام_رفن _راه
ن را_ب _رفن _راه
 حني
ح_بي_رفن _راه
 ا 
غمگي_رفن _راه
 ن
 1
 s
ن راح_رفن _راه
 ت
اهس_زدن_ق م
 ته
 آرام_رفن _راه
ب خ_زدن_ق م
 سنگي
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
اه_خيلي_رفن 
 يسنه
 1
 آرام_رفن _راه sr
ن راح_رفن _راه
 ت
آهس_رفن _راه
 ته
_لنگ_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن
لنگ ن_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_
 0
راه
_
 
رفن
_
ن 
ت
 
 97
 سريع_رفن _راه s-
عج_ب _رفن _راه
 له
خوش_رفن _راه
 ح  
کمي_رفن _راه
 تن _
سر_ب _رفن _راه
 عت
 4
 سريع_رفن _راه s
عج_ب _رفن _راه
 له
خوش_رفن _راه
 ح  
کمي_رفن _راه
 تن _
کمي_رفن _راه
 سريع_
 4
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 سريع_رفن _راه sr
کمي_رفن _راه
 تن _
عج_ب _رفن _راه
 له
خوش_رفن _راه
 ح  
_لنگ_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن
 3
راه
_
 
رفن
_
ي
کم
_
 ن
نگ
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 ن
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 67
 s-
_لنگ_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن
 آهسنه_لنگي ن
ب لنگ_زدن_ق م
 ي ن
لنگ ن_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_
لن_ب _زدن_ق م
 گي ن
 5
 s
لنگ ن_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_
_لنگ_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن
ب لنگ_زدن_ق م
 ي ن
_آسيب_لنگي ن
 دي ه
 4 آهسنه_لنگي ن
 sr
_لنگ_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن
 آهسنه_لنگي ن
لنگ ن_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_
 4 آرام_لنگي ن آرام_رفن _راه
راه
_
 
رفن
_
لي
مو
مع
 
 27
 ع دي_رفن _راه s-
طور_به_راهرفن 
 نرم  _ي
خو_ب _رفن _راه
 شا لي
 3 ج ي_رفن _راه نرم  _رفن _راه
 ع دي_رفن _راه s
خو_ب _رفن _راه
 شا لي
طور_به_راهرفن 
 نرم  _ي
 4 نرم_رفن _راه نرم  _رفن _راه
 ع دي_رفن _راه sr
طور_به_راهرفن 
 نرم  _ي
 آرام_رفن _راه
خو_ب _رفن _راه
 شا لي
 2 تن _رفن _راه
راه
_
 
رفن
ب _
_
ت
 ني
صب
ع
 
 56
 s-
_بچه_رفن _راه
 گ نه
 موزون_رفن _راه
ع_برداشن _گ م
 صبي
مسن _رفن _راه
 نه
کوبن _رفن _راه
 ه
 1
 s
_بچه_رفن _راه
 گ نه
 موزون_رفن _راه
ع_برداشن _گ م
 صبي
مسن _رفن _راه
 نه
ع_برداشن _ق م
 صبي
 2
 sr
_بچه_رفن _راه
 گ نه
عصب _رفن _راه
 ني
 موزون_رفن _راه ماکم_رفن _راه
ب عص_رفن _راه
 ب نيت
 1
راه
_
 
رفن
_
نه
هس
آ
 
 56
 آرام_رفن _راه s-
غمگي_رفن _راه
 ن
ن راح_رفن _راه
 ت
آرا_به_رفن _راه
 مي
ن را_ب _رفن _راه
 حني
 2
 ب فکر_رفن _راه آرام_رفن _راه s
ح_بي_رفن _راه
 وصله
آرا_به_رفن _راه
 مي
افسرد_رفن _راه
 ه
 2
 خسنه_رفن _راه آرام_رفن _راه sr
ن راح_رفن _راه
 ت
اهس_زدن_ق م
 ته
افسرد_رفن _راه
 ه
 2
 52 gnidnuorg-lacixedni
 82 gnidnuorg-nrettap
 81 gnidnuorg-dezimodnar
 ni ,eromrehtruF .detnemelpmi si gnidnuorg-nrettap nehw detceted era smynonys tnaveler eroM
 rof ;gnidnuorg-nrettap yb brevda-brev deiduts eht ot resolc teg dluow smynonys tcerroc eht ,lareneg
 fo pleh eht htiw elihw ,’ ن راحت_رفن _راه ‘ ot brevda-brev tsesolc dr3 eht deknar si ’ ن راحني_ب _رفن _راه ‘ ,elpmaxe
   .ts1 eht deknar si ti ,gnidnuorg-nrettap
 noitatonna hsinniF ni smynonyS  .III.D
 uoy ,elbat gniwollof eht nI .detcartxe neeb evah sbrevda-brev dna sbrev hsinniF htob fo smynonys ehT
 .sbrevda-brev dna sbrev hsinniF tneuqerf tsom 01 eht fo smynonys eht ees nac
V
re
b
 
F
er
q
u
ne
c
y
 
M
o
d
 e
1
ts
 
xe
rt
ca
et
d
 
v
re
b
 
 ht5 ht4 dr3 dn2
#
g 
o
o
d
 
ys
n
o
n
y
m
 s
 80 
 
k
äv
el
ee
 
618 
-s kävellä käppäilee käveleminen Kävelee löntystelee 5 
s kävellä käppäilee Kävelee löntystelee maleksii 5 
rs kävellä nilkuttaa ontua ontuu linkuttaa 1 
o
n
tu
u
 
229 
-s nilkuttaa ontua linkuttaa laahustaa raahustaa 3 
s ontua nilkuttaa linkuttaa raahustaa laahustaa 3 
rs nilkuttaa ontua linkuttaa laahustaa kävelee 3 
n
il
k
u
tt
aa
 
164 
-s ontuu linkuttaa ontua linkkaa liikkuu 4 
s ontuu linkuttaa ontua raahustaa 
laahaa_jalka
a 
4 
rs ontuu ontua linkuttaa kävelee kävellä 3 
ju
o
k
se
e 
106 
-s juosta juokseminen ryntää pyrähtää 
lähtee_juoks
emaan 
5 
s juosta juokseminen 
lähtee_juoks
emaan 
ryntää pyrähtää 5 
rs juosta juokseminen kävelee ontua ontuu 2 
k
äv
el
lä
 
82 
-s kävelee käppäilee käveleminen reippailee löntystelee 5 
s kävelee käppäilee maleksii astelee käyskentelee 5 
rs kävelee nilkuttaa ontuu ontua linkuttaa 1 
h
ö
lk
k
ää
 
66 
-s hölkätä hölkyttää 
hölkkäämine
n 
Hölkkää jolkottelee 4 
s hölkyttää hölkätä lönkyttelee jolkottelee 
hölkkäämine
n 
4 
rs hölkyttää hölkätä kävelee juosta kävellä 3 
o
n
tu
a 
52 
-s ontuu nilkuttaa linkuttaa laahustaa raahustaa 3 
s ontuu raahustaa nilkuttaa laahustaa linkuttaa 3 
rs ontuu nilkuttaa linkuttaa kävelee laahustaa 3 
li
n
k
u
tt
a
a 45 
-s ontuu nilkuttaa ontua liikkuu linkkaa 4 
s nilkuttaa ontuu ontua raahustaa liikkuu 4 
rs ontuu nilkuttaa ontua laahustaa raahustaa 3 
la
ah
u
st
aa
 
34 
-s ontuu klenkkaa raahustaa ontua raahautuu 2 
s ontua raahustaa ontuu klenkkaa raahautuu 2 
rs ontuu nilkuttaa ontua linkuttaa raahustaa 1 
ju
o
st
a 
16 
-s juoksee juokseminen ryntää pyrähtää ottaa_spurtit 5 
s juoksee juokseminen 
lähtee_juoks
emaan 
ryntää pyrähtää 5 
rs juoksee kävelee ontua nilkuttaa ontuu 1 
indexical-grounding 40 
pattern-grounding 40 
randomized-grounding 21 
Although the resulting synonyms using indexical-grounding is not precisely identical to the results of 
pattern-grounding approach, there is no profound difference between these two approaches in terms of 
number of found relevant synonyms. However, the performance of pattern-grounding approach would 
deteriorate significantly when Finnish verbs are grounded using a random data. 
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F
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u
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c
y
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d
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1
st
 
ex
tr
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v
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2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
 g
o
o
d
 
sy
n
o
n
y
m
s 
k
äv
el
ee
_
h
it
aa
st
i 
64 
-s 
kävellä_hitaa
sti 
kävelee_suru
llisena 
kävelee_epä
varmasti 
kävelee_hyvi
n_hitaasti 
käveleskelee
_mietteliääst
i 
2 
s 
kävellä_hida
s 
kävelee_hyvi
n_hitaasti 
kävellä_hitaa
sti 
kävelee_suru
llisena 
maleksii_hit
aasti 
4 
rs 
kävellä_hitaa
sti 
kävelee_suru
llisena 
kävelee_miet
teliäästi 
kävelee_varo
vasti 
kävelee_renn
osti 
1 
k
äv
el
ee
_
re
ip
p
aa
s
ti
 
52 
-s 
kävellä_riva
kasti 
kävelee_mää
rätietoisesti 
kävelee_päät
täväinen 
kävelee_käv
elee_normaa
listi 
Kävelee_Rei
ppaasti 
4 
s 
kävelee_mää
rätietoisesti 
kävelee_päät
täväinen 
kävellä_riva
kasti 
kävellä_reip
paasti 
kävellä_rent
o 
4 
rs 
kävelee_mää
rätietoisesti 
kävelee_tava
llisesti 
kävelee_päät
täväinen 
kävellä_reip
as 
kävellä_riva
kasti 
4 
o
n
tu
u
_
h
it
aa
st
i 
47 
-s 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontuu_varov
asti 
ontuu_vaival
loisesti 
nilkuttaa_kiv
ulloisesti 
linkuttaa_vai
vainen 
1 
s 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontuu_varov
asti 
ontuu_hyvin
_kivuliaasti 
ontuu_vaival
loisesti 
ontuu_takav
etoisesti 
1 
rs 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontuu_varov
asti 
kävelee_vaiv
alloisesti 
ontuu_vaival
loisesti 
ontuu_pahast
i 
1 
k
äv
el
ee
_
o
n
tu
e
n
 
41 
-s 
nilkuttaa_no
peasti 
kävelee_reip
pahasti 
ontuu_reippa
asti 
ontuu_takav
etoisesti 
nilkuttaa_rei
ppaasti 
3 
s 
ontuu_pahas
ti 
kävelee_ram
miten 
nilkuttaa_no
peasti 
laahaa_jalka
a_pahasti 
kävelee_laah
ustaen 
4 
rs 
kävelee_rauh
allisesti 
kävelee_ram
miten 
kävelee_vaiv
alloisesti 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
kävelee_hita
asti 
1 
k
äv
el
ee
_
re
n
n
o
st
i 
40 
-s 
kävellä_itsev
armasti 
kävelee_itse
varmasti 
kävelee_jäyk
ästi 
kävelee_kiir
eettä 
kävellä_renn
osti 
1 
s 
kävelee_itse
varmasti 
kävellä_itsev
armasti 
kävellä_renn
osti 
kävelee_verk
kaisesti 
vetelehtii_hit
aasti 
3 
rs 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävellä_renn
osti 
kävelee_itse
varmasti 
kävelee_nor
maalisti 
kävelee_rauh
allisesti 
2 
k
äv
el
ee
_
n
o
rm
aa
l
is
ti
 
28 
-s 
kävellä_itsev
arma 
kävellä_nor
maali 
kävellä_itsev
armasti 
kävelee_tava
llisesti 
kävellä_rent
o 
2 
s 
kävellä_itsev
arma 
kävellä_rent
o 
kävelee_tava
llisesti 
kävelee_jäyk
ästi 
kävelee_käv
elee_normaa
listi 
2 
rs 
kävelee_renn
osti 
kävellä_itsev
arma 
kävelee_tava
llisesti 
kävelee_reip
paasti 
kävelee_mää
rätietoisesti 
1 
o
n
tu
u
_
v
ai
v
al
l
o
is
es
ti
 
21 
-s 
linkuttaa_vai
vainen 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontuu_hyvin
_kivuliaasti 
ontuu_kivual
iaasti 
5 
s 
linkuttaa_vai
vainen 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontuu_hyvin
_kivuliaasti 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
ontua_surulli
nen 
4 
rs 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontuu_hyvin
_kivuliaasti 
ontuu_kivuli
aasti 
nilkuttaa_vai
keasti 
5 
o n t u u _ k i v u l i a a s t i 20 -s ontuu_vaike linkuttaa_kiv ontuu_voima ontuu_vihais Ontuu_vaiva 3 
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asti ulias kkaasti esti lloisesti 
s 
ontuu_vaike
asti 
nilkuttaa_vai
keasti 
linkuttaa_kiv
ulias 
raahustaa_va
ikeasti 
ontuu_vaival
loisesti 
5 
rs 
ontuu_vaike
asti 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
ontuu_vaival
loisesti 
kävelee_vaiv
alloisesti 
4 
k
äv
el
ee
_
ra
u
h
al
li
se
st
i 15 
-s 
kävelee_kiir
eettömästi 
kävelee_hie
man_alakulo
isesti 
kävellä_epäv
armasti 
kävelee_tyyn
esti 
vaeltaa_hitaa
sti 
3 
s 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävelee_kiir
eettömästi 
kävellä_hida
s 
kävelee_hie
man_alakulo
isesti 
kävellä_epäv
armasti 
3 
rs 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävelee_ontu
en 
kävelee_ram
miten 
kävelee_renn
osti 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
2 
ju
o
k
se
e_
re
n
n
o
st
i 
15 
-s 
juoksee_koh
tuullista_vau
htia 
juosta_renno
sti 
juoksee_reip
paasti 
juoksee_juo
ksee_hitaasti 
hölkkää_ren
nosti 
4 
s 
hölkkää_reip
paasti 
juoksee_koh
tuullista_vau
htia 
juoksee_rauh
allisesti 
juosta_renno
sti 
juoksee_reip
paasti 
4 
rs 
juoksee_reip
paasti 
juosta_renno
sti 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
hölkkää_hita
asti 
kävelee_varo
vasti 
1 
indexical-grounding 28 
pattern-grounding 34 
randomized-grounding 22 
When the combination of Finnish verb and adverbs are considered, more relevant synonyms are 
extracted using the pattern-grounding approach. Even for less frequent verb-adverbs such as 
‘juoksee_rennosti’, the pattern-grounding approach assigns a lower rank to inappropriate synonyms such 
as ‘juoksee_reippaasti’.   
Appendix E. Automatic translation result 
In Appendix, you can find the translation result of the 10 most frequent verbs and verb-adverbs. The 
translation has been implemented using indexical-grounding, pattern-grounding, and randomized-
grounding approach. In addition, English, Finnish, and Farsi annotations have been been considered in 
the translation process. 
Verb translation has been implemented by considering a verb vector in the source language and the 
closest verb vectors in the target language. Five of such closest verbs have been reported in the 
following tables. Verb-adverbs have been translated using the same process. 
E.I.  Translating from English to Finnish 
In this section, the result of translating from English to Finnish is declared. 
V
er
b
 
F
re
q
u
en
cy
 
M
o
d
e 
1
st
 
ex
tr
ac
te
d
 
v
er
b
 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
g
o
o
d
 
tr
an
sl
at
io
n
 
w
al
k
in
g
 
392 
-s kävelee kävellä Kävelee käveleminen käppäilee 5 
s kävelee kävellä Kävelee käppäilee astelee 5 
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rs kävelee kävellä ontuu nilkuttaa ontua 2 
li
m
p
in
g
 
202 
-s ontuu nilkuttaa linkuttaa ontua liikkuu 5 
s nilkuttaa ontuu linkuttaa ontua raahustaa 4 
rs ontuu nilkuttaa linkuttaa ontua kävelee 4 
L
im
p
in
g
 
110 
-s ontuu nilkuttaa linkuttaa ontua liikkuu 5 
s ontuu nilkuttaa ontua linkuttaa raahustaa 4 
rs ontuu nilkuttaa ontua linkuttaa kävelee 4 
ru
n
n
in
g
 
74 
-s juoksee juosta juokseminen ryntää pyrähtää 5 
s juoksee juosta juokseminen 
starttaa_juok
suun 
hölkkää 5 
rs juoksee juosta kävelee nilkuttaa hölkkää 3 
jo
g
g
in
g
 
68 
-s hölkkää hölkätä hölkyttää 
hölkkäämine
n 
Hölkkää 5 
s hölkkää hölkyttää hölkätä lönkyttelee jolkottaa 5 
rs hölkkää hölkyttää juosta nilkuttaa linkuttaa 3 
W
al
k
in
g
 
51 
-s kävellä kävelee reippailee Kävelee käveleminen 4 
s kävellä kävelee astelee käppäilee Kävelee 5 
rs kävellä kävelee ontuu nilkuttaa ontua 2 
sc
u
ff
in
g
 
31 
-s ontuu ontua nilkuttaa raahustaa linkuttaa 1 
s ontua ontuu raahustaa laahustaa nilkuttaa 2 
rs ontuu nilkuttaa ontua linkuttaa kävelee 0 
m
ar
ch
in
g
 
24 
-s marssii 
tramppaamin
en 
marssia harppoo tömistää 4 
s marssii tömistää harppoo 
tramppaamin
en 
marssia 4 
rs harppoo kävelee ontuu kävellä linkuttaa 3 
w
al
k
 
21 
-s kävellä kävelee Kävelee käveleminen hidastelee 4 
s kävelee kävellä käppäilee Kävelee astelee 5 
rs kävellä kävelee nilkuttaa ontuu linkuttaa 2 
st
o
m
p
in
g
 
21 
-s tömistelee tömpsyttelee tömpsii tömistely tömistellä 5 
s tömistelee 
polkee_jalka
a 
tömpsyttelee tömpsii tömistely 5 
rs kävelee ontuu nilkuttaa linkuttaa ontua 1 
indexical-grounding 43 
pattern-grounding 44 
randomized-grounding 24 
Pattern-grounding approach has led to slightly better translation from English verb to Finnish.   
V
er
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-
ad
ve
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Fr
eq
u
en
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1
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ve
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go
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d
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w
a
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i
n
g
_s
l
o
w ly
 
57 -s 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävellä_hita
asti 
löntystelee_
rennosti 
käveleskelee
_mietteliääs
kävelee_ren
nosti 
4 
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ti 
s 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävellä_hida
s 
kävellä_hita
asti 
kävelee_rau
hallisesti 
kävelee_hyvi
n_hitaasti 
5 
rs 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävellä_hita
asti 
kävelee_ren
nosti 
kävelee_rau
hallisesti 
ontuu_hitaa
sti 
4 
lim
p
in
g_
sl
o
w
ly
 
28 
-s 
ontuu_hitaa
sti 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontuu_raska
asti 
ontuu_alaku
loisesti 
nilkuttaa_kiv
ulloisesti 
2 
s 
ontuu_hitaa
sti 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontuu_varov
asti 
ontuu_vaival
loisesti 
laahustaa_o
ntuen 
3 
rs 
ontuu_hitaa
sti 
ontuu_varov
asti 
ontuu_vaival
loisesti 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontua_hitaas
ti 
3 
lim
p
in
g_
p
ai
n
fu
lly
 
21 
-s 
nilkuttaa_kiv
ulloisesti 
laahustaa_v
aivalloisesti 
ontuu_hitaa
sti 
ontuu_väsyn
eesti 
raahustaa_t
uskaisesti 
3 
s 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontuu_hitaa
sti 
ontuu_vaival
loisesti 
ontuu_hyvin
_kivuliaasti 
ontua_surull
inen 
2 
rs 
ontuu_hitaa
sti 
ontuu_vaival
loisesti 
kävelee_ram
miten 
ontuu_paha
sti 
ontuu_hyvin
_kivuliaasti 
2 
w
al
ki
n
g_
ve
ry
_s
lo
w
ly
 
20 
-s 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävelee_epä
varmasti 
kävelee_sur
ullisena 
tallustaa_mi
ettien 
pohdiskella_
mietteliäs 
1 
s 
kävelee_hyvi
n_hitaasti 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävelee_epä
varmasti 
käyskentelee
_mietteliääs
ti 
kävelee_var
ovasti 
2 
rs 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävelee_sur
ullisena 
ontuu_hitaa
sti 
kävelee_epä
varmasti 
kävellä_hita
asti 
2 
w
al
ki
n
g_
sa
d
ly
 
18 
-s 
kävelee_alla
päin 
matelee_alla
päin 
Kävelee_Hit
aasti 
kävelee_alak
uloisesti 
kävellä_poh
diskeleva 
1 
s 
kävellä_poh
diskeleva 
kävelee_alla
päin 
kävelee_mie
tteliäästi 
kävelee_sur
ullisena 
kävellä_hita
asti 
1 
rs 
kävelee_mie
tteliäästi 
kävelee_mas
entuneesti 
kävelee_sur
ullisena 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävellä_hita
asti 
2 
w
al
ki
n
g_
co
n
fi
d
en
tl
y 
16 
-s 
kävellä_reip
paasti 
kävelee_pää
ttäväinen 
kävelee_reip
paasti 
kävelee_ilois
esti 
kävellä_rivak
asti 
1 
s 
kävelee_nor
maalisti 
kävellä_rent
o 
kävellä_reip
paasti 
kävelee_mä
ärätietoisesti 
kävelee_reip
paasti 
1 
rs 
kävelee_pää
ttäväinen 
kävellä_reip
paasti 
kävelee_reip
paasti 
kävelee_mä
ärätietoisesti 
kävelee_tav
allisesti 
2 
Li
m
p
in
g_
Sl
o
w
l
y 16 
-s 
nilkuttaa_va
roen 
ontuu_hitaa
sti 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontuu_kivuli
aasti 
kävelee_raa
hautuen 
2 
s 
ontuu_hitaa
sti 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontua_hitaas
ti 
ontuu_varov
asti 
ontuu_raska
asti 
3 
rs 
ontuu_hitaa
sti 
ontuu_vaival
loisesti 
ontuu_hyvin
_kivuliaasti 
ontuu_kivuli
aasti 
ontuu_varov
asti 
1 
w
al
ki
n
g_
n
o
rm
a
lly
 
15 
-s 
reippailee_t
armokkaasti 
nilkuttaa_hy
vin_hyvin_vä
hän 
kävellä_pyst
ypäin 
käveleminen
_jäykästi 
käveleminen
_epäluonnoll
isesti 
0 
s 
reippailee_t
armokkaasti 
nilkuttaa_hy
vin_hyvin_vä
hän 
kävellä_pyst
ypäin 
käveleminen
_jäykästi 
käveleminen
_epäluonnoll
isesti 
0 
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rs 
kävelee_nor
maalisti 
kävellä_reip
paasti 
kävellä_nor
maali 
kävellä_itsev
armasti 
kävelee_ren
nosti 
3 
w
al
ki
n
g_
ca
re
fu
lly
 
15 
-s 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävelee_epä
varmasti 
ontua_varov
ainen 
kävelee_var
ovasti 
ontuu_hitaa
sti 
1 
s 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävelee_epä
varmasti 
kävelee_väs
yneesti 
kävelee_käv
elee_nilkutt
aen_hitaasti 
kävelee_var
ovasti 
1 
rs 
kävelee_hita
asti 
ontuu_hitaa
sti 
kävelee_ren
nosti 
kävelee_var
ovasti 
kävelee_ont
uen 
1 
lim
p
in
g_
fa
st
 
15 
-s 
ontuu_vauh
dikkaasti 
ontuu_pääm
äärätietoises
ti 
ontuu_kiireis
esti 
ontuu_askel
_kerrallaan 
ontua_huole
ton 
2 
s 
ontuu_reipp
aasti 
ontuu_ripeä
sti 
nilkuttaa_rei
ppaasti 
nilkuttaa_no
peasti 
ontua_reipa
s 
5 
rs 
nilkuttaa_no
peasti 
ontuu_reipp
aasti 
nilkuttaa_rei
ppaasti 
kävelee_ont
uen 
kävelee_link
uttaen 
3 
indexical-grounding 17 
pattern-grounding 23 
randomized-grounding 23 
Pattern-grounding enhances the automatic ranslation of English verb-adverb to Finnish verb-adverb. 
However, since a randomized-grounding also has led to a comparable translation performance, it cannot 
be said with certain that it was pattern-grounding that enhances the translation in this case.   
E.II.  Translating from Finnish to English 
In this section, you ca find the translation result of 10 most frequent annotated Finnish verbs and verb-
adverbs to English. 
Verb 
F
re
q
u
en
cy
 
M
o
d
e 
1
st
 
ex
tr
ac
te
d
 
v
er
b
 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
 g
o
o
d
 
tr
an
sl
at
io
n
 
kävele
e 
618 
-s walking Walking walk striding Ambling 5 
s walking Walking walk Strolling amble 5 
rs walking Walking Limping walk limping 3 
ontuu 229 
-s limping Limping scuffing stagger leaping 3 
s limping Limping scuffing shuffling limb 4 
rs limping Limping scuffing walking moving 3 
nilkutt
aa 
164 
-s limping Limping stagger scuffing leaping 3 
s limping Limping limbing scuffing limb 4 
rs Limping limping scuffing walking moving 3 
juokse
e 
106 
-s running sprinting Running Sprinting Rushing 5 
s running Running sprinting 
Starting_run
ning 
Sprinting 5 
rs running Running sprinting jogging walking 4 
kävell 82 -s walking Walking walk Ambling striding 5 
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ä s walking Walking walk Strolling amble 5 
rs walking Walking walk Limping limping 3 
hölkkä
ä 
66 
-s jogging Jogging lurch 
a_morning_j
og 
swagger 3 
s jogging Jogging lurch 
a_morning_j
og 
trot 4 
rs jogging Jogging running run Limping 4 
ontua 52 
-s limping Limping scuffing stagger leaping 3 
s Limping limping scuffing shuffling Hobbling 4 
rs Limping limping scuffing walking moving 3 
linkutt
aa 
45 
-s limping Limping limp shuffling climbing 4 
s limping Limping scuffing limbing leaping 3 
rs limping Limping scuffing walking moving 3 
laahus
taa 
34 
-s shuffling trodding limping Limping scuffing 2 
s scuffing shuffling edging Limping plodding 3 
rs scuffing Limping limping walking moving 2 
juosta 16 
-s running Running sprinting Sprinting Rushing 5 
s running Running sprinting 
Starting_run
ning 
Sprinting 5 
rs running Running jogging sprinting walking 4 
indexical-grounding 38 
pattern-grounding 42 
randomized-grounding 32 
Using pattern-grounding, more appropriate translations have been found, while using a randomized-
grounding, the translation performance is worsened in comparison to the indexical-grounding approach. 
V
er
b
-
ad
v
er
b
 
F
re
q
u
en
cy
 
M
o
d
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1
st
 
ex
tr
ac
te
d
 
v
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b
-a
d
v
 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
 g
o
o
d
 
tr
an
sl
at
io
n
 
k
äv
el
ee
_
h
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64 
-s 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_tho
ughtfully 
walking_unp
urposefully 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
walking_wai
ting 
3 
s 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
walking_tho
ughtfully 
walking_idly 
walking_wai
ting 
4 
rs 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
walking_car
efully 
Walking_Slo
wly 
limping_pai
nfully 
3 
k
äv
el
ee
_
re
ip
p
aa
st
i 
52 
-s 
Walking_Pu
rposefully 
walking_ere
ct 
walking_ene
rgetically 
walking_fast 
walking_con
fidently 
2 
s 
walking_stea
dily 
walking_bris
kly 
Walking_Pu
rposefully 
walking_ere
ct 
walking_acti
vely 
3 
rs 
walking_con
fidently 
walking_fast 
walking_bris
kly 
walking_stea
dily 
walking_ene
rgetically 
4 
o
n
tu
u
_
h
it
aa
st
i 
47 
-s 
limping_slo
wly 
limping_sadl
y 
Hobbling_Sl
owly 
shuffling_w
ounded 
limping_pai
nfully 
2 
s 
limping_slo
wly 
limping_pai
nfully 
limping_sadl
y 
scuffing_slo
wly 
scuffing_pai
nstakingly 
1 
rs limping_slo limping_pai Limping_Slo scuffing_slo walking_slo 2 
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wly nfully wly wly wly 
k
äv
el
ee
_
o
n
tu
e
n
 
41 
-s 
walking_lim
pingly 
walking_imp
eded 
Limping_Qu
ickly 
walking_unc
oordinnated 
walking_slig
htly_limply 
3 
s 
limping_hurr
iedly 
limping_cust
omarily 
walking_imp
eded 
Limping_Ve
ry_fast 
Limping_Slo
wly 
1 
rs 
Limping_Ve
ry_fast 
limping_hurr
iedly 
Limping_No
rmally 
Limping_Slo
wly 
limping_pai
nfully 
1 
k
äv
el
ee
_
re
n
n
o
st
i 
40 
-s 
walking_reg
ularly 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_nor
mally 
Walking_No
rmally 
Striding_Det
ermined 
3 
s 
walking_rela
xed 
walking_ver
y_slow 
walking_cau
tious 
strolling_lazi
ly 
moving_on_
foot 
3 
rs 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_bris
kly 
Walking_Slo
wly 
walking_car
efully 
Limping_Slo
wly 
0 
k
äv
el
ee
_
n
o
rm
aa
li
st
i 
28 
-s 
walking_nor
mal 
walking_nor
mally 
walk_purpos
efully 
strutting_con
fident 
walking_reg
ularly 
3 
s 
walking_nor
mal 
walking_con
fidently 
walking_reg
ularly 
walking_nor
mally 
walking_bris
kly 
3 
rs 
walking_nor
mal 
walking_nor
mally 
Walking_Qu
ickly 
walking_bris
kly 
walking_con
fidently 
2 
o
n
tu
u
_
v
ai
v
al
lo
is
es
ti
 
21 
-s 
Limping_Pai
nfully 
limping_slo
wly 
limping_wit
h_difficulty 
walking_lea
ping_from_l
eft_leg 
walk_difficu
lty 
2 
s 
limping_pai
nfully 
limping_slo
wly 
Limping_Ve
ry_badly 
limping_wit
h_difficulty 
limb_slowly 3 
rs 
limping_slo
wly 
Limping_Slo
wly 
limping_pai
nfully 
limping_slo
w 
Limping_Pai
nfully 
2 
o
n
tu
u
_
k
iv
u
li
a
as
ti
 
20 
-s 
limping_wit
h_difficulty 
walk_injured 
walk_difficu
lty 
limping_diff
icultly 
limb_strongl
y 
2 
s 
limping_wit
h_difficulty 
Limping_Ba
dly 
walk_difficu
lty 
Limping_Ve
ry_badly 
limping_hea
vily 
3 
rs 
Limping_Slo
wly 
limping_pai
nfully 
limping_slo
wly 
walk_injured 
limping_slo
w 
1 
k
äv
el
ee
_
ra
u
h
al
li
s
es
ti
 
15 
-s 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_rela
xedly 
wandering_i
ndecisively 
walk_though
tfully 
walking_wal
king_comfor
tably 
2 
s 
walking_slo
wly 
strolling_slo
wly 
walking_rela
xedly 
Walking_Slo
wly 
loafing_carel
essly 
2 
rs 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_rela
xed 
Walking_Slo
wly 
Limping_Slo
wly 
walking_bris
kly 
1 
ju
o
k
se
e_
re
n
n
o
st
i 
15 
-s 
running_ver
y_colorfully 
running_run
ning 
running_fast 
swagger_coo
l 
start_runnin
g_slowly 
1 
s 
running_ver
y_colorfully 
running_fast 
running_po
werfully 
Jogging_Nor
mally 
Running_Qu
ite_slowly 
1 
rs 
running_ver
y_colorfully 
running_run
ning 
jogging_slo
wly 
running_fast 
Jogging_Lig
htly 
1 
indexical-grounding 23 
pattern-grounding 24 
randomized-grounding 17 
In addition to finding one more appropriate translation, pattern-grounding slightly boosts the translation 
of Finnish verb-adverbs by assigning the more accurate translations higher ranks. For example, 
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-lacixedni eht gnisu ’itsilaamron_eeleväk‘ fo noitalsnart tseb ht5 eht deknar si ’ylraluger_gniklaw‘
 .noitalsnart tseb dr3 eht ot ti esiar dna knar sti sevorpmi gnidnuorg-nrettap elihw ,hcaorppa gnidnuorg
 israF ot hsilgnE morf gnitalsnarT  .III.E
-brev dna sbrev israF ot sbrevda-brev dna sbrev hsilgnE fo noitalsnart eht dnif nac uoy ,noitces siht nI
 .sbrevda
V
re
b
 
F
er
q
u
ne
yc
 
M
o
d
 e
1
ts
 
xe
rt
ca
et
d
 
v
re
b
 
 ht5 ht4 dr3 dn2
#
g 
o
o
d
 
rt
na
ls
ta
oi
n
 
w
la
k
ni
g
 
 293
 5 رود_مي_راه رفن _راه_تن  زدن_ق م راهرفن  رفن _راه s-
 5 برداشن _گ م روي_پي ده زدن_ق م راهرفن  رفن _راه s
 4 لنگي ن راهرفن  برداشن _گ م زدن_ق م رفن _راه sr
il
m
p
ni
g
 
 202
 لنگي ن s-
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 ن
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن _
 5 لنگ _مي
 لنگي ن s
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 ن
 برداشن _ق م
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن _
 4
 لنگي ن sr
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
 2 برداشن _گ م زدن_ق م رفن _راه
L
mi
p
ni
g
 
 011
 لنگي ن s-
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 ن
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
 لنگ _مي
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن _
 5
 s
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
 لنگي ن
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 ن
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن _
 5 رفن _راه
 رفن _راه لنگي ن sr
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
 3 برداشن _گ م زدن_ق م
ur
n
n
ni
g
 
 47
 5 دوي ن_سرعت_ب  سريع_دوي ن دوي ن_سريع دود_مي دوي ن s-
 5 دوي ن_سرعت_ب  سريع_دوي ن دوي ن_سريع دود_مي دوي ن s
 3 زدن_ق م رفن _راه دوي ن_سريع دود_مي دوي ن sr
oj
g
g
ni
g
 
 86
 5 دمي ن_آهسنه دوي ن_نرم دوي ن دوي ن_آهسنه آهسنه_دوي ن s-
 5 دمي ن_آهسنه دوي ن_نرم دوي ن_آهسنه دوي ن آهسنه_دوي ن s
 4 زدن_ق م دوي ن_آهسنه آهسنه_دوي ن هروله دوي ن sr
W
la
k
ni
g
 
 15
 5 تيز_رفن _راه روي_پي ده رفن _راه راهرفن  رفن _راه_تن  s-
 5 زدن_ق م روي_پي ده رفن _راه_تن  رفن _راه راهرفن  s
 4 لنگي ن برداشن _گ م راهرفن  زدن_ق م رفن _راه sr
cs
u
ff
ni
g
 
 13
 لنگي ن s-
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
nagnal_gnal رفن _راه
 natfar_har_
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن _
 0
 لنگي ن s
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 ن
راه_کش  _کش  
 رفن _
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن _
 1
 لنگي ن sr
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
 0 برداشن _گ م زدن_ق م رفن _راه
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m
ra
hc
ni
g
 
 42
 بودن_ه فمن  s-
بصور_رفن _راه
 چکشي_ت
 خبره
گش_قوي_و_تيز
 ت 
 0 کردن_نرمش
 بودن_ه فمن  رفن _رژه کردن_نرمش s
بصور_رفن _راه
 چکشي_ت
 1 خبره
 5 رفن _رژه زدن_ق م راهرفن  رفن _راه برداشن _گ م sr
w
la
k
 
 12
 رفن _راه_تن  زدن_ق م راهرفن  رفن _راه s-
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 ن
 4
 5 برداشن _گ م رفن _راه_تن  زدن_ق م راهرفن  رفن _راه s
 4 برداشن _گ م لنگي ن راهرفن  زدن_ق م رفن _راه sr
ts
o
m
p
ni
g
 
 12
 s-
رف_راه_عصب ني
 ت 
ر_در_زدن_طبل
 نظ مي_ژه
 رقصي ن رفن _راه_سريع
ع_ب _رفن _راه
 صب نيت
 1
 s
رف_راه_عصب ني
 ت 
ر_در_زدن_طبل
 نظ مي_ژه
 رقصي ن رفن _راه_سريع
ع_ب _رفن _راه
 صب نيت
 1
 0 لنگي ن زدن_ق م راهرفن  رفن _راه برداشن _گ م sr
 53 gnidnuorg-lacixedni
 73 gnidnuorg-nrettap
 92 gnidnuorg-dezimodnar
-nrettap nehw yletaredom decnahne neeb sah israF ot sbrevda-brev dna sbrev hsilgnE fo noitalsnarT
 taht demialc eb nac ti ,noitalsnart eht denesrow sah gnidnuorg-dezimodnar ecniS .deilppa si gnidnuorg
 .noitazilamron fo yaw elbanosaer dna lufgninaem a si atad noitom eht gnisu gnidnuorg-nrettap
V
re
b
-
da
v
re
b
 
F
er
q
u
ne
yc
 
M
o
d
 e
1
ts
 
xe
rt
ca
et
d
 
v
re
b
 
 ht5 ht4 dr3 dn2
#
g 
o
o
d
 
rt
na
ls
ta
oi
n
 
w
la
k
ni
g
_
ls
o
w
yl
 
 75
 آرام_زدن_ق م آهسنه_رفن _راه آهسنه_زدن_ق م آرام_رفن _راه s-
آرام_ب _رفن _راه
 ش
 4
 آهسنه_رفن _راه آرام_رفن _راه s
ح_بي_رفن _راه
 وصله
 4 آهسنه_زدن_ق م اهسنه_رفن _راه
 ب فکر_رفن _راه آهسنه_رفن _راه آرام_رفن _راه sr
ن راح_رفن _راه
 ت
ح_بي_رفن _راه
 وصله
 2
il
m
p
ni
g
_
ls
o
w
yl
 
 82
 s-
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 ب _ن
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 آرام_ن
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 شل_ن
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 خراب_ن
 2 پير_رفن _راه
 خسنه_لنگي ن آهسنه_لنگي ن s
آ_خيلي_لنگي ن
 هسنه
 4 آرام_لنگي ن ارام_لنگي ن
 آهسنه_لنگي ن خسنه_رفن _راه خسنه_لنگي ن sr
لنگ ن_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 لنگ ن_ن
 3
il
m
p
ni
g
_
p
ia
n
uf
l
yl
 
 12
 s-
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 ب _ن
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 شل_ن
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 خراب_ن
 پ درد_لنگي ن
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 لنگ ن_ن
 3
 3 _لنگ_رفن _راه اه_برداشن _ق م لنگ ن_رفن _راه ب لنگي_زدن_ق م خسنه_لنگي ن s
  09
 
 لنگ ن سنه لنگ ن_ دن
 sr
ب لنگي_زدن_ق م
 دن
_لنگ_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن
لنگ ن_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_
 3 آرام_رفن _راه خسنه_رفن _راه
w
la
k
ni
g
_
v
re
y
_
ls
o
w
yl
 
 02
 s-
منفکرا_رفن _راه
 نه
 آرام_رفن _راه
ح_بي_رفن _راه
 وصله
منفکرا_رفن _راه
 نه
 1 خسنه_رفن _راه
 s
منفکرا_رفن _راه
 نه
 آهسنه_رفن _راه
منفکرا_رفن _راه
 نه
ن را_ب _زدن_ق م
 حني
 2 آرام_رفن _راه
 sr
منفکرا_رفن _راه
 نه
 آرام_رفن _راه خسنه_رفن _راه
ن راح_رفن _راه
 ت
 2 آهسنه_رفن _راه
w
la
k
ni
g
_
as
d
yl
 
 81
 s-
شکس_رفن _راه
 خورده_ت
 فقير_سرگردان بيا  _زدن_ق م
_خيل_بي_رفن 
 رفن 
 2 ن راحني_راهرفن 
 افسرده_رفن _راه s
غمگي_رفن _راه
 ن
آرا_به_رفن _راه
 مي
شکس_رفن _راه
 خورده_ت
ن راح_رفن _راه
 ت
 4
 sr
ح _بي_رفن _راه
  
ن را_ب _رفن _راه
 حني
آرا_به_رفن _راه
 مي
ن راح_رفن _راه
 ت
 2 خسنه_رفن _راه
w
la
k
ni
g
_
oc
n
if
d
ne
lt
y
 
 61
 s-
بيخي _رفن _راه
  
 نرم_رفن _راه
اع_ب _رفن _راه
 نفس_به_تم د
 1 سبک_رفن _راه نرم  _رفن _راه
 s
طور_به_راهرفن 
 نرم  _ي
خو_ب _رفن _راه
 شا لي
معمول_رفن _راه
 ي
 0 نرم  _رفن _راه ع دي_رفن _راه
 سريع_رفن _راه تن _رفن _راه sr
اع_ب _رفن _راه
 نفس_به_تم د
خو_ب _رفن _راه
 شا لي
طور_به_راهرفن 
 نرم  _ي
 1
L
mi
p
ni
g
_
S
ol
w
yl
 
 61
 s-
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 لنگ ن_ن
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 آرام_ن
لنگ ن_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_
م_ب _رفن _راه
 ص وميت
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 کن _ن
 4
 s
لنگ ن_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_
_لنگ_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 لنگ ن_ن
ب لنگي_زدن_ق م
 دن
 5 اهسنه_لنگي ن
 sr
رفن_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 لنگ ن_ن
لنگ ن_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_
_لنگ_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن
 4 آرام_رفن _راه خسنه_لنگي ن
w
la
k
ni
g
_
n
o
mr
la
yl
 
 51
 s-
برداشن_بلن _گ م
بلن _گ مه ي_ن
 برداشن _
برداشن_بلن _گ م
بر_گ م_ع دي_ن
 داشن 
ع_برداشن _گ م
 جو 
 منظم_رفن _رژه
_تن _رفن _رژه
 تن 
 2
 s
برداشن_بلن _گ م
بلن _گ مه ي_ن
 برداشن _
برداشن_بلن _گ م
بر_گ م_ع دي_ن
 داشن 
ع_برداشن _گ م
 جو 
 منظم_رفن _رژه
_تن _رفن _رژه
 تن 
 2
 sr
طور_به_راهرفن 
 نرم  _ي
معمول_رفن _راه
 ي
سر_ب _رفن _راه
 عت
 سبک_رفن _راه
خو_ب _رفن _راه
 شا لي
 2
w
la
k
ni
g
_
ac
er
uf
ll
y
 
 51
 آهسنه_رفن _راه آرام_رفن _راه s-
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
عصب ني_ب _رفن 
 ت
س_به_رفن _راه
 خني
ن راح_رفن _راه
 ت
 0
 0 اهسنه_رفن _راه آهسنه_رفن _راه ن راح_رفن _راه ب خس_زدن_ق م آرام_رفن _راه s
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يگت ت 
rs هار_ نفر_مارآ هار_ نفر_هنسهآ 
هار_ نفر_حار ن
ت 
هار_ نفر_هنسخ 
هار_ نفر_ن گنل
_ن گنل 
0 
li
m
p
in
g
_
fa
st
 
15 
-s ن يگنل_هلجع 
ن گنل_ن گنل_رس
 نفرعي_بارخ 
هار_ نفر_سفن_
سفن_ن نز 
هار_ نفر_ نت_ار
ه_ نفر 
يم_ گنل_نلگنل
ن گ_هار_يم_ور
د 
3 
s ن يگنل_هلجع 
ن گنل_ن گنل_رس
 نفرعي_بارخ 
هار_ نفر_سفن_
سفن_ن نز 
هار_ نفر_ نت_ار
ه_ نفر 
ن يگنل_عيرس 3 
rs ن يگنل_هلجع 
ن گنل_ن گنل_رس
 نفرعي_بارخ 
هار_ نفر_سفن_
سفن_ن نز 
هار_ نفر_ نت_ار
ه_ نفر 
هار_ نفر_ يگنل
ن 
3 
indexical-grounding 22 
pattern-grounding 27 
randomized-grounding 22 
In addition to finding more appropriate translations, using pattern-grounding approach, the correct 
translations have been ranked higher in comparison to the tranlsations found by the other two 
approaches. 
E.IV.  Translting from Farsi to Enlish 
In this section, you can find the translation result from Farsi to English for the 10 most frequent verbs 
and verb-adverbs. 
V
er
b
 
F
re
q
u
en
cy
 
M
o
d
e 
1
st
 
ex
tr
ac
te
d
 
v
er
b
 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
 g
o
o
d
 
tr
an
sl
at
io
n
 
هار
_
 ن
فر
 
1637 
-s walking walk Walking Limping limping 3 
s walking walk Walking Limping moving 4 
rs walking Limping limping Walking scuffing 2 
ن 
يود
 
339 
-s running jogging Running Jogging run 5 
s running jogging Running Jogging sprinting 5 
rs running jogging Running walking Jogging 4 
ن 
يگ
نل
 
312 
-s limping Limping scuffing stagger hobbling 4 
s limping Limping scuffing limbing limb 4 
rs Limping limping scuffing walking moving 3 
م 
ق
_
ند
ز
 
140 
-s walking Strolling wandering falter walk 4 
s walking Strolling strolling loiter walk 5 
rs walking Limping walk limping Walking 3 
ن 
گن
ل
_نل
ن 
گ
_
ره
ار  
نف
 
36 
-s limping Limping moving limb scuffing 4 
s Limping limping scuffing moving shuffling 4 
rs Limping limping scuffing walking moving 3 
م 
گ
_ اد
رب
 ن
ش
 
29 
-s marching walking Walking march stomping 5 
s marching walking walk march stomping 5 
 92 
 
rs walking Limping limping Walking scuffing 2 
ن 
گن
ل
_نل
ن 
گ
_
نفر
ن
 23 
-s limping Limping stagger leaping hobbling 4 
s limping Limping stagger leaping hobbling 4 
rs limping stagger hobbling Limping leaping 4 
 ن
فر
هار
 
18 
-s walking Walking walk Strolling Ambling 5 
s walking Walking walk striding Strolling 5 
rs walking Walking walk Limping limping 3 
م 
ق
_
نش
ادر
ب ن
 11 
-s limbing stompping 
Start_walki
ng 
scuffing Limping 2 
s limb limping limbing Limping hobble 0 
rs Limping limping limbing walking scuffing 1 
هلو
ره
 
9 
-s trot prancing jogging moving Limping 3 
s trot prancing jogging Jogging moving 4 
rs Limping walking moving limbing limping 1 
indexical-grounding 39 
pattern-grounding 40 
randomized-grounding 26 
When pattern-grounding is exploited, the translation of Farsi verbs into English is slightly enhanced, 
while randomized-grounding worsen the translation. 
V
er
b
-
ad
v
er
b
 
F
re
q
u
en
cy
 
M
o
d
e 
1
st
 
ex
tr
ac
te
d
 
v
er
b
 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
 g
o
o
d
 
tr
an
sl
at
io
n
 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
مار
آ
 
389 
-s 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
walking_sad
ly 
walking_car
efully 
walking_tho
ughtfully 
2 
s 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_car
efully 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
Limping_No
rmally 
walking_sad
ly 
2 
rs 
walking_slo
wly 
limping_pai
nfully 
Limping_Sl
owly 
Limping_Ve
ry_fast 
Walking_Sl
owly 
2 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
ن 
گن
ل
_
ن 
گن
ل
 
346 
-s 
Limping_Sl
owly 
limping_slo
wly 
Limping_Pa
infully 
walk_injure
d 
limping_pai
nfully 
0 
s 
limping_pai
nfully 
Limping_Sl
owly 
limping_slo
wly 
Limping_Pa
infully 
scuffing_ver
y_slowly 
0 
rs 
limping_pai
nfully 
Limping_Sl
owly 
Limping_Ve
ry_fast 
walking_slo
wly 
limping_slo
wly 
0 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
ي
مک
_
 ن
ت
 
135 
-s 
Limping_Ve
ry_fast 
limping_hur
riedly 
walking_acti
vely 
walking_uns
teady 
walking_slig
htly_weirdly 
1 
s 
Limping_Ve
ry_fast 
Striding_Fas
t 
walking_bri
skly 
walking_hea
vily 
Walking_Qu
ickly 
3 
rs 
Limping_Ve
ry_fast 
Limping_No
rmally 
walking_bri
skly 
limping_pai
nfully 
limping_hur
riedly 
1 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
حا
ر ن
ت
 
117 
-s 
walking_sad
ly 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
walk_depres
sed 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_sor
rowfully 
3 
s 
walking_car
efully 
Limping_No
rmally 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_sad
ly 
scuffing_slo
wly 
1 
rs limping_pai walking_slo Limping_No Limping_Ve Walking_Sl 0 
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nfully wly rmally ry_fast owly 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
هن
سخ
 
84 
-s 
limping_slo
wly 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
walking_sad
ly 
Hobbling_Sl
owly 
scuffing_slo
wly 
0 
s 
Limping_No
rmally 
scuffing_slo
wly 
walking_car
efully 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
walking_slo
wly 
0 
rs 
limping_pai
nfully 
Limping_Sl
owly 
walking_slo
wly 
Limping_No
rmally 
scuffing_slo
wly 
0 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
 ن
ت
 
79 
-s 
walking_con
fidently 
walking_fast 
walking_ene
rgetically 
walk_briskl
y 
Walking_Se
dately 
2 
s 
walking_bri
skly 
walking_con
fidently 
walking_acti
vely 
walking_ste
adily 
Walking_Qu
ickly 
3 
rs 
walking_bri
skly 
Limping_Ve
ry_fast 
walking_con
fidently 
Limping_No
rmally 
Walking_Sl
owly 
1 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
ي
مک
_
ن 
گن
ل
_
ن 
گن
ل
 
76 
-s 
walking_ver
y_carefully 
Limping_Sli
ghtly 
walking_slig
htly_impede
d 
Limping_No
rmally 
Limping_Ve
ry_fast 
2 
s 
Limping_Sl
owly 
limping_pai
nfully 
Limping_No
rmally 
Limping_Sli
ghtly 
limping_slo
wly 
1 
rs 
Limping_No
rmally 
Limping_Ve
ry_fast 
limping_pai
nfully 
limping_hur
riedly 
scuffing_slo
wly 
0 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
يل
وم
عم
 
72 
-s 
walking_nor
mally 
Walking_No
rmally 
walking_bri
skly 
walking_con
fidently 
walking_ene
rgetically 
2 
s 
walking_nor
mally 
walking_con
fidently 
walking_bri
skly 
walking_nor
mal 
Walking_No
rmally 
3 
rs 
walking_bri
skly 
walking_nor
mally 
Limping_Ve
ry_fast 
limping_pai
nfully 
walking_slo
wly 
1 
هار
_
 
نفر
_ ب
_
ن ب
صع
ت
ي
 
65 
-s 
marching_a
ngrily 
walking_ang
ry 
stomping_an
noyed 
walking_ang
rily 
walking_wei
rdly 
4 
s 
marching_a
ngrily 
walking_ang
ry 
stomping_an
noyed 
walking_agr
essively 
Stamping_A
ngrily 
5 
rs 
marching_a
ngrily 
walking_ang
rily 
Stamping_A
ngrily 
walking_ang
ry 
stomping_an
noyed 
5 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
هن
سه
آ
 
65 
-s 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
Walking_Sl
owly 
walking_tho
ughtfully 
walking_car
efully 
3 
s 
walking_slo
wly 
walking_ver
y_slowly 
walking_car
efully 
walking_res
erved 
walking_sad
ly 
3 
rs 
walking_slo
wly 
Walking_Sl
owly 
limping_pai
nfully 
Limping_No
rmally 
Limping_Sl
owly 
1 
indexical-grounding 19 
pattern-grounding 21 
randomized-grounding 11 
Pattern-grounding slightly engances the translation of Farsi verb-adverbs into English verb-adverbs, 
while randomized-grounding deteriorates the quality of translation. 
E.V.  Translating Farsi to Finnish 
Verb 
F
re
q
u
en
cy
 
M
o
d
e 
1
st
 
ex
tr
ac
te
d
 
v
er
b
 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
 g
o
o
d
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an
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هار_ نفر 163
7 
-s kävelee kävellä nilkuttaa ontuu ontua 2 
s kävelee kävellä löntystelee Kävelee nilkuttaa 4 
rs kävelee kävellä nilkuttaa ontuu ontua 2 
ن يود 339 
-s juosta juoksee hölkkää juokseminen Juoksee 5 
s juosta juoksee hölkkää 
starttaa_juok
suun 
juokseminen 5 
rs juosta juoksee hölkkää hölkyttää nilkuttaa 4 
ن يگنل 312 
-s ontuu nilkuttaa ontua linkuttaa raahustaa 4 
s ontuu nilkuttaa ontua linkuttaa raahustaa 4 
rs nilkuttaa ontuu ontua kävelee linkuttaa 4 
م ق_ندز 140 
-s kävelee kävellä hidastelee maleksii löntystelee 5 
s kävelee maleksii kävellä löntystelee käyskentelee 5 
rs kävelee kävellä nilkuttaa ontuu ontua 2 
ن گنل_ گنل
ن_ نفرهار 
36 
-s ontuu nilkuttaa ontua linkuttaa laahustaa 4 
s ontuu ontua nilkuttaa raahustaa linkuttaa 4 
rs ontuu nilkuttaa ontua kävelee linkuttaa 4 
م گ_شادرب
 ت 
29 
-s kävelee harppoo kävellä marssii nilkuttaa 4 
s harppoo kävelee marssii tömistää kävellä 5 
rs kävelee kävellä nilkuttaa ontua ontuu 2 
ن گنل_ گنل
ن_ نفر 
23 
-s ontuu liikkuu linkuttaa nilkuttaa ontua 5 
s ontuu linkuttaa ontua nilkuttaa raahustaa 4 
rs linkuttaa ontuu ontua konkkaa raahustaa 3 
 نفرهار 18 
-s kävelee kävellä Kävelee käppäilee löntystelee 5 
s kävellä kävelee käppäilee Kävelee harppoo 5 
rs kävellä kävelee ontua nilkuttaa ontuu 2 
م ق_ادرب
 نش 
11 
-s 
polkee_jalka
a 
laahaa_jalka
a 
haastaa_riita
a 
raahautuu tömistää 2 
s nilkuttaa ontuu linkuttaa ontua raahustaa 0 
rs nilkuttaa ontua kävelee linkuttaa ontuu 1 
هلوره 9 
-s kiirehtiä hölkyttää hölkkää lönköttelee hölkyttelee 3 
s kiirehtiä hölkkää hölkyttää hölkyttelee hypähtelee 4 
rs kävelee nilkuttaa kävellä juosta ontuu 1 
indexical-grounding 39 
pattern-grounding 40 
randomized-grounding 25 
The translation performance has been enhanced slightly by applying pattern-grounding, while it has 
been profoundly deteriorated using randomized-grounding.  
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هار _ر  
نف _
ارآ م 389 -s 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävellä_hita
asti 
kävelee_mie
tteliäästi 
kävelee_var
ovasti 
kävelee_sur
ullisena 
2 
 95 
 
s 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävelee_epä
varmasti 
kävelee_käv
elee_nilkutta
en_hitaasti 
kävelee_rau
hallisesti 
kävelee_hyv
in_hitaasti 
3 
rs 
kävelee_hita
asti 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
kävelee_ram
miten 
kävelee_ont
uen 
kävelee_ren
nosti 
1 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
ن 
گن
ل
_
ن 
گن
ل
 
346 
-s 
kävelee_ont
uen 
ontuu_kivuli
aasti 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
ontuu_vaiva
lloisesti 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
1 
s 
ontuu_pahas
ti 
kävelee_ont
uen 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
ontuu_kivuli
aasti 
kävelee_ram
miten 
1 
rs 
kävelee_ont
uen 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
ontuu_hyvin
_kivuliaasti 
ontuu_pahas
ti 
kävelee_ram
miten 
1 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
ي
مک
_
 ن
ت
 
135 
-s 
kävellä_reip
as 
kävelee_tom
erasti 
kävelee_ont
uen 
kävelee_hiu
kan_ontuen 
kävelee_reip
paasti 
3 
s 
kävelee_reip
paasti 
kävelee_tom
erasti 
kävelee_nop
easti 
kävelee_tar
mokkaasti 
kävellä_reip
paasti 
5 
rs 
kävelee_ont
uen 
ontuu_pahas
ti 
kävellä_reip
as 
kävelee_ram
miten 
kävelee_reip
paasti 
2 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
ت
حا
ر ن
 
117 
-s 
kävelee_mie
tteliäästi 
kävellä_suru
llinen 
kävelee_mas
entuneesti 
kävelee_sur
ullisena 
kävelee_epä
varmasti 
3 
s 
kävelee_epä
varmasti 
kävelee_käv
elee_nilkutta
en_hitaasti 
kävelee_väs
yneesti 
kävelee_mas
entuneesti 
kävellä_suru
llinen 
2 
rs 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävelee_ram
miten 
ontuu_pahas
ti 
kävelee_ont
uen 
0 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
هن
سخ
 
84 
-s 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontua_hitaas
ti 
ontuu_varov
asti 
ontuu_raska
asti 
0 
s 
kävelee_käv
elee_nilkutta
en_hitaasti 
kävelee_epä
varmasti 
nilkuttaa_hit
aasti 
ontuu_hyvin
_kivuliaasti 
ontua_hitaas
ti 
0 
rs 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
kävelee_ont
uen 
ontuu_pahas
ti 
ontuu_hyvin
_kivuliaasti 
kävelee_ram
miten 
0 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
 ن
ت
 
79 
-s 
kävelee_reip
paasti 
kävelee_pää
ttäväinen 
kävellä_reip
paasti 
kävelee_urh
eilullisesti 
kävelee_iloi
sesti 
2 
s 
kävelee_reip
paasti 
kävelee_pää
ttäväinen 
kävelee_mä
ärätietoisesti 
kävellä_rent
o 
kävellä_reip
paasti 
2 
rs 
kävelee_reip
paasti 
kävelee_ont
uen 
kävellä_rent
o 
kävellä_reip
as 
ontuu_pahas
ti 
2 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
ي
مک
_
ن 
گن
ل
_
ن 
گن
ل
 
76 
-s 
kävelee_nilk
uttaen 
kävelee_ont
uen 
ontua_toispu
oleinen 
ontuu_pahas
ti 
kävelee_laa
hustaen 
3 
s 
kävelee_ont
uen 
ontuu_varov
asti 
ontuu_pahas
ti 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
ontua_hidas 1 
rs 
kävelee_ont
uen 
ontuu_pahas
ti 
kävelee_ram
miten 
kävelee_käv
elee_nilkutta
en_hitaasti 
ontuu_hyvin
_kivuliaasti 
2 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
يل
وم
عم
 
72 
-s 
kävelee_nor
maalisti 
kävellä_nor
maali 
kävelee_ren
nosti 
kävellä_rent
o 
kävelee_jäy
kästi 
4 
s 
kävelee_nor
maalisti 
kävellä_rent
o 
kävellä_itse
varma 
kävelee_ren
nosti 
kävelee_tav
allisesti 
4 
rs 
kävellä_rent
o 
kävelee_nor
maalisti 
kävellä_itse
varma 
kävelee_ren
nosti 
kävelee_ont
uen 
3 
ر ا ه _ ر ف ت ن _ ب ا _ ع ص ب ا ن ي ت
 
65 -s kävelee_vih kävelee_käv kävelee_raiv kävellä_kiuk kävelee_kiu 4 
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aisesti elee_epänor
maalisti 
okkaasti utellen kkuisesti 
s 
kävelee_raiv
okkaasti 
kävelee_vih
aisesti 
kävelee_käv
elee_epänor
maalisti 
kävellä_kiuk
utellen 
kävelee_kiu
kkuisesti 
4 
rs 
kävelee_käv
elee_epänor
maalisti 
kävelee_vih
aisesti 
kävellä_ripe
ästi 
kävelee_raiv
okkaasti 
kävelee_tar
mokkaasti 
2 
هار
_
 
نفر
_
هن
سه
آ
 
65 
-s 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävelee_sur
ullisena 
kävelee_epä
varmasti 
kävellä_hita
asti 
kävelee_var
ovasti 
2 
s 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävelee_epä
varmasti 
kävellä_hida
s 
kävellä_hita
asti 
kävelee_rau
hallisesti 
4 
rs 
kävelee_hita
asti 
kävelee_ont
uen 
ontuu_hitaas
ti 
kävelee_ren
nosti 
kävelee_var
ovasti 
2 
indexical-grounding 24 
pattern-grounding 26 
randomized-grounding 15 
Pattern-grounding has slightly bossted the translation of Farsi verb-adverbs to Finnish verb-adverbs, 
while randomized-grounding has strongly deteriorated the translation. 
E.VI.  Translating Finnish annotations to Farsi 
Verb 
F
re
q
u
en
cy
 
M
o
d
e 
1
st
 
ex
tr
ac
te
d
 
v
er
b
 
2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
#
g
o
o
d
 
tr
an
sl
at
io
n
 
kävelee 618 
-s هار_ نفر  نفرهار م ق_ندز م گ_ نشادرب  نت_هار_ نفر 4 
s هار_ نفر  نفرهار م ق_ندز م گ_ نشادرب 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
4 
rs هار_ نفر م ق_ندز م گ_ نشادرب  نفرهار 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
4 
ontuu 229 
-s ن يگنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف 
هار_ نفر 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
_ نفر 
5 
s ن يگنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف 
  شک_  شک_ار
ه_ نفر 
م ق_ نشادرب 5 
rs ن يگنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
هار_ نفر م ق_ندز م گ_ نشادرب 5 
nilkuttaa 164 
-s ن يگنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف 
هار_ نفر يم_ گنل 5 
s ن يگنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف 
م ق_ نشادرب 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
_ نفر 
5 
rs ن يگنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر 
هار_ نفر م ق_ندز م گ_ نشادرب 5 
juoksee 106 -s ن يود يم_دود عيرس_ن يود ن يود_عيرس 
 ب_تعرس_ يود
ن 
5 
  79
 
 سريع_دوي ن دوي ن_سريع دود_مي دوي ن s
دوي _سرعت_ب 
 ن
 5
 3 زدن_ق م رفن _راه دوي ن_سريع دود_مي دوي ن sr
 28 älleväk
 5 رود_مي_راه رفن _راه_تن  زدن_ق م رفن _راه راهرفن  s-
 روي_پي ده زدن_ق م رفن _راه راهرفن  s
رفن_راه_آهسنه
 ن
 5
 برداشن _گ م راهرفن  زدن_ق م رفن _راه sr
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
 4
 66 ääkklöh
 5 دمي ن_آهسنه دوي ن_نرم دوي ن دوي ن_آهسنه آهسنه_دوي ن s-
 5 دمي ن_آهسنه دوي ن_نرم دوي ن_آهسنه دوي ن آهسنه_دوي ن s
 4 زدن_ق م دوي ن_آهسنه آهسنه_دوي ن هروله دوي ن sr
 25 autno
 لنگي ن s-
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
ر_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 فن 
 رفن _راه
_مي_درد_پ يش
 کن 
 4
 لنگي ن s
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
ر_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 فن 
را_کش  _کش  
 رفن _ه
_مي_درد_پ يش
 کن 
 4
 لنگي ن sr
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
 5 برداشن _گ م زدن_ق م رفن _راه
 54 aattuknil
 لنگي ن s-
ر_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 فن 
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن _
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
 5 شلي ن
 لنگي ن s
ر_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 فن 
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن _
 5 برداشن _ق م
 لنگي ن sr
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
 5 برداشن _گ م زدن_ق م رفن _راه
atsuhaal
 a
 43
 s-
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
آه_برداشن _گ م
 سنه
ر_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 فن 
 1 رفن _راه لنگي ن
 s
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
 لنگي ن
_مي_درد_پ يش
 کن 
 ش ي _لنگي ن
ر_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 فن 
 0
 sr
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 رفن 
 1 برداشن _گ م رفن _راه زدن_ق م لنگي ن
 61 atsouj
 5 سريع_دوي ن دوي ن_ورزش دوي ن_سريع دود_مي دوي ن s-
 سريع_دوي ن دوي ن_سريع دود_مي دوي ن s
دوي _سرعت_ب 
 ن
 5
 3 زدن_ق م رفن _راه دوي ن_سريع دود_مي دوي ن sr
 44 gnidnuorg-lacixedni
 34 gnidnuorg-nrettap
 93 gnidnuorg-dezimodnar
 siht rof nosaer eno ;israF otni llew etiuq detalsnart neeb evah sbrev hsinniF rehto ,’aatsuhaal‘ tpecxE
 hcihw sbrev israF eht elihw ,noitom emos fo noisserpxe cificeps era sbrev hsinniF taht si noitalsnart doog
  .noisserpxe lareneg erom era snoitom eseht etatonna ot desu neeb evah
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v
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F
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M
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1
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xe
rt
ca
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v
re
b
 
 ht5 ht4 dr3 dn2
#
g 
o
o
d
 
rt
na
ls
ta
oi
n
 
k
vä
le
ee
_
h
ti
aa
ts
 i
 46
 s-
منفکرا_رفن _راه
 نه
آهس_زدن_ق م
 ته
 آهسنه_رفن _راه آرام_رفن _راه
ح_بي_رفن _راه
 وصله
 3
 s
منفکرا_رفن _راه
 نه
ح_بي_رفن _راه
 وصله
آهس_زدن_ق م
 ته
 آهسنه_رفن _راه
ه_بي_رفن _راه
 دف
 2
 sr
منفکرا_رفن _راه
 نه
 آهسنه_رفن _راه آرام_رفن _راه
ن راح_رفن _راه
 ت
ح_بي_رفن _راه
 وصله
 2
k
vä
le
ee
_
er
pi
p
aa
ts
 i
 25
 مغرور_رفن _راه سريع_رفن _راه تن _رفن _راه مصمم_رفن _راه s-
طور_به_راهرفن 
 نرم  _ي
 2
 مصمم_رفن _راه s
خوشا_رفن _راه
 ا 
عج_ب _رفن _راه
 له
انرژ_ب _رفن _راه
 ي
 3 تن _رفن _راه
 تن _رفن _راه سريع_رفن _راه sr
عج_ب _رفن _راه
 له
 مصمم_رفن _راه
خوشا_رفن _راه
 ا 
 3
o
n
ut
u
_
h
ti
aa
ts
 i
 74
 خسنه_لنگي ن s-
ر_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 ب _فن 
 آهسنه_لنگي ن
لنگ ن_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_
ر_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 آرام_فن 
 3
 آرام_لنگي ن خسنه_لنگي ن آهسنه_لنگي ن s
آ_خيلي_لنگي ن
 هسنه
آرام_به_لنگي ن
 ي
 4
 آهسنه_لنگي ن خسنه_لنگي ن sr
لنگ ن_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_
 2 آرام_رفن _راه خسنه_رفن _راه
k
vä
le
ee
_
o
n
ut
ne
 
 14
 s-
لنگ ن_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_
راه_لنگ ن_لنگ ن
 تون ي_ب _رفن 
 2 معلو _لنگي ن سريع_لنگي ن لنگ ن_رفن _راه
 s
لنگ ن_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_
 لنگ ن_رفن _راه
_لنگ_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن
_کمي_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_لنگ ن
ب لنگي_زدن_ق م
 دن
 5
 sr
لنگ ن_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن_
_کمي_رفن _راه
 تن 
 لنگ ن_رفن _راه
_لنگ_رفن _راه
 لنگ ن
 3 سريع_لنگي ن
k
vä
le
ee
_
er
n
n
o
ts
 i
 04
 s-
آرا_ب _زدن_ق م
 مي
 نرم  _رفن _راه
غرو_ب _رفن _راه
 ر
معمو_رفن _راه
 لي
 4 ع دي_رفن _راه
 s
منفکرا_زدن_ق م
 نه
آرام_ب _رفن _راه
 ش
 ع دي_رفن _راه
آرا_ب _زدن_ق م
 مي
معمو_رفن _راه
 لي
 4
 sr
معمو_رفن _راه
 لي
 آهسنه_رفن _راه ع دي_رفن _راه آرام_رفن _راه
خو_ب _رفن _راه
 شا لي
 4
k
vä
le
ee
_
n
o
mr
a
la
si
it
 
 82
 s-
معمو_رفن _راه
 لي
 ع دي_رفن _راه
خو_ب _رفن _راه
 شا لي
طور_به_راهرفن 
 نرم  _ي
 4 ملايم_رفن _راه
 s
معمو_رفن _راه
 لي
 ملايم_رفن _راه نرم  _رفن _راه ع دي_رفن _راه
طور_به_راهرفن 
 نرم  _ي
 5
 3 تن _رفن _راه ع دي_رفن _راه طور_به_راهرفن  معمو_رفن _راه خو_ب _رفن _راه sr
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يل اش يل ي_  مرن 
o
n
tu
u
_
v
ai
v
al
lo
is
es
t
i 21 
-s 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف_مارآ 
ن يگنل_هنسخ 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف_ نک 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف_ن گنل 
هار_ نفر_ ب_م
تيمو ص 
3 
s ن يگنل_هنسخ 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف_مارآ 
ن يگنل_مارا 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف_ نک 
ن يگنل_هنسهآ 4 
rs ن يگنل_هنسخ 
هار_ نفر_ن گنل
_ن گنل 
هار_ نفر_گنل_
ن گنل 
ن يگنل_هنسهآ م ق_ندز_هنسها 3 
o
n
tu
u
_
k
iv
u
li
aa
st
i 
20 
-s ن يگنل_درد 
هار_ نفر_ن گنل
_ن گنل 
هار_ نفر_يمخز 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف_لش 
ن گنل_ن گنل_ر
 نف_بارخ 
3 
s 
ن يگنل_ ب_محز
ت 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر_يليخ_گنل
ن ي 
ن يگنل_هنسخ ن يگنل_هنازج ع 
هار_ نفر_ن گنل
_ن گنل 
4 
rs 
هار_ نفر_ن گنل
_ن گنل 
هار_ نفر_گنل_
ن گنل 
ن يگنل_هنسخ هار_ نفر_ن گنل 
ن گنل_ن گنل_هار
 نفر_يليخ_گنل
ن ي 
4 
k
äv
el
ee
_
ra
u
h
al
li
se
s
ti
 
15 
-s 
هار_ نفر_يب_خ
  ي 
هار_ نفر_مارآ 
هار_ نفر_يب_ح
هلصو 
هار_ نفر_ردرس
مگ 
هار_ نفر_ه نگ 1 
s 
هار_ نفر_يب_ح
هلصو 
م ق_ندز_ مط ب
هنين 
هار_ نفر_هنسهآ 
هار_ نفر_يب_ه
فد 
هار_ نفر_مارآ 3 
rs هار_ نفر_مارآ 
هار_ نفر_يب_ح
هلصو 
هار_ نفر_يد ع 
م ق_ندز_يگنل ب
ند 
هار_ نفر_هنسهآ 2 
ju
o
k
se
e_
re
n
n
o
st
i 
15 
-s ن يود_ ب_هلجع ن يود_ نت 
ن يود_ ب_مارآ
ش 
ن يود_يمرن ب 
ن يود_يمک_نت
د 
2 
s ن يود_يلومعم ن يود_  اشوخ 
ن يود_يمک_نت
د 
ن يود_ ب_هلجع ن يود_ ب_يژرنا 2 
rs 
ن يود_يمک_نت
د 
ن يود_ ب_هلجع ن يود_  اشوخ ن يود_ نت ن يود_يلومعم 1 
indexical-grounding 27 
pattern-grounding 36 
randomized-grounding 27 
Although the number of good translations found by randomized-grounding is comparable to the number 
of good translations recognized by indexical-grounding, the quality of translation implemented by 
indexical-grounding is better because the good translations detected by this method are ranked higher. 
In other words, the appropriate extracted Farsi translations found by indexical-grounding are closer to 
the original Finnish verb-adverbs than the appropriate translations extracted by randomized-grounding. 
In addition, the translation of Finnish verb-adverbs to Farsi verb-adverbs is boosted by utilizing pattern-
grounding. 
Appendix F. Cophenetic correlation coefficient results 
In the following tables, you can see the cophenetic values computed for agglomerative hierarchical 
clustering of English, Finnish, and Farsi verbs and verb-adverbs. 
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Hierarchical clustering of English verbs 
indexical-grounding pattern-grounding 
method name cophenet value method name cophenet value 
average 0.8741 average 0.8928 
weighted 0.8250 weighted 0.8853 
complete 0.7826 complete 0.7637 
single 0.7215 single 0.7593 
The above table demonstrates that regardless of the selected method, pattern-grounding will lead to a 
clustering tree in which distances among objects reflect the original distances more appropriately than 
the clustering tree of the the indexical-grounding approach. In other words, when English verbs are 
grounded using motion data, they can be clustered more accurately. 
  Hierarchical clustering of English verb-adverbs 
pattern-grounding indexical-grounding 
cophenet value method name cophenet value method name 
0.8935 average 0.8816 average 
0.8299 weighted 0.8794 weighted 
0.8101 complete 0.7978 complete 
0.7343 single 0.6412 single 
Cophenetic correlation coefficients show that English verb-adverbs can be clustered more precisely 
when pattern-grounding is applied. 
Hierarchical clustering of Finnish verbs 
pattern-grounding indexical-grounding 
cophenet value method name cophenet value method name 
0.9313 average 0.9123 average 
0.9181 weighted 0.8911 weighted 
0.8260 single 0.8095 complete 
0.8149 complete 0.8014 single 
The above table shows that Finnish verbs can be clustered more exactly when pattern-grounding is 
applied. 
Hierarchical clustering of Finnish verb-adverbs 
pattern-grounding indexical-grounding 
cophenet value method name cophenet value method name 
0.9162 average 0.8645 average 
0.9105 weighted 0.8588 weighted 
0.8560 complete 0.7252 complete 
0.5846 single 0.6344 single 
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The above table shows that pattern-grounding can be almost always beneficial for hierarchical clustering 
of Finnish verb-adverbs except when single method is applied. 
Hierarchical clustering of Farsi verbs 
pattern-grounding pattern-grounding 
method name cophenet value method name cophenet value 
average 0.785 average 0.789 
weighted 0.762 weighted 0.761 
complete 0.717 single 0.719 
single 0.706 complete 0.651 
The above table shows that Farsi verbs can be clustered more precisely when pattern-grounding is 
applied. 
Hierarchical clustering of Farsi verb-adverbs 
indexical-grounding pattern-grounding 
method name cophenet value method name cophenet value 
average 0.889 average 0.929 
weighted 0.866 weighted 0.920 
single 0.797 single 0.917 
complete 0.757 complete 0.840 
The above table shows that Farsi verb-adverbs can be clustered more accurately using pattern-
grounding. 
